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THE, CABINET: 1. THE PRIME MINISTER reminded his colleagues 
Meeting on
Wednesday. 

 that the Meeting of the Cabinet on Wednesday, g2nd 

22nd March. March, would take place at 10 a.m. , on account of 
the Luncheon to "be given at the Guildhall to the 
President of the French Republic. As cars had to 
he en route by 12 o'clock, it would be necessary 
for members of the Cabinet attending the Luncheon 
to come to the Cabinet in uniform. 



CZECHOSLOVAKIA:
Situation.
(Previous
Reference: 
Cabinet 3
(39), Con
clusion 7. )

Ffl. /?£34)*'

 2. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 
 AFFAIRS said that there was not much which he 

 could tell his colleagues beyond the text of an 

 agreement signed early that morning by Herr Hitler 

 and Herr von Ribbentrop, on behalf of Germany, 
 and by Dr. Hacha and Dr0 Chvalkowsky, on behalf 

of Czechoslovakia, The text of this agreement 
had already appeared in the 7.0 a m. edition of a

the "Daily Telegraph"0 

The Foreign Secretary then read out the 
agreement, the text of which is contained in 
telegram No0 103 from Berlin. 

The Foreign Secretary added that at 
9.30 a*mo German troops had appeared in the 
outskirts of Prague-, Early that morning Reuters1 

Berlin Correspondent had informed Reuters, on 
information received from an official of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin, that 
Bohemia and Moravia were to be militarily occupied. 
According to Reuters' Correspondent, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs had admitted officially that 
the occupation had begun on the previous day. Great 
reticence was being maintained, at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs in Berlin, about Hungary1s 
attitude. Routers' Buda-Pest Correspondent 
reported that Hungarian troops were discreetly 
infiltrating into Ruthenia. A Proclamation was 
expected that day annexing Ruthenia to Hungary. 

Reuters' Correspondent at Bucharest 
reported that Dr. Volosin, the ex-Ruthenian Prime 
Minister, had been wounded and that he and the 
other members of his Cabinet had fled to Roumania. 
Reuters also confirmed the occupation of thirty 
villages by Roumaniao 



Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that he 
had seen the French Ambassador the previous day. The 
French Government took much the same view of the matter 
as we did, and held that there was no possibility of 
effectively opposing what was taking place, or of 
influencing the position,, The French Government had 
said that they would take no action except in consultation 
with us. 

In a telegram dated 14th March (No. 104 from 
Paris) Sir Eric Phipps had said that he had seen 
M. Bonnet and M0 Beranger, who both felt that the 
less we interfered in this crisis the better. They 
had both remarked that this renewed rift between the 
Czechs and the Slovaks showed that we nearly went to 
war last autumn on behalf of a State which was not 
"viable". 

In reply to the Prime Minister, the Foreign 
Secretary said that Germany had not, so far as was 
known, objected to the occupation of Ruthenia by 
Hungary. This might be because Germany did not wish 
to raise objections to Poland and Hungary obtaining 
the common frontier which they desired. Again, it might 
be that Germany thought that this common frontier 
would not constitute an effectual barrier to any action 
which she might wish to take at a later date. 

Frontier THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER pointed out 
Guarantee. 

that although Germany's action did not in terms constitute 
an unprovoked aggression, the same could not be said 
of Hungary's action0 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he" thought the 
fundamental fact was that the State whose frontiers 
we had undertaken to guarantee against unprovoked 
aggression had now completely broken up, 



THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought that we could also rely on the argument that 
we had regarded the terms of our guarantee as morally 
binding before the guarantee had technically come into 
force, because we intended our action to be a means of 
steadying the position during what was thought to be 
a purely transitory situation We had, however, never 
intended permanently to assume responsibility for a 
monopoly of obligation in this matter., 

THE PRIMES MINISTER thought that if it was agreed 
that the argument which he had suggested was valid, it 
would perhaps be undesirable to supplement it with the 
argument put forward by the Foreign Secretary. He also 
thought that it would be wise to take an early opportunity 
of saying that, in the circumstances which had arisen, 
our guarantee had come to an end. 

The Prime Minister reminded his colleagues of 
the history of this guarantee. In the first instance 
it had been part of an arrangement made with the 
French, in response to a request put forward by the 
French Government, As we had been asking Czechoslovakia 
to make considerable sacrifices, we had felt under an 
obligation to offer a guarantee. At that time it had been 
believed that both Germany and Italy would join in the 
guarantee. 

The Prime Minister explained that in the course 
of the Munich discussions the question of a guarantee 
for Czechoslovakia had been mentioned. The matter had 
not, however, been raised formally, as there had been no 
set discussion with all the parties sitting round a table. 
We had,however, enquired whether Germany and Italy were prepared to 



enter into a guarantee, and they had replied that they 
were not willing to do so until Czechoslovakia had 
settled her minority questions with Poland and Hungary. 
This had led to discussion as to the position of our 
guarantee. M. Daladier had said that the French 
Government guarantee was already in operation, and he 
(the Prime Minister) had felt that we were bound to 
keep closely in step in this matter with the French. 
It was in these circumstances that the Secretary of 
State for Dominion Affairs, as spokesman of the Government, 
had made a statement on this subject in the House of 
Commons on the 4th October. 

In reply to a question as to the attitude 
adopted by the Czechoslovak Government towards the 
guarantee, the Prime Minister said that the Czechoslovak 
Government had stated sometime back that they were not 
prepared to give us their views as to what form the 
guarantee should take, until they knew what view Germany 
held on the matter* 

It might,, no doubt, be true that the disruption 
of Czechoslovakia had been largely engineered by 
Germany, but our guarantee was not a guarantee against 
the exercise of moral pressure. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the German 
action had all been t^ken under the guise of agreement 
with the Czechoslovak Government. The Germans were, 
therefore, in a position to give a plausible answer to 
any representations which were made. They would no 



doubt say that a situation had arisen in which German 
citizens were being insulted and maltreated; that 
representatives of the Czechoslovak Government had 
visited the German Government and had then invited 
'the Germans to assist in keeping order. 

In reply to a question whether the representatives 
of the Czechoslovak Government had gone to Berlin at 
the invitation of the German Government, the FOREIGN 
SECRETARY pointed out that the oommiinlqiie published that 
morning from Berlin said that the Czech representa
tives had "been received in Berlin at their own request. 

THE SECRETARY OF ST,;'.TE FOR WAR pointed out that 
hitherto Herr Hitler had contented himself with 
incorporating German peoples into the Reich and 
that that had constituted the first phase. The 
present step resulted in the establishment of German 
dominance over non-German peoples, and constituted the 
beginning of a new and second phase and all pointed 
to the Drang nach Osten. The former Military Attache 
to Berlin had foretold these two phases and thought 
that there would be a third phase, namely, when Germany 
would begin to expel the Slavs from the territories 
which she dominated. 

The Secretary of State for War thought that it 
was now in our interests that Hungary should incorporate 
Ruthenia, and that we should enco^lrage as close a 
relationship as possible with Turkey, Roumania and, 
if possible, with Hungary, It was pointed out in 
this connection that Slovakia was not strong enough to 
constitute an independent state. 



THE PRIMS MINISTER said that there were 
three connected points on which it would be 
necessary to reach a decision that morning, namely 

(l) The proposed visit of the 
President of the Board of Trade to 
Berlin. 

(2) He would be asked to make a statement 
in the House of Commons that afternoon 
and it would be necessary, after setting 
out the facts, to give some indication 
of our attitude to these events. 

(3) The proposed loan to Czechoslovakia. 
Visit of the The Prime Minister thought that it was 
President of the 
Board of Trade impossible for the President of the Board of 
to Berlin. 

Trade to visit Berlin at the present time0 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that, apart from the trade aspects of 
the negotiations, he thought that a visit by the 
President to Berlin would be highly undesirable 
at the present time. He thought the same would 
apply to the proposed visit to Berlin of the 
Secretary of the Department of Overseas Trade. 
It was necessary that we should take some overt 
action to show our disapproval of GermanyTs action. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE said 
that, if the matter was looked at from the trade 
point of view, the result of postponement of the visit 
might be serious, since the German Governments 
reaction was, he thought, likely to be to break off 
the existing trade talks. Unless we could find 
some means of reaching agreement with Germany, we 
should be strongly pressed to stand by our industries 
in Qrder to enable them to compete with Germany. 
At the same time, he thought that politically it 
was undesirable for him to visit Germany. He 
thought that the same applied to Mr. Hudson. 



Some discussion ensued as to whether 
it would be possible for the visit of the President 
of the Board of Trade to be postponed but for 
Mr. Hudson to go to Berlin. 

The Cabinet, however, reached the 
conclusion that this would be an unsatisfactory 
solution and that Mr. Hudsonrs visit to Berlin as 
well as that of the President of the Board of Trade 
should be postponed. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY thought that, 
in this matter, it was necessary to steer a course 
between, on the one hand, pious and futile 
lectures and, on the other hand, the undesirability 
of leaving public opinion in any doubt as to our 
attitude to Germany's action in this matter. 

In further discussion, it was agreed 
that the fact that Mr. Hudson's visit to Berlin 
would be postponed was no reason why he should not 
carry out his proposed tour to other countries 
in the Baltic and Eastern Europe. It would 
greatly diminish the strength of our disapproval of 
Germany's action, which the postponement of the visit 
to Berlin was intended to imply if the rest of the 
visit was also postponed. It was pointed out that 
the visits of the British Ministers to Berlin had 
been arranged in connection with negotiations in 
progress by the Federation of British Industries 
with corresponding organisations in Germany, 
but that this did not apply to the other visits. 



Recall of H.M. 
Ambassador 
from Berlin. 

THE PRESIDENT OP.THE BOARD OP TRADE said 
that he thought that the fact that his visit was 
postponed would he in itself a sufficient mark of: 

disapproval, and that it would he undesirable to 
make any statements which would render it difficult 
to resume the economic discussions at a later date. 
It was also agreed that the German Government should 
he informed of the proposed postponement of the 
visit before any public announcement of the fact was 
made. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS ' 
asked his colleagues to consider the possibility 
of recalling His Majesty1s Ambassador from Berlin. 
On the whole he was against this step since, 
although it was easy to recall an Ambassador, it 
was not so easy to find reasons to justify his 
return. The United States were experiencing this 
difficulty. The same argument, however, did not 
apply if we recalled our Ambassador to report, in 
which case he could return to Berlin after a week 
or so. While he did not feel strongly on the . 
matter, he thought that there was something to be 
said for adopting this course. He was reluctant 
to allow public opinion in the United States or in 
South-eastern Europe to think that we were inert. 

The general view of the Cabinet was that 
the step suggested was premature. The postponement 
of the visit of the British Ministers to Berlin 
would be a signal mark of our disapproval. 



Furtherf it must he h o m e in mind that the action
of which we disapproved had only heen reported in 

' the last few hour s * In this connection it was 
pointed out that the situation had been completely
changed since the previous day owing to the news 
of Germany's military incursions into Czechoslo
vakia0 

The Cabinet agreed that His 
Majesty!s Ambassador should not 
now be recalled from Berlin^ 
but that the question of 
recalling him should be reserved 
for further consideration at 
a later dateD 

Statement to be At the outset of the discussion attention 
made in the 
House of Commons^ was devoted to the statement to be made by the 

Prime Minister in answer to a Private Notice 
Question, Later, however, information was 
received to the effect that the Opposition were 
asking for a debate to take place that afternoon in 
place of the discussion on Navy Estimates, a demand 
which it was felt must be agreed to. In 
addition to the proposed statement, the Prime 
Minister would, therefore, have to make a speech 
on the matter,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER read out a short state
ment which he had drafted indicating the general 
line of the statement which he proposed to make* 
The statement started by expressing His Majesty1s 
Government*s regret at the military occupation of 
parts of Czechoslovakia and ended with an announce
ment to the effect that, in the circumstances, the 
visit of the British Ministers to Berlin would not 
be appropriate. The Prime Minister invited his 
colleagues to give him their general reactions as 
to the line of the statement to be made* 



In the course of the discussion the wisdom of 
emphasising the military occupation of Czechoslovakia 
was questioned on the ground that the Czechoslovak 
Government had invited this step0 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that he thought 
that Iierr Hitler was disappointed in not being able 
to stage a military triumph in the Auturniio He had 
for some time past been working for a military 
demonstration,, He, therefore., thought that the 
military occupation was symbolic,' more than perhaps 
appeared on the surface0 

THE SECRETARY CP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought it was significant that this was the first 
occasion on which Germany had applied her shock 
tactics to the domination of non-Germans, He thought that it 
was important to find language which would imply that 
Germany was now being led on to a dangerous path* 
This was of importance from the point of view of our 
German broadcasts which were having increasing influence. 
He also stressed that Germany11 s attitude in this matter 
was completely inconsistent with the Munich agreement. 
Germany had deliberately preferred naked force to 
the methods of consultation and discussiono 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that the 
statement should make it clear that the Government no 
longer had any obligation, legal or moral, under the 
guarantee to Czechoslovakia^ He thought, and the PRIME 
MINISTER agreed, that this should be made clear at the 
outset. It would be desirable if possible to say that 
the French agreed with our view, but the FOREIGN SECRETARY 
thought that although this was in fact the case, it was 
doubtful whether we were in the position to make a 
statement to that effect that afternoon, 



I 1 6 

Financial
Assistance,

ZJftq)'0-

It was agreed that the Prime Minister 
and the Foreign Secretary should he 
authorised to settle the terms of the 
statement to he made by the Prime 
Minister in the House of Commons that 
afternoon, in the light of the discussion 
which had taken place. 

T H E CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER reminded., his 
 colleagues that the total amount involved was £10 

millions. He had made enquiries that morning and 
had ascertained that £3 millions had been drawn from 

 the Bank of England and that £7 millions remained to 
be drawn. He had sent a message to the Bank of 
England to say that if any further drafts from 
Prague were presented, Irinuoy chtwli. aat TM auuiû ênil 
ym&mf&B further authority from the Government. The 
position was not perhaps altogether unfavourable, 
inasmuch as the £3 millions which had "feeen djpawn had 
been very largely used for the purposes which we 
had had in mindo For example, £g- million had been 
used to enable people to go to Palestine, while 
other sums had been given to other refugees to 
enable them to leave the country. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that no reference 
should be made in the proposed statement to the 
loan, but that he should deal with the matter in 

his speech by explaining how matters stood at 
present. With regard to the future, he would 
say that it had been decided to suspend further 
payments until.we saw how the position developed^ 



The Cabinet agreed:
(l) That the forthcoming visit of the 

President" of the Board of Trade and 
the Secretary of the Department of 
Overseas Trade to Berlin should be 
postponed: 

(2) That the visit of the Secretary of 
the Department of Overseas Trade to 
Moscow and certain other capitals 
should be carried out s 

(3) That H0M. Ambassador should not now 
be recalled from B&rlin, but that 
the question of recalling him should 
be reserved for further consideration 
at a later date: 

(4) That the Prime Minister and the 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
should be authorised to settle the 
terms of the statement to be made by 
the Prime Minister in the House of 
Commons that afternoon, in the light 
of the discussion which had taken place: 

(5) To authorise the Prime Minister to include 
in his speech in the House of Commons that 
afternoon a statement that £3 millions of 
the proposed financial assistance to 
Czechoslovakia has already been paid but 
that any further payment, over and above 
the £3 millions would be suspended for 
the presento 



ITALY. 

(previous 
Reference; 
;Cabinet 9 (39) 
Conclusion 2. ) 

It 

3. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said he 
thought it was important to obtain all the information 
available as to the attitude of Italy. 

. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that the Earl of Perth had arranged for his 
Military, Naval and Air Attaches to make exhaustive 
tours in Italy to investigate the position. They 
had eorne across nothing significant. Indeed the 
aircraft factories seemed to be working at a somewhat 
lower output, and reserves were reported to be at a 
low level. 

The Cabinet took note of the above. 



SPAIN; 
Blockade of 
Republi can 
territory. 
(Previous 
Reference 
Cabinet,? 
(39), Con
clusion 6 ) . 

4. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that General Franco had issued ah 
order the preceding week which amounted to 
closing a certain area and saying that he 
would sink any ships which entered ports in 
that area. He (the Foreign Secretary) had made 
a statement in the House of Lords in which he 
had raised no questions of principle. Pie had 
said that we would continue to give protection 
to our ships on the high seas, and would retaliate 
in regard to any indefensible action inside 
territorial waters. He had, however, left vague 
the action which we would take in the event of 
seizure of British ships by General Franco inside 
Spanish territorial waters. 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said 
that if it was proposed to expand the statement 
which he had made in the House of Lords, this 
could only be done by saying that General Franco 
had a right to close the ports. This was 
equivalent to giving him the right to seize and 
attack ships. If, however, we took no further 
action, the present position would be that our 
ships would have a right to try to enter the ports 
in Republican Spain, and General Franco would 
have the right to try to stop ships inside 
territorial waters, provided that he stopped 
them in a recognised way. If General Franco 
were to seize ships in territorial waters, then 
no doubt an argument v/ould ensue, and we should 
claim that the ships should be released and 
that compensation should be paid and so forth. 



The question arose whether we should go 
further and allow General Franco to exercise 
"belligerent rights in Spanish territorial waters. 
He understood that the President of the Board of 
Trade would prefer to leave matters as they were. 
He had seen the Duke of Alba the previous day 
and had told him that we did not wish to have 
trouble over this mattero He hoped, therefore, 
that the Duke of Alba would dissuade General 
Franco's Government from doing outrageous things 
as, for example, sinking ships in territorial 
waters. 

In the course of discussion, the 
following points emerged:-

THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that he was 
afraid the Foreign Secretary's statement might 
encourage British merchant ships to attempt to run 
the blockade on the ground that the Government would 
support them. If British ships tried to run the 
blockade and were sunk, he thought that a difficult 
situation might arise. He also pointed out that in 
so far as General Franco had threatened to sink ships 
at sight, his statement was entirely unjustified. 
He thought, however, that a sovereign state was 
entitled to close ports in an area where there was 
insurgency. This problem had frequently arisen all 
over the world, and he was unable to give any 
parallel case in which the right to close ports was 
not claimed. He agreed, however, that it would be 
quite reasonable to act on the line' that the stoppage 
of ships: must be limited to territorial waters. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF 
DEFENCE pointed out that earlier in the war, when 



the former Spanish Government had been in control of the 
sea, we had refused to recognise any right to seize our 
ships on the high seas. "We had, however, taken the view 
that territorial waters cannot be separated from the 
State territory, and the actions of our Fleet, when ships 
had been running Franco's blockade and trying to enter 
Bilbao and Santander, had been based on this principle. Very 
careful instructions had been drawn up and communicated 
to the Fleet on this matter, and General Franco was well 
aware of them. He thought that there were only two 
courses open to us. First to accept the blockade5 which 
would be inconsistent with our previous attitude. 
Second, to refuse to accept the blockade and say that our 
position in this matter was exactly the same as that 
adopted when General Franco was attempting to blockade 
Bilbao and Santander. The adoption of this second course 
would,he thought, be wholly consistent, and moreover would 
be readily understood by General Franco. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE said that his 
department had always been careful to avoid giving any 
instructions to shipowners. Shipowners, however, were 
well aware of the fact that their ships would not receive any 
protection within territorial waters, but that they were 
not liable to be sunk within territorial waters without 
warning. In response to a request from the Foreign 
Secretary, he undertook to try to stop ships from attempting 
to run General Franco's blockade, but he did not think 
that the type of firm which was now engaged in this business 
would be likely to prove very amenable to argument, more 
especially since the present blockade was not very effective 



and the profits were "believed to be considerable. 
The Cabinet agreed:
(l) That we should adhere to our present 

position in the matter, namely that we 
should not admit any right on General 
Franco1s part to seize our ships on the 
high seas, or any right on General Francois 
part to sink ships without warning within 
territorial waters. 

(2) That such steps as were possible should 
be taken to avoid any serious trouble 
arising out of the Blockade of Republican 
Spain. 



I 

PALESTINE. 
The London 
Conferences. 

; (Previous 
I Reference: 
I Cabinet 10 

(39), Con
clusion 5). 

Attitude of 
pfche Jews. 

5. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES 
said that the substance of the final proposals to 

- . . . . . . . . 

be communicated orally to the Arab and Jewish 
Delegations had been considered by the Palestine 
Committeeo Copies of a revise of these final 
proposals were handed round at the meeting of the 
Cabinet. 

On the constitutional issue the Jews were 
fairly satisfied, since our proposals left open the 
possibility of an independent Palestine State on 
federal lines  What the Jews hoped for was that e

they would obtain complete control of immigration 
into the Jewish areas of the federal State. 

The Jews objected strongly, however, to our 
proposals for the transitional periods In particular 
they objected to the suggestion that Arabs and Jews 
should be nominated to the^Advisory Councilsin the 
proportion of two to one0 The Jews wanted parity 
with the Arabs, and feared that the two to one 
proportion would prejudice their position in the 
independent Palestine State in its final form. It 
had, of course, been explained to them that while the 
Arabs would out-number the Jews on the^Advisory 
Council, the Arabs would not out-number the Jews 
together with the British members. 

It seemed very likely that the Jews would refuse 
face(uUutf a*^t 

to accept nomination to the/Advisory Council at any 
rate in the early stages^ It might be, however, that 
after a few months, when the present bitterness had 
died down, they would be prepared to accept nomina
tion. Generally speaking, the Jewish reception of 
the constitutional proposals was somewhat mixed. 

\ " " , 7 - ' " ' 
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The Jewish attitude to the immigration proposals 
was one of hitter opposition. The point to which they 
took particular exception was, of course, the 
provision that there should he no continued immigra
tion after a period of five years without the acqui
escence of all parties. It was perhaps unnecessary 
to repeat all the arguments which they used on this 
point. It would suffice to say that they would 
probably break on this issue. 

The Jews also objected strongly to our proposals 
in regard to land transfers, 

Generally, it seemed that the Jewish representa
tives as a whole, including such representatives as 
Lord Reading and Lord Bearsted? would reject the 
proposals entirely. Dr. Weizmann was in a very bitter 
mood, thought our proposals a betrayal of the Jews, 
and said that they would result in worse bloodshed 
in Palestine than ever before^ The responsibility 
for this, he said, would rest on our shoulders. 
There was no doubt that our proposals were a bitter 
disappointment to the Jews as a whole, but it was 
only fair to point out that if the Jews had devoted 
some of their energies in the last twenty years to 
trying to establish good relations with the Arabs, 
the present position would never have arisen. 

Kttitude of the The Palestinian Arabs were also likely to reject 
galestiuian 
-Arabs. the Governments proposals. On the constitutional 

side they appreciated that the Governments proposals 
would not give them complete power to do what they 
wished in Palestine, They were also critical of our 
proposals for the transitional period. They were 

:  :- y y - y " v - : ; y : : y - ' - . V ' \  y y &

satisfied with the proportion of Arab to Jewish repre
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sentatives, hut they realised that the British 
representatives would exercise a preponderating power. 
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Attitude of
Arab States. 

There was a possibility that the Arabs also^ould 
refuse to nominate representatives to the Advisory 
Council^, If this happened, presumably things would 
continue much as at present on the constitutional 
side. 

As regards immigration, the Arabs were, of course 
pleased that they would have the power to veto further 
immigration after five years, but they thought 
that the figure of 75,000 immigrants in the next five 
years was much too big. They were thinking in terms 
of some 20,000 immigrants in this period. 

As regards the land proposals, the Arabs 
were fairly satisfied. 

The representatives of the Palestinian Arabs 
recognised that our"proposals represented a great 
advance in recognition of the rights and position of 
Arabs in Palestine. Further, these proposals 
removed two fears which had dominated their minds, 
namely, first, the creation of a Jewish State in 
Palestine, and, second, that Jewish immigration would 
continue until the Jews had established a majority in 
Palestine. Nevertheless, it seemed likely that the 
Palestinian Arabs, at a Meeting to be held that 
afternoon, would make a number of critisisms of our 
proposals, and in the end would probably reject them. 

 If this happened, the attitude of the represen

tatives of the neighbouring Arab States became a matter 
of great importance. Their own judgment was probably 
in favour of acceptance of these terms, and they 
realised that on merits the terms had much to commend 
them. But they were very loth to come to any sort of 



agreement with us unless the Palestinian Arabs would 
also reach an agreement on the same terms. 

Two suggestions had been put to the representa
tives of the neighbouring Arab States: one was that 
all the neighbouring Arab States should enter into an 
agreement with us on the basis of our proposals. 
It had "been represented to them that if they all 
took this course they would be unlikely to be 
subjected to criticism by public opinion in their own 
countries. Further, if they entered into an 
agreement with us in this matter, the proposals would 
be far more binding on us than if we were to make a 
unilateral declaration of policy which was not 
accepted by any Of the parties represented at the 
Conferences. 

The second proposal put to them was that, if 
they were not prepared to enter into an agreement with 
regard to these proposals, we would make a unilateral 
declaration of policy, and they should issue a statement 
to the effect that while the Palestinian Arabs had not 
gained all that they had asked for, they had obtained 
a great deal; and they would therefore appeal to the 
Palestinian Arabs to stop their campaign of violence. 
There was a possibility that the second course 
would be adopted. 

Continuing, the Colonial Secretary said that the 
position would be a good deal clearer in two or three 
days time. The form of the White Paper which was to 
be presented to Parliament would depend on the events 
of these next few days. The White Paper would of 
course contain a great deal more than the final 



proposals which he had circulated to his colleagues. 
A good deal would be said as to the history of the 
matter and the arguments in support of our proposals. 
A draft of the white Paper dealing with these matters 
had been prepared so far as was possible at this 
stage. 

In the meantime the Government were in a 

position of some difficulty since our proposals 
must now be communicated to the Delegates and it was 
clear that once this was done they would become known 
to the Press. As soon as this happened there would 
probably be pressure in Parliament for a statement 
and it might therefore be necessary for the White 
Paper to be laid before the discussions with the 
Arab and Jewish Delegates had been finally concluded. 
A draft of the White. Paper would, of course, be 
submitted to the Cabinet Committee on Palestine for 
examination and approval. 

The situation in the United States of America 
was being watched. A telegram had been sent to our 
Ambassador at Washington the previous night explaining 
our proposals. This would be follotved by a fuller 
telegram in a few days time. 

The Colonial Secretary concluded by saying that 
he was afraid that the Government would have a difficult 
time when the proposals became knovm. but he had no 
doubts as to their being just, fair and right and he 
was sure that they could be justified to Parliament and 
to the League of Nations. 



THE PRIME MINISTER proposed a modification 
of the last sentence of paragraph A (l) to read 
as follows:

"In such treaty relations with 
Great Britain as would provide 
satisfactorily for the commercial 
and strategic interests of both 

11ocountries
This was agreed to. 
In reply to the Secretary of State for War, 

he said that the General Staff wished the 
strategic reservations to be more precisely 
stated. 

The Prime Minister said that this point 
would not arise until the stage of drafting a 
Treaty was reached. 

The Cabinet took note of the 
statement by the Secreteiry of 
State for the Colonies and 
approved the substance of the 
final proposals to be communicated 
orally to the Arab and Jewish 
Delegations subject to the 
amendment of paragraph A(l) as 
suggested by the Prime Minister

(A copy of the final proposals, including the 
amendment of paragraph A (l) and certain other 
minor drafting amendments, is attached as an 
Annex.) 



THE CLUBS 
T?FiGISTRATION 
BILL, 
(Previous 
R e f e r e n c e : 
Cabinet 9 
(39) , Con
clusion 8). 

6. The Cabinet again had before tp.em-^MgmDve&rfxua^y' 

the Home Secretary ( C P . 51 (39)) drawing attention to 
the Clubs Registration Bill,, introduced in the House of 
Commons by a Private Member and down for Second Reading 
on the 17th March. In his Memorandum the Home Secretary 
stated that, in his present view, the Bill should be 
supported, and that facilities should be given for 
ensuring that it passed into law with such amendments as 
might be found necessary in Committee. The only 
provision to which the Government need object was the 
proposal in Clause that in the event of objection to 
the registration of a Club£ the question should be 
referred for decision to the County Court Judge. The 
Home Office view was that the appropriate authority would 
be the Stipendiary Magistrate, or the Justices for the 
Petty Sessional Division concerned, as the case might 
be. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Home Secretary 
(who was indisposed and unable to attend the Cabinet 
that morning) had given further consideration to the 
matter, and had reached the conclusion that while the 
Government were bound, in view of their pledges to 
introduce legislation on this subject to adopt a friendly 
attitude towards the Clubs Registration Bill, it would 
probably be a good thing if the Bill were defeated. 

The Home Secretary proposed to indicate that this 
was a matter in which details were all important; that 
the Bill required extensive amendment which might occupy 
considerable time in Committee; hut that no facilities 
could be promised for its later stages. He should then 
leave the matter to the Vote of the House. 



The Home Secretary proposed^ however  to vote p

himself for the Second Reading of the Bill. 
In the course of a short discussion it was 

pointed out that there was considerable opposition to 
this Bill not only from the bogus clubs which the Bill 
was designed to deal with,, but also from the better 
class clubs and it was felt that the Bill might 
involve the Government in some political difficulty. 

The Cabinet agreed -
To leave the Government attitude 

in regard to the Bill to be 
settled by the Prime Minister 
in consultation with the Home 
Secretary and the Chief Whip. 



THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT 
AMENDMENT 
(SCOTLAND) 
BILL. 
(Previous 
Reference; 
Cabinet 9 
(39), Con-
Clusion 6.) 

7. The Cabinet had under consideration a 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland 
(H.A.1S (39)) covering the draft Local Government 
Amendment (Scotland) Bill, which had been prepared 
on lines recommended by the Scottish Local Government 
Consolidation Committee, and was drafted to amend, 
in certain respects, the law relating to the 
disqualification of Councillors for membership of 
County, Town and District Councils in Scotland; 
together with the following recommendation to 
the Cabinet thereon by the Committee of Home Affairs:

"To authorise the introduction forthwith . 
in the House of Commons of the Local 
Government Amendments (Scotland) Bill 
in the form of the draft annexed to 
H.A.12(39), subject to any drafting 
or other minor alterations that may 
be found necessary or desirable." 

After a short discussion the 
Cabinet agreed to this course. 



ARMY AND 
AIR FORGE 
TJOURTS-
MARTIAL 
COMMITTEE, 
1938. 
Publication 
of Report 
of. 

8. The Cabinet had under.. -con.s-id.er&.tioia. & tTo-int 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War and the 
Secretary of State for Air (CP. 66 (39)), in.which 
they sought authority for the immediate publication 
of the Report of the Army and Air Force Courts-Martial 
Committee, 1938, as a White Paper, in advance of any 
decision as to the action to be taken on the 
recommendations contained therein. The Committee 
considered in particular whether there ought not to be 
a right of appeal against Court-Martial convictions 
for civil offences. The main recommendations in the 
Report related to the appointment, constitution and 
functions of the Judge Advocate General, in connection 
with which the First Lord of the Admiralty had serious 
misgivings. The differences between the three Ministers 
had now been referred to the Lord Chancellor and the 
Secretary of State for the Dominions. Meanwhile, it 
was very desirable that the Report should be in the 
hands of Members of Parliament by the date of the 
Committee Stage of the Avmy and Air Force (Annual) Bill 
at the end of the month. 

In discussion the view was expressed that it 
would be much more satisfactory to defer publication of 
the Report, if possible, until the Government had 
reached decisions as to the action to be taken in regard 
to it. 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR stated that he and the 
Secretary of State for the Dominions hoped to dispose 
of the points referred to them in the course of a few 
days. It appeared, therefore, that it should be 
possible to reach decisions as to the action to be taken 
on the Report before the end of the month. 



In these circumstances, the. Cabinet 
agreed: 

( l ) To defer for a week a decision as to 
the publication of the Report of the 
Courts-Martial Committee: 

(2) Subject to (1) above, to authorise the 
Secretary of State for War to make 
provisional preparations with a view 
to the publication of the Report before 
the end of the month. 



ARMY AND AIR 
FORCE (ANNUAL) 
BILL. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 14 
(38) , Con
lusion 10.) 

9. The Cabinet had before -them a Memorandum 

by the Secretary of State for War (CP.62 (39)) 
circulating the Army and Air Force (Annual) Bill, 
and with a prefatory memorandum explaining the 
proposed amendments in the Army Act and the Air 
Force Act. The only Clauses of the Bill to which 
the Secretary of State drew special attention were 
Clauses 4 and 5, which related respectively to 
the billeting of Army and Air Force vehicles in 
time of emergency, and to the meals to be supplied 
to soldiers and airmen when billeted; and Clause 11 
which referred primarily to certain offences in 
connection with the flying of aircraft. 

It was necessary that the Bill should 
receive the Royal Assent by 30th April and, in 
view of the incidence of Easter, the Secretary of 
State desired to circulate the Bill immediately 
after its First Reading, which would follow 
automatically on the Report Stage of Vote A of 
the Service Departments' Estimates. 

The Cabinet authorised the 
Secretary of State for War 
to circulate the Bill 
immediately after the First 
Reading. 



ANGLO-INDIAN 
TRADE TREATY. 

previous 
Reference j
Cabinet 36 (38) 
Conclusion 4) 

10. THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said 
that, after two years of negotiation, the Anglo-
Indian Trade Treaty would probably be signed next 
week. Looked at. purely from the trade point of view, 
the Treaty was unfavourable to us; as his colleagues 
were aware, however, the negotiations had been carried 
out on lines decided by the Cabinet from the wider 
political point of view. He was afraid that the 
Treaty would not be popular. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR INDIA said that 
the Indian Legislature would be involved in 
considerable difficulties if the Treaty was signed 
next week. He asked if it was possible to sign the 
Treaty during the current week. In view, however, of 
the importance of ensuring adequate preparation in 
the Press and elsewhere before the Treaty was published, 
it was felt that the present arrangements for the 
signature of the Treaty should stand. 

The Cabinet took note of the statement 
by the President of the Board of Trade ,
and agreed that the present arrangements 
for the signature of the Treaty should 
stand. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
15th March, 1939. 



E C R E T 

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES ON 
THE SUBSTANCE OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT'S PROPOSALS. 

A. CONSTITUTION. 

(1) His Majesty's Government's ultimate objective is 
the establishment of an independent Palestine State, possibly 
of a federal nature, in such treaty relations with Great 
Britain as would provide satisfactorily for the commercial 
and strategic interests of both countries. This would 
involve the termination of the Mandate. 

(S) It is not the objective of His Majesty's 
Government that Palestine should become a Jewish State or an 
Arab State; nor do they regard their pledges to either Jews 
or Arabs as requiring them to promote either of these 
alternatives. It should be a State in which Arabs and Jews 
share in government in such a way as to ensure that the 
essential interests of each are safeguarded. 

(3) The constitution of the independent State would be 
drafted in due course by a National Assembly of the people of 
Palestine  either elected or nominated as may be agreed. His s

Majesty's Government to be represented on the Assembly and to 
be satisfied as to the provisions of the constitution, and in 
particular as regards 

(a) the security of and access to the Holy Places; 
(b) the protection of the different communities in 

Palestine in accordance with the obligations of His 
Majesty's Government to both Arabs and Jews, and as 
regards securing the special position in Palestine of 
the Jev/ish National Home. 



His Majesty?s Government would, also require to be 
satisfied that the interests of certain foreign countries in 
Palestine, for the preservation of which His Majesty's 
Government are at present responsible, were.adequately 
safeguarded^ 

(4) The establishment of the independent State to be 
preceded by a transitional period throughout which His Majesty's 
Government, as the Mandatory Power, would retain responsibility 
for the government of the country, 

(5) As soon as peace and order are sufficiently restored, 
first steps to be taken towards giving the people of Palestine, 
during the transitional period, an increasing part in the 
government of the country. 

The first stage of this process would be as follows-
In the legislative sphere - The addition of a certain 

number of Palestinians, by nomination, to the Advisory 
Council; the numbers of Arab and Jewish representatives 
being fixed approximately in proportion to their 
respective populations, and so as to give a majority 
of Palestinian members. 

In the executive sphere - The selection of Palestinian 
members of the Advisory Council to sit on the Executive 
Council; the numbers of Arab and Jewish representatives 
being fixed approximately in proportion to their 
respective populations, and so that half the members 
of the Council would be Palestinians,, 

The next stage would be -
In the legislative sphere - The conversion of the 

Advisory Council into a Legislative Council with an 
elected Palestinian element., Certain powers would be 
reserved to the High Commissioner. 



In the executive sphere -Certain Departments would 
be placed in charge of Palestinian members of the 
Executive Council. 

After these second stages, further advances towards 
self-government in the transitional period might be in 
the direction of increasing the powers of the Legislative 
Council and also of placing more Departments under the 
charge of. Palestinian members of the Executive Council. 
(6) His; Majesty's Government would be prepared, if 

conditions in Palestine permit, to hold elections for a 
Legislative Council (the composition and powers of which would 
be a matter for consultation between the different parties) 
within two years. Beyond this no time limit can be fixed now 
for the advance from stage to stage of constitutional development 
in the transitional period; nor can a date be fixed for the 
end of the transitional period and the establishment of the 
independent State. His Majesty's Government would hope that 
the whole process could be completed in ten years, but this 
must depend upon the situation in Palestine and upon the success 
of the various constitutional changes during the transitional 
period, and the likelihood of effective co-operation in 
government by the people of Palestine. They could not 
contemplate relinquishing all responsibility for the government 
of Palestine unless they were assured that the measure of 
agreement between the communities in Palestine was such as to 
make good government possible. 

B. IMMIGRATION. 
(1) Immigration during the next five years would be at a 

rate which, if economic absorptive capacity permits,. would 
bring the Jewish population up to approximately one-third of 



of the population. Taking into account the expected natural 
increase of the Arab and Jewish populations, and the number of 
illegal Jewish immigrants (estimated at 40,000) now in the 
country, this would entail the admission of some 75,000 
immigrants over the next five years, who would be admitted as 
follows -

First, 10., 000 per year; then, in addition, 
25,000 Jewish refugees, (special consideration being 
given to refugee children and dependants). The 
refugees would be admitted as soon as the High 
Commissioner is satisfied that adequate provision is 
secured for them. 

(2) The existing machinery for ascertaining economic 
absorptive capacity would be retained, and the High Commissioner 
would have the ultimate responsibility for deciding what the 
economic capacity allowed. Before a decision was reached, 
appropriate Jewish and Arab representatives would be consulted. 

(3) After the period of five years Jewish immigration 
would only be permitted subject to the acquiescence of the 
Arabs as well as of the Jews and the British authorities. This 
question to be discussed and settled through the medium of the 
appropriate constitutional organs functioning during the 
transitional period, or by means of consultation between His 
Majesty's Government and representatives of the Arabs and the 
Jews. 

(4) His Majesty's Government are determined to check 
illegal immigration, and further preventive measures are being 
adopted and will be strictly enforced. The numbers of any Jewish 
illegal immigrants who, despite these measures, succeed In 
coming into the country and cannot be deported would be deducted 
from the yearly quotas. 



C. LAND. 

The High Commissioner would he given general 
powers to prohibit and regulate transfers of land. The 
High Commissioner would be instructed to fix areas in which 
transfer was to be permitted freely, regulated or prohibited, 
in the light of the findings of the Peel and Woodhead Reports. 
He would retain this power throughout the transitional period. 

St. James's Palace, 
S.W.1. 
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THE INTER-
NATIONAL 
SITUATION.
previous
Reference: 

Conclusion 2) 

^fi^^
y

Cabinet 11 (39) rather troubled period. 

 1. THE PRIME MINISTER said that he regretted 

 having had to call his colleagues together at the week
 end, hut it seemed that we were entering upon another 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
 that the immediate trouble had arisen out of a message 

 which had been conveyed to him by the Roumanian 
Minister in London. ^The substance of this message 
was summarised in the telegrams to His Majeety's 
representatives at Warsaw, Angora, Athens and Belgrade 
which are referred to below^ The message from the 
Roumanian Minister had been reinforced by information 
which had been communicated by the Roumanian Military 
Attache to the Secretary of State for War. The 
Roumanian Minister (M. Tilea) had said that the German 
Government had asked Roumania to agree to give Germany 
a monopoly of Roumanian exports and to accept measures 
of industrial restriction inside Roumania in German 
interests,, If Roumania agreed to take these steps 
Germany would guarantee the frontiers of Roumania. 
The Roumanian Minister, however, represented that these 
proposals took the form of an ultimatum, and that 
developments might be expected within a matter of days. 

The Foreign Secretary said that if this matter 
was to be considered as one of urgency, it was 
necessary that the Cabinet should have information as. 
to the attitude of the adjacent States. Accordingly 
telegrams had been drafted to our representatives in 
the four Capitals referred to above. He was not cer
tain whether these telegrams' had all been despatched,or 
whether, if they had been despatched, action had been 
taken on them. The reason for this was that a message had been 



received that afternoon from our Minister at Bucharest 
asking that action should he suspended on these 
telegrams. Our representatives in the four Capitals 
concerned had accordingly been instructed to hold their 
hands. 

The Foreign Secretary then read out to his 
colleagues telegram. No  45 from Bucharest, a copy of c

which is appended to these Minutes. This telegram 
showed that the Roumanian Minister for Foreign Affairs 
entirely denied that there was any truth in the report 
of a German ultimatum, and asserted that the economic 
negotiations with Germany were proceeding on completely 
normal linesc 

The Foreign Secretary said that the Roumanian 
Minister in London, Mo Tilea, had been telephoned to 
and still adhered to the view that his information 
was correct,. There were reasons for thinking that 
the discrepancy in the information might perhaps be 
due to personal differences between the Roumanian 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Roumanian 
Minister in London. 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that he 
had asked Sir Alexander Cadogan to make further 
endeavours to clear the matter up with M. Tilea. 

Although it therefore seemed that Roumania was 
not faced with the immediately threatening situation 
which had been thought to exist, the Foreign Secretary 
thought that it would be an advantage if the 
Cabinet took this opportunity of considering 
what our position would be if a situation such as 



had been envisaged were to arise in the future. 
He reported that he had seen the United States 

Ambassador that morning, who had warmly approved the Prime 
Ministers speech at Birmingham on the 17th March, but had 
added that it carried with it the connotation that this 
country would not submit to further aggressive action on 
Germany's part. 

The French Ambassador, who had also called on him, 
had said that in his view the speech was on absolutely 
the right lines. He had added that perhaps it had seemed, 
during the first two days or so, as if British opinion had 
reacted somewhat slowly to recent events, but that after 
a little time for reflection British opinion had, as was 
so often the case, taken up a very definite line. 

The Russian Ambassador, whom he had also seen that 
day, had made it plain that he was speaking without 
instructions. He had made some rather general statements 
to the effect that the Russian Government's purpose was to 
resist aggression, and had indicated that more definite 
information might be received from M0 Litvinoff. He had 
added that he thought that there was probably no 
immediate danger of an attack on Roumania; and indeed 
that Roumania was not likely to be the next objective of 
Germany; but he had...thought that Germany might now turn 
her attention to Croatia. 

' The Foreign Secretary said that he had asked the 
German Ambassador to come and see him in order to made a 
complaint about the action of certain members of the 
German Embassy staff in London. The German Ambassador, 
however, had at once made a complaint about remarks about 
Herr Hitler, made by Mr. Duff Cooper in the House of 
Commons on March 16th. He had made it plain that he was 
speaking without instructions from Berlin. 



The Foreign Secretary had replied that whatever 
views might he held as to the undesirability of 
using strong language about the Heads of States, 
he thought that Herr Hitler was not perhaps in a 
very strong position to make a complaint, having 
regard to remarks which he had made about DrD Benes. 
He had added that, having regard to. the somewhat 
violent remarks which Herr Hitler had made about a 
private Member of Parliament, it was not altogether 
surprising that that Member of Parliament 
had made some reply. Dr. von Dirksen had then 
asked if he should repeat to Berlin what the Foreign 
Secretary had said about Dr, Benes, to which he had 
replied that his only reason for mentioning this 
had been to show that Herr Hitler did not observe 
the strict rule that no attack should be made on 
Heads of States., Dr 0 von Dirksen had then asked 
whether the Foreign Secretary would send a formal 
reply to his complaint, to which he had replied by 
asking Dr. von Dirksen whether he really wanted such 
an answer. Dr. von Dirksen had said that he would 
think the matter overt, 

The Foreign Secretary said that the German 
Ambassador had again called to see him that 
afternoon and had enquired about the withdrawal of 
our Ambassador from Berlin. He had asked whether 
this was on the same footing as the withdrawal of the 
United States Ambassador from Berlin. The Foreign 
Secretary said that he had replied that he did not know 
exactly on what footing the United States had withdrawn 
their Ambassador. We had recalled our Ambassador to 
report, and the time of his return to Berlin would, no 
doubt, depend upon his report. He had made it plain, 
however,, that the recall of our Ambassador to report was 
a mark of our distress at the action taken by Germany, 
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The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
then read a letter from our Ambassador in Paris 
giving certain information from a secret source 
as to the probable German attitude towards this 
country. 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that 
he thought that it would be profitable to consider 
the position in regard to Roumania in the light of 
the views of our expert advisers. Subject to that 
advice, however, and looking at the matter on political 
grounds, his view was that, if Germany committed an 
act of naked aggression on Roumania, it would be very 
difficult for this country not to take all the action 
in her power to rally resistance against that aggression, 
and to take part in that resistance herself. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
said that he had called the Chiefs of Staff together 
and asked them to draw up an aide memoire for him to 
use at the Cabinet. They had, however, had very 
little time to consider the matter, and the question 
involved so many considerations that it had not 
been possible for the Chiefs of Staff to reach any 
considered conclusion on the whole question. He 
had also had the opportunity of discussing the 
matter for a few minutes with the Defence Ministers, 

So far as they had been able to consider the 
matter, the view of the Chiefs of Staff was as follows 



Germany had threatened to take action which/would 
result in the economic domination of Roumanla.' 
Once Roumanian agriculture and oil production 
had been organised with German efficiency* Germany^ 
strategic position would he greatly improved, 
since she .would he able..almost to neutralise the 
efforts of the British Navy to blockade her in time 
of war. On this basis, it was necessary to decide 
whether the economic advantages which would accrue 
to Germany were so serious that we should take 
action to prevent German economic domination over 
Roumani a. 

There was a further consideration that, 
if Germany could dominate Roumania economically, 
political domination of that country would almost 
certainly follow. This would have even more 
serious consequences, since there would be nothing 
to prevent Germany from marching straight through 
to the Mediterranean, more especially since she 
could rely on Bulgarian friendship. 

The economic domination of Roumania thus 
seemed likely,to lead to very serious consequences. 
We ourselves, however, could not take any action 
which would prevent Germany from dominating 
Roumania. The position in this respect was very 
similar to that which had faced us in September 
in regard to Czechoslovakia. The only help which 



this country could give would be to engage^, in 
conjunction with France, in hostilities on the 
Western Front, and such hostilities would have no 
practical effect in preventing Roumania from being 
over-run. If, however, the support of Poland 
and Russia could be secured the position would be 
entirely changed. He thought that the provisional 
view of the Chiefs of Staff would be that, if 
Poland and Russia would be prepared to help 
us, we should join with them in resisting 
German 'ag,̂ 'ression. 

If, however, Poland or Russia were unwilling 
to help us, the only plan which appeared feasible 
was that we should obtain the support of Turkey 
and Greece, An alliance with Turkey would 
have more military value to us than an alliance 
with Greece. The latter country was not strong 
in a military sense and had a long and difficult 
land frontier. The position in regard to 
Yugoslavia was also uncertain. Generally, 
it would be more to our interests that Greece 
should be a neutral than an ally. This was 
as far as the Chiefs of Staff had been able 
to get in the time available to them. They 
had, however, made it clear that they attached 
considerable importance to Italy's attitude. 



THE PRIME MINISTER said that up till 
a week ago we had proceeded on the assumption that 
we should he able to continue with our policy of 
getting on to better terms with the Dictator 
Powers, and that although those powers had aims, 
those aims were limited. We had all along had 
at the back of our minds the reservation that this 
might not prove to be the case but we had felt that it 
was right to try out the possibilities of this course. 

On the previous Wednesday, the German 
action in Czechoslovakia had only £ust 
taken place,, and the information available had been 
so imperfect, that neither he nor any of his 
colleagues had had time to give the matter proper 
consideration, or to decide how far the situation had 
changed. It had been unfortunate that, owing to the 
Opposition1^ demands, it had been necessary to have 
a debate in the House of Commons immediately on the 
heel of these events. 

The Prime Minister said he had now come 
definitely to the conclusion that Herr Hitler's 
attitude made it impossible to continue to negotiate 
on the old basis with the Nazi regime. This did not 
mean that negotiations with the German people were 
impossible. No reliance could be placed on any 
of the assurances given by the Nazi leaders. 
On the occasions when he had met Herr Hitler, 
he had thought that while Herr Hitler might 
mean what he said, it was always possible that 
he would find reasons to change his views later. 



The Prime Minister said that it was on 
the basis of this conclusion, and after consultation 
with the Foreign Secretary, and others of his 
colleagues who were immediately available, that 
he had made his speech at Birmingham on the 
17th March, He thought that the speech had been 
generally approved in this country. 

The Cabinet indicated their warm approval 
of the Prime Minister's speech. 

The Prime Minister said that he regarded his 
speech as a challenge to Germany on the issue 
whether or not Germany intended to dominate 
Europe by force. It followed that if Germany 
took another step in the direction of dominating 
Europe, she would be accepting the challenge. A 
German attempt to dominate Roumania was, therefore, 
more than a question whether Germany would thereby 
improve her strategical position; it raised the 
whole question whether Germany intended to obtain 
domination over the whole of South Eastern Europe.' 
He agreed, therefore, with the Foreign Secretary's 
view that if Germany was to proceed with this course 
after warning had been given, we had no alternative 
but to take up the challenge. On this basis 
our next course was to ascertain what friends we 
had who would join with us in resisting aggression. 
Asked whether we alone should resist German 
aggression, the Prime Minister said that this was not 
in his mind, He added that he thought that at least 
we could rely cn the co-operation of the French. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR thought it 
might he necessary to consider what would he the most 
suitable opportunity to take up the challenge. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was not asking 
the Cabinet to determine there and then whether we 
should declare war on Germany if Germany invaded 
Roumania. What he wished to ascertain was whether 
the Cabinet agreed generally with the change of 
policy which he had outlined^ The question of the 
moment at which we should make our stand was a 
separate issue. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that he 
was in entire agreement with the Prime Minister's 
Birmingham speech, and with the analysis which the 
Prime Minister had just made. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that it.was no doubt highly desirable that we 
should have France, Poland, Turkey and the U.S.S.R. 
as allies in resisting German agression. It 
should, however, be remembered that even if the 
reports of feelings in Germany and Italy were 
discounted, a war which did not have immediate 
and conclusive success, might have important 
internal reactions in Germany. It might be that 
such a reaction would only follow under the pressure 
of Germany getting rashly engaged in war. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER agreed, but 
said the extent of such pressure on German opinion 
would depend on the attitude which we took up being 
known in Germany before Germany's a o t of aggression 
took places If this was done, it was possible that 
the effect on German public opinion might be to 
prevent the war startingo 



THE LORD CHANCELLOR said he would like 
to make one or two possible qualifications 
on what had been said0 First,that it 
would make a great difference to public opinion, 
particularly in the Dominions, if Roumania 
were to put up a real fight. Secondly, 
he thought that there was a good deal "which 
still remained to be done which would be of 
great importance in a world ?/ar Again c

our position in the East should be carefully 
consideredo Might not the Congress Party 
in India seize the opportunity to declare 
a break with this country? While he had 
reached the conclusion that we should 
probably have to fight Germany before very 
long, he thought that if we could put off 
the evil day, our position would be improved. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION 
AFFAIRS said that he had seen the High 
Commissioners for the Dominions that after
noon and had explained the situation to them 
and had endeavoured to obtain some indication 
of their views. With the exception of 
Mr. Jordan (whose silence probably did not 
mean dissent) they had all said that they 
agreed entirely with the Prime Minister's 
speech which was in accordance with what the 
Dominions would have expected to be saidc 



When he had endeavoured to secure a 
further indication of their views, the High 
Commissioner for Canada had said that he 
thought that the Canadian people might ask 
why, if we did not go to war with Germany 
over Czechoslovakia, we should do so in regard 
to Roumania; Mr. Massey had also made the 
point that if Germany attacked Roumania and 
we then declared war on Germany it might he 
alleged that we were attacking Germany in 
the West, 

The High Commissioner for South Africa's 
attitude had made it plain that opinion in 
South Africa seemed likely to support us in 
resisting German aggression0 This was perhaps 
partly-due to--the...fact that anti-German feeling was 
running high in the Cape with regard to a recent 
episode in connection with 150 Germans who had 
been sent by ship to South Africa and had been 
refused permission to land6 

The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 
continuing, said that he found it difficult to 
see how we could take effective action against 
Germany if we were now to declare war on her. 
The situation would be much the same as in last 
September. If, however, it was possible to 
organise an effective combination among the States 
in South Eastern Europe, the position would be 
greatly changed and much improved. He felt 
that if .Roumania was overrun and Germany advanced 
to the Mediterranean and the Aegaean, we should 
be in danger of becoming a second-class Power. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR THE 
COLONIES said that he realised that no decision 
was being asked for as to the action that 
we should take if Germany invaded Roumania. 
But at the moment he was disposed to agree 
with the view of the Secretary of State for 
the Dominions that if we failed to take up this 
challenge, we should lose the support of all 
the nations whose help we should require later. 
He was in full agreement with the Prime 
Minister's views, 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR AIR, 
while in agreement with the views already 
given, stressed the importance of choosing 
the right moment for opposing Germany, 
He thought the answer really depended upon 
the amount of help which we could obtain from 
other countries. It must also be remembered 
that our position would be far stronger 
by the end of the year. He thought that it 
was clear that Roumania's own decision would 
depend to a considerable extent on the 
attitude of other countries. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF 
DEFENCE said that the whole position in 
South-Eastern Europe had been greatly changed 
by the German absorption of Czechoslovakia 
which brought her within reach of Roumania. 



If, on further consideration, the view was 
taken that the economic domination of Roumania 
by Germany would lead also to political 
domination of that country and that this would 
involve us in serious strategical consequences, 
then, in his opinion, our right course was to 
organise political support in South-Eastern 
Europe. He thought that the inter-weaving 
of the political and strategic considerations 
made it very difficult for the Chiefs of Staff 
to deal with the situation now envisaged until 
the main lines of our policy had been determined. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE 
expressed agreement with the Prime Minister's 
speech at Birmingham and with his analysis of 
the position. He thought that in considering 
German aggression on Roumania the real point 
was, not whether we could prevent Roumania from 
being overrun, hc;.t whether, if we went to war with 
Germany, we could defeat her. If this 
happened, the fact that Roumania might be 
temporarily overrun would not affect the final 
issue. The events of the last war showed that 
this was so. 

Continuing, the President said that he 
thought that it was important, in approaching 
other countries not to lay too much emphasis 
on the fact that our attitude would depend 
upon theirs. In his view it was important 
that we should make it clear that we were in 



favour of action to resist German aggression 
if they would support us, and that if we did 
not give a lead in this way, we should not 
obtain any results. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 
he thought the Chiefs of Staff attached great 
importance to Germany being compelled to fight 
on two fronts. If Poland and Russia were our 
allies there would be a big battle front in the 
East as well as in the West and Herr Hitler 
was greatly averse to being faced with this 
situation. Provided we could ensure Germany 
having to face a war on two fronts, there was 
much less likelihood of war and we should be 
more likely to win if war came about. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND 
thought that it was important to lose no time 
in making the necessary approaches to the 
countries concerned. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE added 
that he thought it was undesirable that these 
approaches should be confined to the question 
of a possible attack on Roumania as the attack 
might in fact fall elsewhere. The guarantees 
should be joint and several. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER 
said that if opposition to German aggression 
was to be organised, it had to be done by this 
country, as there was no one else in a position 
to do it. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought there was great force in the point put 
by the President of the Board of Trade, but that 
it was impossible to anticipate where the next 
threat would fallo The real issue was Germany1s 
attempt to obtain world domination, which it was 
in the interest of all countries to resist. He 
agreed that we were the only country who could 
organise such resistance. It was, no doubt, equally 
difficult for this country to find effective means 
of attacking Germany, whether Germany attacked 
Roumania or Holland4 The attitude of the German 
Government was either bluff, in which case it 
would be stopped by a public declaration on our partj 
or it was not bluff,- in which case it was necessary 
that we should all units'to meet it, and the sooner 
we united the better^ Otherwise we might see one 
country after another absorbed by Germany. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that it 
was necessary to choose between the dangers of 
procrastination, on the one hand, and the immense 
advantages which we should gain by postponing the 
issue for another six or nine months. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR concurred in 
this statement of our dilemma. He also referred to 
the danger of speaking in terms of military attacks 
on this and that countryo We were now faced with a 
new technique, which brought about collapse from 
inside. This new technique made it difficult to 
determine at what point we should make our stand 
against German aggression  He was in favour of c

reconsidering our policy and contracting frank and 
open alliances with countries such as Poland and 
Russia. He also thought that it would be necessary 



to take steps vastly to increase our military 
strength. Germany had just seized in Chechoslovakia 
the complete equipment of 38 infantry and 8 mobile 
divisions. 

THE MINISTER OP LABOUR said that he thought 
public opinion had changed considerably in the past 
few days. Whereas in the autumn the detestation 
of war had perhaps counted for more than hatred 
of tyranny, he thought the position was now 
reversed. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the real 
point at issue was whether we could obtain 
sufficient assurances from other countries, to justify 
us in a public pronouncement that we should resist 
any further act'of aggression on the part of Germany, 
He thought that such an announcement might deter 
Germany, at any rate for a period, and that we 
should take full advantage of the breathing-space 
thus offered. He thought that Poland was very 
likely the key to the situation, and he suggested 
that our communication to Poland should probably 
be to go somewhat further than our communications 
to other countries. We should not merely ask 
what attitude Poland would adopt, but we should 
explain how we envisaged the situation, and that we 
thought that the time had how come for those who 
were threatened by German aggression (whether 
immediately or ultimately) to get together. We should 
enquire how far Poland was prepared to go along 
these lines. The attitude of other countries 
would obviously be affected if Poland decided to 
join with us. 



In reply to a question as to relations between Russia 
and Japan, THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that the view held was that Japan was now so deeply involved 
in. China that Russia's Eastern Army was capable of meeting 
any forces which Japan could oppose to Russia in the Far 
East. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH thought that it was most import
ant to get into touch with Russia, since Russia's attitude 
would have very considerable effect upon the smaller Powers. 

Questions were then asked as to Poland's position. 
It was explained that Poland's Treaty with Roumania only 
bound her to help Roumania in case of attaok by Russia; 
but the Roumanian Minister had sp-oken as though Poland would 
support Roumania if attacked by Germany. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA agreed that it was 
essential that we should make an approach to Poland, 
Roumania and Yugo-Slavia and possibly other powers, and let 
them know what was in our minds. At the same time he 
thought that if the issue could be postponed a little longer 
it would be to our advantage. 

In regard to the Lord Chancellor's remarks, he thought 
that Moslem opinion in India would be somewhat reassured by 
our Palestine proposals, and he did not anticipate more than 
a certain degree of embarrassment for a short time at the 
outbreak of a war. At the same time, owing to the fact that 
the number of British troops had been largely reduced in the 
last year, it might be difficult to spare troops from India 
for a time until we saw how matters were going. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE asked whether, if 
we offered to give assistance to the Powers in South
eastern Europe if they were attacked by Germany, we should 
endeavour to secure their help if Germany attacked us in 
the West? 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the great thing was 
to make a start with communications on the basis already 
proposed. If need be, their scope could be extended later., 
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THE MINISTER OF HEALTH thought that on the 
whole an attack in the West was more likely than one 
in the Easto 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER 
pointed out the need for continuing these enquiries 
with discretion, otherwise we would he accused of a 
policy of encirclement, and run the risk of provoking 
attack, 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION raised 
the question whether steps should he taken to 
increase our preparedness for war, e. g. by partial 
measures for mobilisation0 

After discussion, it was agreed that measures 
of this character were not justified at the present 
time, 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
explained that the Chiefs of Staff were disposed to 
think that it would take Germany perhaps a couple of 
months to clear up the present situation before she 
would be prepared to launch an attack in the West. 
He added that the Chiefs of Staff wished him to inform 
the Cabinet that, if there was any likelihood of our 
being engaged in war with Germany, we should take 
immediate steps to increase our preparedness and the 
rate of production,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER at this point read out a 
message which had been received from the official 
German News Agency issuing a denial of the report that 
Germany had delivered an ultimatum to Roumania. It 
was stated that there was no evidence of a general 
order for further mobilisation of reservists,



although there might have been individual cases of 
young reservists being called up for duty. A 
message had been received from the Foreign Office to 
the effect that the German Government had recalled 
their Ambassador, Dr. von Dirksen. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that his view was that 
Germany was not likely to make an immediate attack on 
Roumania. He thought, however, that we should take 
immediate steps to approach those countries which had 
been mentioned, in order that we could make a strong 
pronouncement of our determination to resist further 
German aggression with the knowledge that we should 
be supported in that action,, 

The Cabinet agreed: 
(l) To approve generally the new line of 

policy proposed by the prime Minister, 
namely, that we should make approaches to 
Russia, Poland? Y^go-Slavia, Turkey, Greece 
and Roumania with a view to obtaining 
assurances from them that they would join 
with us in resisting any act of German 
agrees ion aimed at obtaining domination 
in South-East Europe. The French Gover
ment would, of course, be kept fully 
informed and action concerted with them. 

(2) That, provided satisfactory assiirances can 
be obtained, we should make a. public pro
nouncement of our intention to resist any 
such act of German aggression. 

(3) That the Prime Minister, the Secretary of 
State for Foreign. Affairs, the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer and the President of the 
Board of Trade should be authorised to 
approve the telegrams to be sent to the 
countries named, with a view to obtaining 
these assurances, and that a Meeting should 
be held for this purpose at 2 30 p.m* 
on Sunday, 19th March. o

(4) That for the present, until the results of 
these approaches had been ascertained, it 
was unnecessary to invite the Chiefs of 
Staff to prepare a further Staff 
Appreciation^ 

s Subsequently altered to 11.30 a.m. 



2. THE PRIMS MINISTER said that it would he 
necessary for the position in regard to our 
defence preparations to he further examined. 
He suggested that the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence should carry out this 
task with his Service Colleagues and the 
Lord Privy Seal. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
said that he thought that the main action that 
we could take in this respect would he first to 
quicken up production by such means as ensuring 
night shifts, and, secondly, to strengthen our 
position in the Middle East. He thought that 
the production question was largely hound up 
with obtaining increased skilled labour, which 
would necessarily involve taking away labour 
from existing industry and thereby might cause 
some disturbance. 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR thought that the 
skilled labour difficulty could be met to some 
extent by the spreading of the work over a 
wider area by means of further sub-contracting, 
î e gave an instance of this which he had 
recently seen at Elswick. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that 
he could not subscribe without qualification 
to the statement made by the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence. It had been found 
possible to secure an increase from 5 to 6 per 
cento each month in the labour employed on 



aircraft production. Much of this labour was 
not expert. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OP TRADE 
stressed the difficulties which might result 
if existing industry was denuaea of its skilled 
labour. This might result in throwing large 
numbers out of work, in seriously damaging our 
export trade and in weakening our financial 
resources. j 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 
there were certain matters which were at 
present delayed pending discussion of the 
Report of the Expert Committee on the Defence of 
India. He was anxious that these matters should 
be disposed of without delay. He also 
mentioned Part II of the scheme for the Air 
Defence of Great Britain. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought 
that the Committee should concentrate on short
term projects. 

It was agreed: 
That a Committee should be appointed 
to consider our Defence Programmes 
and their Acceleration, composed as 
follows:-
The Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence. (In the Chair) 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
The Lord Privy Seal. 
The Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Lancaster. 
The First Lord of the Admiralty. 
The Secretary of State for War. 
The Secretary of State for Air. 
The President of the Board of Trade. 
The Minister of Labour. 



3. THE PRIME MINISTER said that after his speech 
on the previous night at Birmingham in which he had said 
that it would he necessary to review every aspect of our 
national life from the point of view of national safety, 
it would he necessary to consider a number of -matters. 
For example, the issue of conscription might he raised, 
or the establishment of a Ministry of Supply. Or it 
might be said that further powers should be obtained to 
facilitate the transfer of labour to the-production of 
armaments. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that a number of persons were looking for some action 
which went beyond a national register, and thought that 
the State should have powers to direct individuals 
to take particular jobs. This clearly raised broad 
political issues. He thought that provided it could 
be made plain that we were determined to resist any 
acts of aggression, this, would have an important 
influence upon those whose co-operation we requirede 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR said that he did not think 
there was any sign as yet of any change in public 
opinion such as the Foreign Secretary suggested. . Any 
suggestion of compulsion at the present time would, 
for example, result in the resignation from the 
Voluntary National Service Committees of the 
representatives of the Trade Unions. Any developments, 
however, in regard to Russia might modify the position 
materially. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR agreed that there 
was a body of opinion which desired to see on the 
Statute Book an Act conferring on the Government 
compulsory powers^ It was thought in some quarters 
that the Government might require to use such powers in 



advance of the conferment of powers which we should 
ohtain by war legislation. According to this view, the 
passing of such an Act would/be most striking evidence 
of the determination of the people of this country, and 
would have considerable psychological effect. It was 
agreed, however, that if the attempt to pass such an 
Act was made prematurely, the result would be to do 
great damage to our prestige. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY enquired whether it would 
be possible to invite the Leaders of the Opposition 
Parties to discuss the proposal that, assuming it was 
possible to make a pronouncement of our foreign policy 
on the lines indicated, they would assent to the 
passing through Parliament of a short statute giving 
the Government compulsory powers over labour. He 
appreciated that this idea required a good deal of 
further elaboration. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought this 
matter required a good deal of further consideration, and 
he rather doubted'whether the Leaders of.the Opposition 
were likely to adopt a very helpful attitude. 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR said that the Trade Union 
Leaders who were being most helpful from the point of 
view of voluntary national service, were at present 
entirely opposed to compulsion. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH thought that the attitude 
of Russia would provide the key to this problem. 

The Cabinet agreed to defer further consideration 
of this matter.. 



ROUMANIA. 
Trade Mission 
to. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 3 (39) 
Conclusion 4) 

. 4. THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said 
that he had to answer a Question on Monday in 
regard to the proposed Trade Mission to Roumania. 
He reminded his colleagues that the Cabinet had 
decided that this Mission should not be despatched 
until he had been able to inform the German 
Government of our intentions during the course 
of his visit to Berlin, which had now been 
postponed. He thought that it was undesirable, 
in present circumstances, to announce our 
decision to send a Mission to Roumania, without 
prior consultation with the Roumanian Government. 

The Cabinet agreed -
That the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs should take steps 
to consult Roumania in this matter, 
and that until this had been done, 
no public announcement should be made. 



CZECHOSLOVAK 
BALANCES IN 
THE COUNTRY. 

(previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 11 (39) 
Conclusion 2. ) 

5. THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER reminded his 
colleagues that he had already announced, in answer to 
a Question, that the Bank of England had been 
instructed not to transfer Czechoslovak balances out 
of this country without instructions from the Treasury. 
Similar instructions had also been issued to other 
banks. 

When Germany had incorporated Austria in the 
Reich, the German authorities had taken steps to 
collect Austrian assets in other countries and had 
then repudiated Austrian liabilities. It was 
desirable to prevent Germany repeating this procedure 
in the case of Czechoslovakia. To give effect to 
the instructions which had already been given, it 
would be necessary to give an indemnity to the banks 
in respect of any legal actions which might be brought 
against them as the result of their refusal to honour 
drafts drawn on Czechoslovak balances in this country. 
He therefore proposed to ask Parliament for the necessary 
powers. A Bill had been drafted for this purpose. 
In the normal course this Bill would have come before 
the Committee of Home Affairs. In the special 
circumstances he asked authority to dispense with this 
course and to present the Bill to Parliament early in 
the ensuing week. As an instance of the need for this 
measure, the Chancellor mentioned that of the £3,500,000 
(out of the total of £10 millions of financial assistance) 
which Czechoslovakia had drawn, only a part had been 
devoted to the purposes for which we had promised 



Czechoslovakia a free gift. The rest of the sums 
drawn had been used for other purposes, in respect 
of which Czechoslovakia had promised to make repayment 
to us when the proposed guaranteed loan had been 
issued. 

The Cabinet agreed -
To authorise the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer to introduce the Bill to 
the House of Commons without prior 
submission to the Committee of Home 
Affairs. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W. 1, 
18th March, 1939. 



ANNEX. 

NO DISTRIBUTION. 

Decypher. Sir R. Hoare (Bucharest), 
18th March, 1939. 

D. BY TELEPHONE. 18th March, 1939. 
R. 3.40 p.m. 18th March, 1939. 

No. 45. 

My immediately preceding telegram. 
It appeared to me so utterly improbable that 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs would not have informed 
me that an immediate threatening situation had developed 
here that I called on him as soon as your telegrams to 
Warsaw and Moscow had been decyphered. He told me 
that he was being inundated with enquiries regarding 
report of German ultimatum which had appeared in "The 
Times" and "Daily Telegraph" to-day. There was not a 
word of truth in it. 

I asked how negotiations with Doctor Wohlthat 
v/ere progressing and told him the gist of what the 
Roumanian Minister had said to Your Lordship yesterday. 
Minister for Foreign Affairs expressed bewilderment and 
maintained under close cross-examinatipn that economic 
negotiations with the Germans were proceeding on 
completely normal lines as between equals. He assured 
me most positively that there had been no attempt 
hitherto to introduce politics into the discussions and 
that the tone of the German negotiations was more 
conciliatory since the Czech coup than before. Minister 
for Foreign Affairs was in fact absolutely positive that 
for the moment there was no threat to Roumania's 
political or economic independence. 



Minister for Foreign Affairs is distressed 
that the Roumanian Minister should in an excess of zeal 
have misrepresented the situation and will endeavour to 
ensure that this shall not recur. He implied that he 
would be very grateful if you did not withdraw your 
entire confidence from Roumanian Minister. With the 
greatest diffidence as I realise the enormity of his 
blunder I venture to endorse Minister for Foreign 
Affairs' views. 

Addressed to Foreign Office No. 45 of 
March 18th, repeated to Moscow and Warsaw 
and figures by post to Angora, Belgrade 
and Athens. 
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INTERNATIONAL
TUATIONo 

evious
ferencej 
binet IS (39)
nclusion 1.) 

 1. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

reminded his colleagues that at the Meeting held on 
 Saturday, 18th March, the Cabinet had agreed that 

 we should make approaches to Russia, Poland, Yugo-

Slavia, Turkey, Greece and Roumania, with a view to 
obtaining assurances from them that they would join 
with us in resisting any act of German aggression 
aimed at obtaining domination in South-Eastern 
Europe, The Cabinet had also agreed that the Prime 
Minister, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the 
President of the Board of Trade and himself should 
be authorised to approve the telegrams to be sent to 
these countries. 

When the matter had been examined at the 
meetings held on Sunday, 19th March, he and his 
colleagues had come to the conclusion that, while 
it was important that some action should be taken 
quickly, if we attempted to do too much we might 
end by achieving no positive results for a long 
time. From this point of view it appeared that the 
essential point was to secure the early consent of 
France, Russia and Poland to some pronouncement which 
could be made public. A pronouncement of this 
character would by itself have a steadying effect, 
and it could, of course, be followed up by an 
examination of the particular situation of Roumania, 
and by approaches to the other smaller States. 

A draft telegram had accordingly been 
prepared on this basis, for despatch to His Majesty's 
Ambassadors at Paris, Moscow and Warsaw, and had been 
circulated to the Cabinet (CP. 75 (39)), 

Tiie Foreign Secretary drew attention to the 
fact that the formula spoke of "the security and 



political independence of European States", whereas the 
Cabinet Conclusion of the 18th March had related to 
"German aggression aimed at obtaining domination in South-
Bast Europe". It was felt that if the declaration were 
confined to South-Eastern Europe, a State such as Poland 
would ask whether it was intended to resist an act of 
German aggression aimed against her. Further, it was felt 
that Eastern States such as Poland would recognise that 
they had an interest in resisting German aggression even 
if that aggression took the form of an attack in the West. 

It might be suggested that a pledge "to consult 
together in the event of any action being taken which 
appeared to constitute a threat to the said security and 
independence", was not a very heroic decision. As against 
this it should be pointed out, first, that it was very 
important to take some action quickly; secondly, that a 
public declaration of solidarity between the four States 
concerned would have an immense political significance; 
thirdly, that it was impossible to attempt to reach 
immediate decisions as to the action which should be taken, 
in view of the enormous variety of circumstances which might 
arise. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that in the Debate in 
the House of Commons, on the previous Wednesday, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer had dealt with a suggestion, 
that we should get all nations of good will together, and 
that we should "draw a line" and make up our minds all 
together to resist by force any attempt to go beyond that 
line-. The Chancellor of the Exchequer in reply, had 
explained that it was impossible.for us to accept so 
extensive and indefinite a commitment as that suggested. 

The Prime Minister also referred to a statement 
made by the Secretary of State for India at the Cabinet on 



March 15th when he had referred to the difficulty of 
framing a pronouncement which would fit all the various 
circumstances which might arise. 

The draft now before the Cabinet aimed at 
avoiding specific commitments which, even if entered into, 
would be sure to omit types of circumstances which might 
easily give rise to a threat to the security and 
independence of European States. The formula left it 
open what would constitute a "threat" and what steps we 
should take in the event of a "threat". Although, 
therefore, the pronouncement did not involve us in any 
actual new commitment, public opinionwould certainly attach 
significance to such a declaration signed by the four 
Powers, and they would assume that if we consulted together 
some action would follow. 

The Prime Minister said that it would be 
necessary for the four Powers concerned to consult 
together and consider what action they could take. Prom 
this point of view, the precise form which the casus belli 
might take was perhaps not very material. The real issue 
was that if Germany showed signs that she intended to 
proceed with her march for world domination, we must take 
steps to stop her by attacking her on two fronts. We 
should attack Germany, not in order to save a particular 
victim, but in order to pull down the bully^ He thought 
that the four Powers should consider the situation in this 
light, and decide what military action they could take in 
order that such a war could be conducted to the best 
advantage. 



Continuing, the Prime Minister said that public 
opinionwould no doubt suggest that we ought not to 
confine ourselves to approaches to Paris, Moscow and 
Warsaw, but should endeavour to secure the support of a 
number of smaller States. He doubted whether the 
advantage to be gained from this course was as great 
as might be supposed... If the little States were 
all to become parties to the arrangement entered into, 
they would be tempted to adopt a very rigid line about 
minor matters, and this might precipitate the very 
situation which we wished to avoid. On the other hand, 
certain countries might be able to afford us a 
particular measure of assistance. He had Turkey 
especially in mind. But he was certain that the right 
course was first to make an approach to the three 
big Powers and obtain a declaration, on the lines 
proposed,to the effect that they had decided to work 
together. He thought that the Cabinet should recognise 
that this was a bold step and involved a considerable 
advance on any action which we had previously taken. 
Although we did not tie ourselves down to do more than 
consult, the pronouncement had a definite implication, 
and people would expect consultation to be followed by 
action.; While he was reluctant to take any step of 
this character, he was satisfied that nothing less would 
have any value. 

On a drafting point, the Prime Minister 
thought that it would be necessary to amend the last 
line of the pronouncement to read - "A threat to the 
security of the independence of any of them." Otherwise, 



it might appear that we were only interested in the 
security and independence of European States as a whole. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR INDIA said that 
he appreciated the advantages of confining our approach 
to a limited number of States, and he recognised that 
it was necessary to bring Russia into the picture, but 
he asked that consideration should be given to the 
inclusion of Turkey- Geographically, Turkey was a 
buffer between Germany and the Near and Middle East. 
Turkey was still a Moslem Power, and there was an 
advantage in having a Moslem Power associated with us. 
Further, Turkey had in the past shown itself to be a 
good friend of this country's. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he had borne a number of these considerations 
in mind. One point was that it was difficult to regard 
Turkey as one of the major Powers without causing 
offence to Greece, since these two countries were apt to 
move in the same orbit of European politics. He would, 
however, consider whether it was possible to take some 
action which would please Turkey. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that 
the inclusion of Turkey might affect Italy's attitude. 
Italy would not regard the approaches to Paris, Moscow 
or Warsaw as being directed against her, but she might 
do so if Turkey were also to be approached. 

It was agreed that this consideration 
had great force. 



THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE 
said that, in his opinion, perhaps the most important 
point was not the proposed pronouncement, hut the 
action which would follow afterwards. He was sure 
that his colleagues did not wish to return to the old 
idea of collective security, which, in effect, meant 
that this country was left to find means of saving 
countries against which acts of aggression were 
committed, while other countries looked on. He also 
thought it was necessary to consider what would he the. 
position of our representatives in any Staff 
Conversations which might ensue after the proposed 
pronouncement had been made. They would be likely 
to be subjected to great pressure, designed to extract 
promises from them. He therefore asked whether it 
would be possible to amend the proposed pronouncement 
so as to make it clear that we were determined to 
stop any action which constituted a threat to the 
general security of Europe. 

He thought that we should be cross-examined 
on the precise meaning of the pronouncement, and 
should be in danger of being forced to say that we 
were prepared to guarantee the independence of 
practically every State in Europe. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he did not 
think that under the formula as it stood we could 
reasonably be asked to go so far as the Minister 
for Co-ordination of Defence suggested; nevertheless, 
he agreed that the formula was perhaps open to criticism 
on the grounds that it could be so interpreted. 



The Prime Minister then suggested an alternative 
draft declaration. This alternative was discussed 
in considerable detail, and various alterations were 
from time to time suggested. In its final form, this 
version read as follows:

"We the undersigned hereby declare that 
inasmuch as peace and security in Europe 
are matters of common interest and 
concern, and since European peace and 
security may be affected by any action 
which constitutes a threat to the 

. political independence of any European 
State, we have pledged ourselves 
immediately to consult together if it 
appears that any such action is being 
taken." 

Considerable discussion ensued in regard to 
the terms of the draft declaration. On the one 
hand it was urged that the main point was to secure 
publication of the fact that the four Powers concerned 
v/ere going to organise resistance to German attempts 
to dominate the world. That was our main objective 
and it was undesirable that we should be too specific 
as to the nature of our collaboration or use words 
which would tie us down too much. On the other 
hand, it;was argued that, if we used words which left 
us too free, the declaration would not inspire 
confidence in the very countries which it was 

desired to rally against the threat of German 
domination. If this happened the declaration would 
fail in its main purpose. To meet this point it 
was suggested that the word "must" should be 
substituted for the v/ord "may" in line 5 of the 
formula quoted above. 



THE PRIME MINISTER saw objection to this 
alteration on the ground that it would enable every 
little European State to call upon the four Powers 
to consult together in regard to what night be a trivial 
matter. 

It was also pointed out that Poland would no 
doubt be unwilling to sign the declaration until she 
knew what action we would take if her. independence 
was threatened. Although it v/as agreed that our 
answer to this question need not be made public, it 
was suggested that it would be essential that we 
should clear our minds on the point. 

TEE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
! 

that the purpose of the declaration v/as to make it 
clear that we had resolved that if Germany showed that 
she intended to attempt to dominate Europe by action 
designed to coerce a particular European State, we, 
in concert with other Powers, would have to take steps 
to stop her. 

THE PRIME MINISTER agreed, but added that it v/as 
important that we should make it clear that the 
declaration did not constitute a guarantee of the 
existing frontiers and of the indefinite maintenance 
of the status quo. The declaration v/as concerned 
with a far wider issue, namely, security and political 
independence of European States against German 
domination. 

Reference v/as then made to the cases of Danzig 
and Memel. Would German aggression against Danzig 
and Memel come within the scope of the formula? 
It was suggested that the test must be whether the 
action proposed v/as such as to constitute a threat 
to the security and political independence of Poland. 

I 



THE PRIME MINISTER said that he attached importfSice 
to the inclusion in the formula of the word "interest". 
Germany had on several occasions taken the line that 
what happened in Central and Eastern Europe was of no 
interest to us and it was important to make it clear 
that this was not the easea 

After discussion it was finally agreed to accept 
the alternative form of declaration quoted on page 
7 above. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE asked 
whether it was Intended that the Staff Conversations 
with France should be extended to include Russia and 
Poland.. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that if we were 
envisaging a v/ar on two fronts he, for his part, 
thought that we should be wise to have Staff Conversa
tions so that we should know what action to take in 
that contingency. But he thought it was unnecessary 
to make any statement to that effect now. . 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
enquired exactly what was meant by the phrase 
"seems likely in existing circumstances to cause 
anxiety" on page 2 of the draft telegram. It was 
explained that this was intended to refer to Roumania 
and was' linked up with the first and second paragraph 
of the telegram. In the course of the discussion 
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER suggested the 
following alternative wording:

"... .we should propose that publication 
should be followed by an examination 
by the signatories of any specific 
situation which requires, it, with a 
view to determining the nature of 
any action which might be taken." 



The Cabinet agreed:-
To approve the proposal that an 

approach should be made to Paris, 
Moscow and Warsaw only, and that a 
draft telegram should, be despatched 
to those capitals on the lines of 
the telegram circulated in C P . 75 (39), 
subject to the amendments shown above 
and. to such further minor drafting 
amendments as the Foreign Secretary 
might find necessary. 



,^y.

previous
Reference .* 
Cabinet 11(39)
conclusion 3). 

 2o THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had' had tinder 
consideration the' question whether he should address 
a private letter to Signor Mussolini, During the 
visit to Rome the Duce had at one point asked him 

 whether there was any other matter he wished to raise, 
 and he had said that he was somewhat disturbed as to 

the action which Herr Hitler might take in the near 
future. The Duce had given him a reassuring answer, 
but he (the Prime Minister) had spoken to the Duce 
on the matter again during the last evening of the 
visit. This would give him a suitable peg on which 
to hang what he wanted to say0 

He proposed to say in his letter that he was 
much perturbed as to the attitude of Herr Hitler; who 
was now starting to include persons of non-German race 
in the Reich, and that this raised the whole question 
whether Germany was now seeking world domination. 
The Duce was probably the only person who could put 
the brake on Herr Hitler. This communication, of 
course, would be private and would not be published, 
and he (the Prime Minister) would be glad to know 
whether his colleagues would approve generally an 
approach being made on these lines, subject to 
settlement of the draft between the Foreign Secretary 
and himself. 

The Prime Minister added that he had considered 
whether, without mentioning France, he should add a 
word advising Signor Mussolini not to put forward 
claims in oao. aggressive manner. He thought, however, 
that it was"probably undesirable to include anything 
on these lines-, 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he was apprehensive lest the letter might 
convey to Signor Mussolini the impression that 
the Democracies were alarmed at the position and 
wanted him to get them out of a difficulty. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought this 
difficulty was one which could be overcome in drafting 
the letter, which would be a personal appeal from 
himself to Signor Mussolini, rather than an approach 
to the Head of a Government0 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he had considered whether it would be 
possible for the Prime Minister to write on somewhat 
different lines, namely, that we were friendly with 
the Italians and also knew the French very well, 
and that we should deeply regret it if, as the result 
of Italy putting her claims forward to France in 
a provocative manner, Italy and France became involved 
in war and we became involved, too. 

THE PRIME MINISTER was afraid that the appeal 
to Signor Mussolini to exercise some restraint on 
Herr Hitler would lose its force if it were 
accompanied by any direct advice to Signor Mussolini 
himself. 

The Cabinet agreed -
To authorise the Prime Minister to 
send a private letter to Signor 
Mussolini on the lines indicated, 
the terms of the draft to be settled 
by the Prime Minister and the 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
in consultation. 
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3. THE MINISTER OP AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
referred to the Conclusion rea-ched by the Cabinet 
at the previous Meeting that a Committee should be 
appointed to consider our Defence Programmes and 
their acceleration. He thought it important that 
the position of agriculture should be reviewed. He 
felt that action should be taken to ensure that the 
farmers were not short of machinery and equipment. 
As regards any steps to be taken to increase our 
production, he agreed that it would be difficult to 
take any action before the autumn sowings. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested, and the Cabinet 
agreed -

That the Minister of Agriculture and -
Fisheries should consult with the 
Minister for Co-ordination Of Defence -' 
as regards the food production 
position in the light of the present 
situation. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1,, 
20th March, 1939. 
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3. THE MINISTER OP AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
referred to the Conclusion reached by the Cabinet 
at the previous Meeting that a Committee should be 
appointed to consider our Defence Programmes and 
their acceleration,, He thought it important that 
the position of agriculture should be reviewed. He 
felt that action should be taken to ensure that the 
farmers were not short of machinery and equipment. 
As regards any steps to be taken to increase our 
production, he agreed that it would be difficult to 
take any action before the autumn sowings, 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested, and the Cabinet 
agreed -

That the Minister of Agriculture and 
Fisheries should consult with the 
Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 
as regards the food production 
position in the light of the present 
situation. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 
20th March, 1939, 
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SPAIN. 

International 
Committee fop 
the application 
of the Agree
ment regarding 
Hon-lnt er v en ti on 
in Spain. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 3(59) 
Conclusion 2. 

X. THE SECRETARY OR STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that an indication had been received that 
Germany and Italy proposed to discontinue further 
payments to the Non-intervention Committee. 

The Earl of Plymouth and Mr. Francis Hemming, 
the Secretary of the Non-intervention Committee, 
had reached the conclusion that it was now necessary 
to wind up the Non-intervention Organisation. ' He 
(the Secretary of State) proposed that steps should 
be taken to this end. He thought that the Cabinet 
should be aware of the position. 

The Cabinet took note of and approved 
this statement. 



THE INTER 2. THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
NATIONAL 
SITUATION. said that after the Meeting of the Cabinet on 20th March 
General. he had shown the draft declaration, in confidence, to 
(Previous
Reference: 

 the French Ambassador, who had expressed considerable 

Cabinet 13(39) concern at the terms of the declaration as drafted, 
Conclusion 1) 

which he thought would create the impression that the 
f,f%.  p -t disposed to take any action and o w e r s w e r e no

would only talk when a new threat arose. Mo Corbin 
had been particularly afraid of the possible effect 
of the declaration as drafted on Colonel Beck, who, 
he thought, would conclude that his country could look 
for no material assistance from the Western Powers. 
After speaking to the Prime Minister, he (the Secretary 
Of State) had therefore altered the latter half of the 
formula to read:

"Our respective Governments hereby 
undertake immediately to consult 
together as to what steps should 
be taken to offer joint resistance 
to any such action". 

Copies of the telegram had also been sent to the 
Governments of the Dominions and to the United States 
Government. 

Up to the present no replies had been received, 
but it was possible to give some indication as to 
the attitude of the other Powers. 

As regards France, he was proposing to have some 
further discussion with M. Bonnet in the course of 
the day. The general French reaction was favourable. 

Poland had not yet replied, and the French 
thought that Poland's attitude would be rather difficult. 
It appeared that the French had already made somewhat 
similar proposals to the Polish Ambassador in Paris. 
The Egyptian Ambassador had also expressed the view 
that Poland would, for the time being, continue to 
occupy a middle position. 

- 2 



At the previous Meeting of the Cabinet enquiries 
had been made as to the relation between the Franco-
Polish Treaty and the German-Polish Treaty. The 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs thought that the 
position was that there was nothing in the German-Polish 
Agreement which need prevent Poland from working with us 
if Poland so desired, but that this Agreement would give 
Poland a good excuse if she did not wish to co-operate 
with us. The Polish Ambassador had informed the Foreign 
Secretary that if Germany attacked France, Poland would 
come to the assistance of France; but he (the Foreign 
Secretary) feared that if Germany attacked Roumania 
and in consequence France declared war upon Germany, 
Poland might stand aside0 It was worth remembering 
that the Polish-German Treaty was without prejudice to 
Poland's existing legal engagements. 

It seemed clear that the French regarded 
Roumania as the key to the situation. M o Bonnet had said 
that France would go to war to save Roumania, but he kept 
on emphasising that Poland's attitude was of capital 
importance. 

Our Minister at Bucharest had seen King Carol, who 
had assured him that while there was much in the demands 
made by Germany in the economic discussions that was 
unpalatable, there had been no question of an ultimatum. 
It seemed that M. Tilea, the Roumanian Minister in 
London, had general instructions to ensure an active 
interest in Roumanian affairs on the part of His Majesty1s 

Government, and he appeared to have somewhat exceeded his 
instructionso 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that the 
Roumanian attitude seemed to indicate that, she did 
not wish Germany to become too angry. 



Russia. THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that M. Litvinoff 
seemed to be somewhat perturbed that we had not been 
more enthusiastic over his proposals for a conference. 

As regards relations between Hungary and 
Roumania, it appeared that there was still a good 
deal of mutual suspicion between the two countries, 
and it was uncertain how far Hungary was prepared to 
play the German game. The Egyptian Ambassador had 
informed the Foreign Secretary that his impression 
was that if Great Britain, France, Russia and the 
Balkan States showed a united front9 they would stop 
Herr Hitler even without the support of Poland. The 
Egyptian Ambassador thought that Herr Hitler was out 
for a bloodless triumph. 

Turkey. The Turkish Ambassador had given the 
Foreign Secretary information as to the attitude of 
the Turkish Government  which he had explained did s

not represent a decision taken by that Government 
in the light of the happenings of the last few days, 
but was a fixed policy which had been decided upon 
before he (M. Aras) had left Turkey. The situation 
was that the Turkish Government were quite satisfied 
with all their existing treaty arrangements and quite 
determined to fulfil all their obligations under them. 
But before accepting any further commitment, and 
before departing from neutrality3 the Turkish 
Government would wish to be reassured on two points. 
The first was, generally, would they have Great 
Britain with them? The second was, more particularly9 

if they were attacked in the Mediterranean would they 
have the benefit of direct British assistam.ee? 
M. Aras explained that once satisfied on these two 
points there was no other question that would present 

http://assistam.ee


any difficulty9 and zhey would be prepared to go to 
all lengths with Great Britain. At present9 in 
certain circumstances they would, under their treaty 
arrangements9 be neutral9 but in any event they would 
only depart from neutrality if they were on the same 
side as Great Britain. 

The Secretary of State said that the Cabinet 
would have read the information published in that 
morning's newspapers about the situation in Memel. 
This information was in advance of the official 
information that we had so far received? but it 
was probably true that an Anschluss of Memel with 
Germany was to be expected. There was ? of course, 
more justification for this course than for certain 
recent events. 

In reply to a question as to Italy's attitude, 
the Foreign Secretary said that evidence was 
accumulating that Signor Mussolini was angry at the 
way in which he had been treated by Germany. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the French 
President had spoken optimistically about Italy, 
but he had conveyed to him no definite Information. 
He (the Prime Minister) had been disappointed to see 
the resolution which the Fascist Grand Council were 
stated to have passed. It seemed clear that the 
Italian papers had orders to support the continuance 
of the Berlin-Rome axis. 

As regards other matters the Prime Minister 
said that the impression left on his mind as to the 

-

probable attitude of both Poland and Russia was 
somewhat disagreeable. 



In further discussion, the FOREIGN SECRETARY 
said that the general opinion was that Poland would fight 
if Roumania was attacked. His general impression had 
been that Russia would adopt the same course, but that the 
feelings between Roumania and Russia were far from cordial. 
He thought that if M. Litvinoff attached considerable 
importance to his proposed conference, it might be 
necessary to see whether we could not get somewhat closer 
to the Soviet point of view in this respect. 

In reply to a suggestion that Turkey should be 
asked to attend such a conference, THE PRIME MINISTER 
pointed out the supreme importance of bearing in mind 
Italy's point of view. If Turkey were included in the 
conference, Italy would certainly regard the conference 
as directed against her interests. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS said 
that Canada and New Zealand had fastened on the statement 
made by the Prime Minister in his Birmingham Speech as to 
consultation with the Dominions and Democratic Nations. 
The Dominions were well satisfied with the information 
which they had received, but they were now beginning to 
think in terms of specific consultation. Both Canada and 
New Zealand had made considerable advances on what they 
had previously undertaken to do in the way of co-operation, 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the reference to 
the Dominions in his Speech had not been intended to be a 
prelude to some new form of consultation. It was 
suggested that the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 
might ask our High Commissioner in Canada to ascertain what 



fhe United 
I states. 

Mr. Mackenzie King had in mind in this respect. 
THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that, during a conversation with the American 
Ambassador the previous evening regarding the American 
Neutrality Act, he (the Foreign Secretary) had pointed 
out what a help it would he to us vis-a-vis Japan if, 
in the event of trouble breaking out, part of the United 
States Fleet could be sent to Honolulu. Mr. Kennedy 
had received this suggestion enthusiastically and had 
promised to suggest it to President Roosevelt. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said 
that later in the evening he had discussed this project 
with Mr. Kennedy who, at that time, had seemed a trifle 
less enthusiastic and had not been prepared to discuss 
the matter further than to say that he intended to propose 
that the U.S. Fleet should be brought to a state of 
preparedness. 

The Cabinet took note of the statement made by 
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 



SECTIONS. 

revious 
eference: 
abinet 13(39) 
onclusion 3.) 

" 1^ W. 

5. THE PRIMS MINISTER said that in the course 
of the previous two days, he had had consultations with 
the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence and with 
the Service Ministers as to the state of our defence 
preparedness^ As a result, certain steps had been 
taken. 

Our air defence ground organisation (A.A.guns and 
searchlights) had been based on the assumption that 
we should have at least IS hours' warning. If the 
matter was considered from the point of view of a 
sudden air attack without warning, the position was 
very disturbing and we were totally devoid of ground 
defences against air attack. 

T-here was the further point that the organisation 
rof the Territorial Antiaircraft Divisions \/as 

intended to secure a rapid deployment of the whole 
Force, but that, first, it was very difficult to 
deploy a part only of the Force and, secondly, that 
once the Force had been deployed and had been 
allowed to disperse, a considerable period must 
elapse before it could again be rapidly deployed. 

The Prime Minister thought that this aspect 
of our defence preparations would have to be 
looked into again with a view to ensuring greater 
readiness to meet a sudden attack. He had already 
asked the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 
and the Secretary of State for War to look into the 
matter. The Prime Minister then asked the 
Minister for Co-ordination of Defence to explain 
the steps which had been taken to deal with the 
immediate situation. 



Tins MI:.:IST:JR FOR oo-ORDf:.uo?ion OF DE:;;LTTCE said 
that the guns which we were now considering were those 
manned by the Regulars, and which formed part of 
the Field Force. Excluding guns for defence against 
low-flying attack, there were 72 A.A. guns aianned by 
Regulars. Some of these had recently been brought 
from Lichfield to London and the rest were at 
Aldershot. It had now been arranged that all these 
guns should be deployed in the course of the day in 
the London area. As regards searchlights, there were 
48 searchlights manned by Regulars at Aldershot, 
These were being brought up and would be deployed in 
the London area in the course of the day. These 
searchlights could be supplemented by making arrange
ments for searchlights in certain of the Territorial 
drill halls in London to be available to operate at 
a moment's notice. It was also proposed to make 
arrangements to move ammunition to the war sites of 
32 static 3.7" guns which had already been mounted 
in the London area, These guns were manned by 
Territorials but this arrangement would enable these 
guns to be manned at very short notice. 

With regard to the Roj&l Air Force, the 
position was that a duty flight of 6 machines would 
be available to take to the air at 15 minutes' notice 
in each Fighter Sector. 

Discussion then ensued as to the steps which 
should be taken to improve the machinery for 
deployment and the organisation of the Air Defence 
of G-rea/fc Britian which was too slow for modern 
conditions. 



ISO 
TIE) PRIME MINISTER said that so far as he could 

see the only way to deal with the matter would he to 
have a proportion of our ground defences manned by 
Regulars. 

THE SECRET. RY OP ST....TE FOR WAR asked whether it 
might not be possible to deal with the scheme by means 
of a system such as that adopted in Switzerland whereby 
every uian v/as under obligation to serve the State for 
a specified period in every year. This system had more 
elasticity and v/ould enable a certain number of men to 
be made available at any period. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought that a 
scheme on these lines might be worth exploring. He 
added that he had information that a meeting of the Trades 
Union Congress, the Parliamentary Labour Party and the 
National Council of Labour v/as to be held that afternoon. 
It seemed possible thut, provided satisfactory assurances j 

could be given as to our foreign policy, these bodies 
would be prepared to support the Government openly, subject 
only to the reservation that they would not support 
conscription. 

In the discussion which ensued, the Prime Minister 
said that in his view, unless there was a very marked 
change in their opinions, the Labour Party v/ould 
continue to oppose conscription strongly. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said that 
he did not think that the Defence Ministers or the Chiefs 
of Staff had ever considered what advantages v/ould be 
derived from conscription. The general feeling that 
conscription would add greatly to our military strength 

-

needed, of course, a great many qualifications. 
THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would welcome such an 

enquiry. 
The Cabinet took note of the statements made 
by the Prime Minister and the Minister for Co
ordination of Defence. 

- 10 



FOREIGN 
POLITICAL 
ORGANISATIONS 
IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Gabinet3o 
(37), Con
clusion 7). 

4. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR HOME. AFFAIRS 
said that his colleagues would he aware that this 
matter had previously been discussed in the 
Cabinet, but that it had been decided to taice no 
action because of the possible political reactions. 
It was clear that there were a number of Germans 
now in London whose e^*e employment was in 
connection with the activities of foreign political 
organisations. In the opinion both of the Police 
and of the Military Intelligence Authorities, the 
position would be much more secure if three or 
four of the leaders of these organisations were 
to be deported. He iwopogied to take this step 
in regard to the officials of the Nazi 
organisations, but not to take similar action in 
regard to the Fascist organisations. He asked 
whether the Cabinet would be prepared to leave the 
Prime Minister, the Foreign Secretary and himself 
to authorise such action as they might decide was 
necessary in consultation. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN. 
AFFAIRS said that at the present time there were 
61 officials of Nazi organisations in this 
country. He was disposed to favour action on 
the lines proposed in regard to persons who were 
found to be engaged in undesirable activities. 
He thought that on the whole this was a good time 
to take this step, since our relations with 
Germany could hardly be worse than they were at 
present. It v/ould be a pity to postpone action 
till a later date when our relations might be 
improving. 



The Cabinet agreed 
That the Prime Minister, the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs and the 
Secretary of State for Home Affairs, 
acting in consultation, should he 
empowered to authorise action with 
a view to the deportation of a limited 
number of officials of Nazi organisations 
in this country who were engaged in 
undesirable activities. 



A O 

PALESTINE. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 11 
(39), Con
clusion 5. ) 

5. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES 
said that the formal Conferences had come to an 

end on the previous Friday (17th March). The 
Jews had rejected the Government's proposals on 

a number of counts. The Palestinian Arabs had 
ostensibly rejected the Government's proposals 
wholesale and had adhered to their original views. 

In fact, however, it appeared that we should have 

had a very good chance of reaching agreement 
with the Palestinian Arabs but for our refusal to 
put a definite time limit to the transition period. 

The Palestinian Arabs had thought that the fa i lure 

to put a time limit on the transition period 
would have the effect of encouraging the Jews 
in an attitude of non-co-operation. 

One unfortunate and unexpected 
development the previous week had been that when* 

at the final meeting, the Palestinian Arabs had 

rejected the proposals, the Iraqi Delegate had at 
once aregggagaaaaafc said that he likewise entirely 
rejected the proposals. Following on this 
unforeseen result the representatives of the ,/ & \ 
Yemen, Trans Jordan and Saudi-Arabia had **aJc* 

rather unfortunate speeches condemning the 
Government's proposals. Only the Egyptian 
Delegate had behaved really well on this occasion. 

Although the representatives of the 
neighbouring Arab States had taken this attitude 

0arn*4. fit. "fk&4**
in public, behind the scenes sbaey had told us 
that they regarded our proposals as wise and 
reasonable. For example, the representative of 

TransJordan, himself a Palestinian Arab, had said 



that if we announced our proposals now, there 
would he a temporary increase in rebellious activity, 
after which the rebellion would collapse. It 
would, however, take longer to bring acts of 
individual terrorism to an end. 

The position had, of course, been 
affected by the European situation, and con
sideration of the draft White Paper by the 
Palestine Committee, which was to have been 
published that day, had been postponed. 

One argument in favour of some delay 
was that the United States Ambassador had been 
authorised by his G-0vernment to urge us to delay 
the announcement of our policy. The reason far 
this presumably was that it v/as thought at 
Washington that if our policy was published now, 
the Jews would be able,, to work up an agitation 
against us which might have an effect on the 
discussion of the amendment of the American 
Neutrality Laws. Another reason for delay was 
that the discussions with the representatives of 
the neighbouring Arab States about the transition 
period had been revised. 

He had gone some way to meet the Arab 
point of view on this and he hoped to find a 
formula which, without committing us to a given 
period of years for the transition period, would 
not enable the Jews to hold up constitutional 
progress by a refusal to co-operate with the Arabs. 
It was possible that he might be in a position to 
submit proposals to the Palestine Committee in 
the course of the next few days. It was clear 



that notwithstanding that there were reasons for 
some delay in issuing a statement of our policy, 
it was essential that we should make up our 
minds as to what was in fact our policy in regard 
to Palestine, and should announce it in, say, the 
next two or three weeks. The Jews, however, 
were working up a considerable agitation and 
asking that our decision on policy should be 
postponed for six or twelve months. 

The developments in the international 
situation could not of course be ignored. It was 
of the utmost importance to consider whether it 
was not possible for us to meet the Arab objections 
to our proposals. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that he was glad to hear that these 
points were being further considered. It had always 
seemed to him that the constitutional arrangements 
contemplated were open to the criticism that 
progress on the constitutional issue might be 
postponed through no fault of the Arabs but 
through the failure of the Jews to co-operate 
with the Arabs. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES 
said that it had always been made clear that the 
failure of the Jews to co-operate would not delay 
progress during the transition period. The 
Government had, however, taken the view that the 
final establishment of the independent Araflfr State 
must depend on the Jewish and Arab communities 
being ready to work in co-operation. 

The Cabinet agreed -
To take note of the statement made 
by the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies. 



hi 

CIVIL 
SIENCE 
$ILL. 

cevioua 

Mabinet 10 (39) 
Mpnclusion 7.) 

6. The Cabinet had before them the" following
do cuments:-

A Memorandum by the Lord Privy Seal 
(HAA. 13 (39)) covering a draft Civil 
Defence Bill dated 10th March, 1939; 
The 6th Conclusions (39) of the 
Committee of Home Affairs (item 4 ) : 
The 7th Conclusions (39) of the 
Committee of Home Affairs, to which 
was attached a new draft Bill dated 
20th March, 1939, 
The recommendations to the Cabinet 
by the Committee of Home Affairs 
were as follows 1
(1) To approve the Civil Defence Bill in 

the form of the draft dated 20th March, 1939, 
subject to:
(a) the reservation by the Chanoellor of 

the Exchequer of his position in 
regard to Clause 15 (7); 

(b) the various additions, deletions 
and other modifications made to 
the Bill by the Committee at their 
Meetings on 13th and 20th March, 
as summarised in H.A.C. 6th 
Conclusions, Minute 4, and in the 
present Conclusions: and 

(c) any further drafting or other 
minor alterations that may be found 
necessary or desirable. 

(2) To authorise the introduction forthwith in 
the House of Commons of the Bill in the 
form as finally settled, with a view to its 
passage into law as soon as practicable, 
THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Chief Whip 

was very anxious that this Bill and the Building
societies Bill should be circulated as soon as possible. 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that a number of 
provisions of the Bill were of a very serious character 
and gave very wide powers to the Minister. He was 
satisfied, however, that it was necessary that the 
Minister should have these powers in the circumstances 
which now existed, and the whole Bill had been very 
carefully considered and criticised. 



5EHE LORD PRIVY SEAL then went through the 
Bill, calling attention to the most important points. 
The chief points dealt with were as follows: 
Clause 15. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER explained 
that there was an extremely complex point, in regard 
to income tax, which arose on Clause 15, and which 
might need some adjustment. 

The Cabinet agreed to accept either the 
scheme set out in the present draft or 
some substitute therefor to be agreed 
between the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
and the Lord Privy Sealo 
It was provided in Clause 17 that Exchequer 

Grants should be made in respect of work on shelters 
completed by 51st March, 1940, or substantially 
carried out by that date. The Prime Minister's 
Industrial Panel thought that this date was too late, 
and that an earlier date should be substituted in the 
Bill as published. The LORD PRIVY SEAL asked the 
Cabinet's authority to substitute 30th September, 1939, 
for 31st March, 1940o 

This was agreed to & 

In regard to Clause 24, the Lord Privy Seal 
explained that this Clause was being redrafted so as 
to confine the powers to be conferred to him more 
closely to matters relating to civil defence. The 
point had also been raised in regard to this section 
that as the Clause at present stood, the Minister 
would have power to make regulations dealing with 
matters affecting public utility companies. He 
proposed to insert a new provision whereby so far as 
electricity generating stations were concerned, the 
powers should be exercised by the Electricity 
Commissioners, subject to consultation with the 
Minister for Civil Defence. 



THE MINISTER OP TRANSPORT said that as the 
Clause was at present drafted, Local Authorities would 
have powers., to interfere with essential services. 

It was agreed that the points arising on 
this Clause should be settled by the Lord 
Privy Seal and the Minister for Transport 
in consultationc 
It was also agreed that certain points 
arising on Part V of. the Bill in regard 
to the agreement made with the Dock 
Undertakings should be settled by the Lord 
Privy Seal and the Minister for Transport 
in consultation. 

Clause 40. 
THE LORD PRIVY SEAL explained that this Clause 

dealt with property requisitioned in anticipation of an 

immediate emergency. He thought that it was clear that 
such cases must be dealt with as part of the general 
war-time problem., and the terms of compensation left to 
be settled by the Government of the day. He was 
satisfied, however, that it was necessary that buildings 
should be made available quickly and that it was 
therefore necessary that Departments should have these 
powers i n anticipation of an emergency. 

The Cabinet agreed as to the need for these 
powers, although it was pointed out that it would be 
necessars^ to provide compensation very soon after 
property had been requisitioned. Such compensation 
might well have to be provided on an interim basis. 
If the property was requisitioned in anticipation 
of an emergency and no emergency ensued, then the action 
taken would presumably be dealt with under peace-time 
compensation powers. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL explained that as a 

result of discussion which had taken place on the 
previous day, he must now ask for the powers of 
requisitioning included in Clause 40 to be extended to 
transport. It might be necessary to requisition and 



adapt transport for fire brigades and ambulances. 
THE MINISTER 01:' TRANSPORT said that he 

agreed to this course, subject to the consent of the 
Traffic Commissioners being obtained in regard to 
the transport to be requisitioned,, 

The proposed addition to Clause 40 was 
approved, 
THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION APPAIRS 

enquired whether the powers under the Defence of the 
Realm Act would be affected by the powers sought in 
this Bill. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that for the most 
part the powers asked for in the Civil Defence Bill 
related to peace-time, but he undertook to look into 
the matter. 

The Cabinet agreed? 
To approve the recommendations of the 
Home Affairs Committee set out above 
and to authorise the introduction 
forthwith in the House of Commons 
of the Bill in the form as finally
settled subject to the points 
referred to in the Cabinet discussion, 
which should be settled by the 
Ministers concerned in consultation. 



SHIPPING 
Idustry. 

pevious 
iference; 

jbinet 1 (39) 
Inclusion 7.) 

lb. 

7* The Cabinet had under consideration a 
Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade 
(CP. 67 (39)) on the question of Assistance to 
the Shipping Industry, in which he made certain 
recommendations for adoption by the Cabinet. These 
recommendations were the result of the deliberations 
of the Cabinet Committee appointed at the Meeting 
mentioned in the margin and of the subsequent 
discussions between the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
and himself. These recommendations are reproduced 
in the Appendix to these Conclusions. In the event 
of their adoption, legislation would be required 
of which the details would need a considerable amount 
of working out, in consultation with the Shipping-
Industry. The President asked for authority to make 
a statement in the House of Commons on general lines, 
in order that there might be no avoidable delay in the 
placing of orders for new ships. For this purpose, 
it would be necessary to say that when legislation 
was introduced the House of Commons would be asked, 
so far as assistance for shipbuilding was concerned, 
to agree that orders placed after his announcement, 
but before the passing of the Act, would not be 
excluded from consideration for this assistance. 

After THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE 
had expounded the principal points in his Memorandum, 
THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that he accepted 
these proposals, though with some reluctance, having 
regard to the undesirability of granting subsidies. 
He asked, however, that before the President of the 
Board of Trade made any announcement as to the 
position, he should first see the representatives of 
the steel and shipbuilding industries with a view to 
securing some reductions in their prices in 



consideration of the financial assistance, which it 
was now proposed to grant to the shipbuilding industry. 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE agreed, 
and said that he had already made arrangments to see 
the representatives of these industries this week. 

THE MINISTER OP LABOUR asked the President 
of the Board of Trade to bear in mind that the 
Opposition would certainly raise the question whether 
the Pair Wages Clause should be included in contracts 
which would benefit from the subsidies now proposed. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
said that the Dominions Office would like to be 
consulted in regard to the form of the announcement 
proposed, in order that it should be made clear that the 
subsidies related to United Kingdom shipping only. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE agreed to 
this course. 

The Cabinet agreedi 
(l) To accept the recommendations made 

by the Committee on Shipping and 
Shipbuilding, as summarised in the 
.Appendix to these Conclusions: 

* 

(2) To authorise the President of the 
Board of Trade to make a statement 
in the House of Commons, on general 
lines, in regard to these proposals. 



U BUILDING-
QGXEVIES 

k 
Previous 
Berenc e: 
jatinet 4 If), Con
plus ion 3. ) 

8. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 
the Lord Chancellor (CP. -68(39)), covering a draft of 
the Building Societies Bill which the Committee on 
Building Societies recommended the Cabinet to approve for 
introduction at a very early date. The major points in 
the Bill had been discussed with representatives of the 
Building Societies, who were in general agreement with its 
provisions. As a result of the Judgment in the Borders 
case, which had been delivered after the Meeting mentioned 
in the margin, considerable changes had had to be made in 
the draft Bill. The main changes were as follows:

(i) Clause 4. Provisions designed to prevent 
the borrower from assuming unjustifiably 
that the making of an advance to him by 
the Society is evidence that the estate 
is sufficient security for that advance. 

(ii) Clause 5. Provision to ensure that, when 
a borrower falls into arrears and the 
Building Society decides to sell the property 
in the exercise of its powers as mortgagee 
thereof, it must do so for the best price 
that can reasonably be obtained in the 
circumstances, notwithstanding any agreement 
with the borrower to the contrary. 

(iii) Clause 6. Provision to restrict payment 
of commissions, etc., by a Building Society 
to builders and other persons having an 
interest in the sale of property for the 
purpose of inducing them to introduce business 
to the Society. 

After a short discussion, the Cabinet approved the 
introduction of the Bill forthwith. 
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9 The Cabinet had under consideration a Memorandum 
by the Minister of Transport (C.P.-69(39)), relating to 
amendments of the Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 
1935. This Act had necessarily been of a somewhat 
experimental character, and its objects (viz., the 
prevention of damage to the traffic value and amenity value 
of our roads) were not being as fully achieved as had been 
hoped. The inability or unwillingness of many authorities 
to make full use of their powers had been due largely to 
the financial provisions of the Act, which contained no 
provision for grants towards the compensation that an 
authority might have to pay as a result of effective 
exercise of their powers under Section 2 to control 
building within 220 feet from the middle of the road and 
access to the road. Difficulties had also arisen in 
connection with restrictions on the standard widths of 
roads. In the circumstances explained in his Memorandum, 
the Minister sought the authority of the Cabinet:

(a) To inform highway authorities, as occasion 
may arise; that the Government intend, when 
possible, to amend the Restriction of 
Ribbon Development Act, 1935 
(i) so as to enable Road Pund 

Grants to be given in connection 
with compensation payable for 
injurious affection arising from 
access control under Section 2: 

(ii) so as to substitute an "approved plan" 
for the "approved standard width" 
as the means by which Section 1 
control will be brought into force: 

To instruct Parliamentary Counsel to draft 
a Bill, with a view to its submission to 
the Home Affairs Committee and subsequent 
introduction into Parliament, to give effect 
to these proposals and to include minor 
amendments by way or removing doubts as to 
interpretation, or simplifying the machinery. 

The Cabinet authorised the Minister to proceed as 
proposed in (a) and (b). 

Richmond Terrace, s.W.1 
22nd March, 19390 
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/O.P.67(39j7 
Shipping and Shipbuilding. 

Conclusions. 

(i) That a tramp shipping subsidy of £2% millions per 
annum should be made available for a period of five 
years subject to an arrangement for determining, by 
reference to the index number of shipping freights, 
whether in any given year subsidy should be paid 
in full, or paid at a reduced rate, or not paid. 

Conditions would be attached to the subsidy, 
similar to those attaching to the previous 
subsidy, regarding employment of British crews, 
compliance with National Maritime Board 
Agreements where applicable and maintenance of 
freight co-operation. Shipowners would also be 
required to do their utmost to promote the 
formation of an international laying-up scheme 
which would help to safeguard the level of 
freight rates. 

The industry would also be required to 
organise itself so as to satisfy the Government 
that at ihe end of the subsidy period it will be in 
a better position than it now is to maintain 
itself without Government assistance. 

(ii) That £10 millions should be made available for 
lending to shipowners over a period of two years at 
favourable rates of interest for the purpose of 
building tramps and plain cargo liners. 

The loans would be made on financial terms 
similar to those in the Scrap and Build Scheme 
under the British Shipping (Assistance) Act, 
1935, i.e. repayment over twelve years and 
interest at favourable rates. 

(iii) That for the purpose of forming a reserve of tonnage 
by the purchase of useful cargo vessels which would 
otherwise be sold to foreign owners or sold for 
breaking up, a sum not exceeding £2 millions, 
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together with the sum required for the maintenance of 
the vessels, should he provided. 

(iv) That as regards the defence of liner shipping from 
State-aided foreign competition, financial provision 
should he made to enable assistance to be rendered to 
individual liner companies requiring such assistance, 
and that an Advisory Committee should be appointed to 
examine and report on applications for such assistance. 

The industry ashed for £5 millions for five 
years, though without expecting anything like 
this sum to be spent. It is not considered 
necessary to indicate a sum. If one is called 
for by legislative practice then £10 millions for 
two years might be stated. 

As a condition of setting up the Committee 
the liner section of the industry should be 
required to work out a plan for the maintenance 
of a defence fund, if such a fund is necessary, 
out of the resources of the industry after 
Government assistance comes to an end. 

(v) That expenditure should be authorised of a sum not 
exceeding £-g- million per annum for five years (£^ 
million for tramps and £3; million for cargo liners) 
to provide a special inducement for the placing of 
orders for ftow ships in the next twelve months. 

I propose to meet the shipbuilding industry, 
and the industries supplying shipbuilding 
requirements, with a view to getting such 
guarantees in respect of prices as may be 
practicable,, 
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PARLIAMENT. 

Arrangements 
for Easter 
Recess . 

.1. THE PRIME MINISTER said, that the normal 
procedure would be for him to announce in the 
House of Commons on Thursday the arrangements for 
the Easter Recess. The proposal was that both 
Houses should adjourn on Thursday, 6th April, and. 
Should meet again on Tuesday, 18th April. It 
was not usual for either House, when adjourning 
for a short recess, to pass a resolution giving 
power to the Lore1 Chancellor and the Speaker to 
call both Houses together at an earlier date if the 
public interest should so require. 

The Prime Minister asked the Cabinet to consider 
the following alternatives:

(l) That Parliament should adjourn for the 
usual recess, but that power should be 
given to the Lord Chancellor and the 
Speaker to call both Houses together 
If an earlier meeting was required: 

(2) That the adjournment of Parliament 
should be for a shorter period, namely, 
from Thursday, 5th April, to Tuesday, 
11th April. 

After some discussion the Cabinet agreed — 
To approve the first course proposed, 
namely, that Parliament should adjourn 
for the Easter Recess on the 6th April 
and should meet again on Tuesday, 18th 
April, but that power should be given 
to the Lord Chancellor and the Speaker 
to call both Houses together if an 
earlier meeting was required. 

-1
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2 c THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that at the Meeting of the Cabinet held on the 
20th Marchxit had been decided to work in favour of 
a joint declaration, to be signed by Great Britain, 
France, Russia and Poland. The essential point in 
the declaration had been an agreement "to consult 
together as to what steps should be taken to offer 
joint resistance"0 France had replied in the 
affirmative. Russia had said that she would sign 
the declaration provided that Poland agreed to do so. 
Poland, however, had made a very hesitant answer. 
It had become clear that it would be extremely 
difficult to make progress with the declaration on 
exactly the lines proposed. It was also clear that 
too close an association of Russia with the proposed 
declaration made difficulties for a number of countries 
as, for example, Portugal, Spain, Japan, Italy, the 
South American countries, Canada and, according to 
the French, Roumania. 

Although, therefore, it seemed impossible to 
make progress with the declaration on precisely the 
lines proposed, it was none the less necessary to take 
effective steps to organise action against further 
German aggression^ 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that 
it was clear that if action was to be undertaken In 
circumstances at all favourable to us, or if the 
threat of action was to be an effective deterrent, 
Germany must be faced with war on two fronts 
simultaneously. Poland was therefore the key to the 
situation., In his discussions with M. Bonnet it had 
been common ground that Poland and Roumania were in 
the line of likely attack, and that steps should be 

- 2 - \U H-'- Wlfuh^f 
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taken to encourage those two countries. A draft 
telegram had been prepared with a view to making an 
alternative approach to the problem. The Prime 
Minister had agreed that this matter should be considered 
by the Foreign Policy Committee, a Meeting of which had 
been held on Monday last, March 27th. The draft 
conclusions of this Meeting had been circulated to the 
Cabinet as Paper C P . 74 (59), 

(At this point copies of the telegrams, No. 56 
to Warsaw, No. 65 to Bucharest and No 0 105 
to Paris, were circulated to the Cabinet. 
Copies of these telegrams are not annexed to 
these conclusions, but a copy is on record in 
the Secretary',s standard file of Cabinet 
Conclusions. )'*' 

The Foreign Secretary then went through the 
telegrams and commented on the salient points. He 
explained that action would not be taken on the 
telegrams to Warsaw and Bucharest until the French 
Government had signified their agreement,. He referred 
to paragraph 4(d) and said that he realised that this 
paragraph was asking a good deal of Poland, which was 
thereby invited to enter into a reciprocal arrangement 
by which (in consideration of Great Britain and France 
undertaking to come to Poland1s help) if Great Britain 
or France were attacked by Germany, or, if they went 
to war with Germany to resist German aggression elsewhere 
in Western Europe or Yugo-Slavia, Poland would come to 
their aid. The Secretary of State said that he had felt 
some doubt whether this "was not asking too much of Poland. 
He thought, however, that there would be no harm in 

- see. ft *v K-t^t 
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including the proposal in the telegram to Warsaw 
as he had reached the conclusion that Colonel Beck 
was unlikely to reach any definite decision upon it 
before he visited this country at the beginning of 
the ensuing week. 

The position of Yugo-Slavia was one of 
great difficulty, and he felt that it would be 
embarrassing to Yugo-Slavia if we were to put any very 
formal or difficult proposals to her representatives. 
The latest information appeared to indicate that 
matters were somewhat steadier in regard to that 
country. The Prince Regent had received reassuring 
messages from both Italy and Germany^ 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
then referred to the position of Turkey and Greece. 
He did not propose to ask the Cabinet to authorise 
the taking of any specific action in regard to those 
countries that morning. Nevertheless, he thought 
it right to warn his colleagues that an occasion 
might arise at very short notice in which it might 
become necessary for us to tell Turkey and Greece 
that if they were engaged in war in the Mediterranean 
we would come to their assistance, and that we 
should expect them to come to our help if we were 
engaged in war in the Mediterranean. If the 
situation showed signs of deteriorating it migirt 
be necessary as a matter of special urgency for him to 
obtain the Prime Minister's authority to give such 
an undertaking to the Turkish and Greek Governments. 



Some discussion ensued in regard to the 
position of Russia. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had 
endeavoured in drafting paragraph 6 of the telegram 
to meet the views put forward by the Home Secretary 
at the meeting of the Foreign Policy Committee. 

THE PRIME MINISTER reported that he had 
discussed this matter with Lr. Greenwood (in the 
absence of Mr. Attlee who was indisposed) on the 
previous day. He thought he had brought home to 
Mr. Greenwood that it was of the utmost importance 
to obtain the support of Poland and that it was 
impossible to secure this if Russia was brought 
into the declaration. " Certain other members of 
the Opposition were, however, less amenable to this 
argument and it was likely that opposition would be 
raised to the Governments action from this point of 
view. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY emphasised that 
Poland was anxious that any arrangement to be made 
between this country and Poland should be of a 
secret nature. 

THE HOME SECRETARY said that he was puzzled 
why France had not taken more definite action 
with Russia. The French had an alliance with 
Russia and it was for them to see whether they could 
not make something more out of it. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH also emphasied the 
importance of Russia from the point of view of the 
home front. He also referred to the suggestion that 



had "been made by the President of the Board of 
Trade on the Foreign Policy Committee that there 
might be a separate agreement between Russia and 
Great Britain to the effect that if either was 
attacked in Europe, each would come to the 
other's aid. As Russia could not be attacked 
by Germany except through Poland and Roumania, this 
would not involve us in any new commitment. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH thought, moreover, 
that if Roumania signed away her independence and 
Germany then attacked the Ukraine this country 
would not be able to stand aside. It would be 
much less provocative if this country were to 
associate herself with Russia at the present stage 
rather than to wait until such a contingency as 
he had suggested took place. 

THE SECRETARY OF ST.--TE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he and the prime Minister had had in 
mind the point of view expressed by the Home 
Secretary and the Minister of Health. He 
thought it was clear that M. Bonnet had no 
great confidence in Russia. Nevertheless, he 
would consider whether it was possible to urge 
the French to take some further action with Russia. 
He agreed that it was desirable that we should 
try to get as much assistance from Russia as was 
practicable. The essential point was to manage 
matters so as to secure the support of Poland. 
At the same time he would take what steps were 
possible to keep in with Russia. 



There was also some discussion whether 
Russia would he able to supply munitions to Poland 
and Roumania. On the one hand, it was pointed out that 
the Polish munition areas were liable to be over-run 
and that there was no other possible supplier except 
Russia. On the other hand, it was suggested that 
Russian munitions were not likely to be of up-to-date 
types. 

Some discussion took place on an enquiry 
whether paragraph 4(a) of the telegram covered the 
contingency in which either Poland or Roumania 
actively resisted a threat to their independence 
but the other country gave help to the aggressor. 

To this the Prime Minister and the Foreign 
Secretary answered that it was essential to proceed 
on the hypothesis that the countries concerned desired 
to preserve their independence, but that they might be 
afraid to do so unless we promised them support. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER pointed 
out that the drafting of the telegram would perhaps 
have been improved if paragraph 4(d) had read as follows 

"The undertaking given by Great Britain and 
France under (b) to Poland , . . ." 
It was agreed, however, that the meaning of 

this paragraph was not open to doubt, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

asked whether the Foreign Secretary was satisfied 
that the position would be held pending Colonel Beck's 
arrival. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he was 
conscious that these negotiations took a long time, but 
he thought that the authorities in Germany realised that 



this country was paying serious attention to what had 
happened. He also believed that Germany would think 
twice before she involved herself in a major war. He 
had been informed by M. Corbin that conversations 
were being carried on between representatives of Germany 
and Poland in Berlin, and it was suggested that these 
conversations were not confined to Danzig. It was 
perhaps significant that Colonel Beck had not altered 
the arrangements for his visit to London next week. 
These facts did not point to any sudden disturbance, 
but it was, of course, impossible to predict the 
future. 

The Cabinet took note of the telegrams 
which had been despatched to Warsaw, 
Bucharest and Paris, and authorised 
the Prime Minister and the Foreign 
Secretary to proceed with negotiations 
on the general basis indicated. 
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 3. THE SECRETARY OF STATi! FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that the War Office had asked the consent of 
the Foreign Office to the immediate mounting for the 
defence of the Suez Canal of certain guns 

 near Port Said and Suez. . It would take four days 
to mount these juns and hitherto this step had only 
been contemplated as part of the plan for the 
immediate preparation for war as it was thought that 
the mounting of the guns was contrary to the Suez 
Canal Convention of 1851. The effect of the last 
sentence of Article 8 and the last sentence of 
Article 11 of the Convention was to provide that 
"the erection of permanent fortifications on either 
bank of the Canal, the object or effect of which 
might be to interfere with the liberty and entire 
security of navigation, is prohibited". 

The Chiefs of Staff now represented that in 
the period before the guns could be mounted we 
should be running a very serious risk. It was, 
therefore, proposed that the Egyptian Government 
should be Invited to take immediate steps to mount 
the guns* If this step was taken it was possible 
that Italy would lodge a complaint,, To such a 
complaint we cou.ld answer (a) that the guns were not 
mounted on the banks of the Canal and (b) that the 
object and effect would not be to interfere v/ith 
navigation. Neither answer however was thought 
to be wholly convincing, Italy, however, was not 
in a position to compel the Egyptian Government to 
go to The Hague Tribunal and the worst that could 



happen would therefore "be a certain heating up 
of Italy1s claims in regard to the Suez Canal. 

A short discussion ensued in the course of 
which the SECRETARY OP STATE POR WAR explained 
that vital oil supplies were exposed to unnecessary 
danger so long as the guns were not mounted. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that attempts 
might be made to camouflage the guns. 

The Cabinet agreed -
To authorise the Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs to invite the 
Egyptian Government to take the 
necessary steps for the immediate 
mounting of certain guns near 
Port Said and Suez for the defence 
of the Suez Canal0 
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4. THE SECRETARY OF STATiui FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
referred to the conclusion noted in the margin 
inviting Ministers if they proposed to include, 
in their speeches, statements on Foreign Affairs, 
to submit the text of what they desired to say to the 
Foreign Office in advance. At the present time he 
was receiving draft speeches to be made not only 
by Cabinet Ministers but by junior Ministers and it 
was impossible for him to find time to read all 
these speeches. He asked whether Cabinet Ministers 
(while continuing to submit to him their own 
speeches on foreign affairs) would be good enough 
to make themselves responsible for the reading and 
approving of speeches to be made by their 
Parliamentary Secretaries, 

In this connection he suggested that the 
following points should be borne in mind; first, 
that this country should do all it could to 
strengthen the will to resist aggression and to 
give support to those who are prepared to resist 
aggression. Second, (not of course for publication) 
that it is desirable that we should gain time (a) 
for the progress of our Rearmament Programme, (b) 
for Germany's difficulties to develop. Third, it 
followed that it was undesirable that language should 
be used which suggested that we were anxious to 
attack Germany, since this might perhaps encourage 
Germany to make an immediate attack on us. 



THE PRIME MINISTER suggested a further 
point namely that it was desirable that Ministers 
should abstain from personal attacks on Herr 
Hitler and Signor Mussolini a 

The Cabinet took note with approval of 
these suggestions. 
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5. THE PRIME MINISTER said that he wished 
at this point In the proceedings to deal with 
a matter of great urgency and importance which 
was not on the agenda. 

There had been considerable discussion 
in the country on the question of National 
 Service, whether compulsory or voluntary, and 
feeling on this matter had developed considerably 
and had affected opinion in Parliament. There 
was no wide measure of agreement on any 
particular course of action, but there was 
general agreement that some action should be 
taken in the near future. 

The Prime Minister said that he had 
given this matter his close personal attention,and 
after discussing it with certain of his colleagues, 
had reached the following conclusion: 

He had a great deal of sympathy with 
those who said that there was nothing which 
would so much impress foreign opinion as the 
adoption by this'country of compulsory military 
service. If such a step was carried through 
successfully, he was sure that it would have 
a good effect. His own personal view was 
favourable to this course, and he mentioned 
that many years ago, before the War and before 
he had entered Parliament, he had made public 
speeches in favour of the national service 
movement of those days, sponsored by Lord 
Roberts. 

The Prime Minister next referred to the 
fact that he had repeated the pledge 
given by his predecessor to the effect that 
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he would not introduce compulsory military service in 
peacetime during the life of the present Parlia
mento As regards this  he thought that3 although s

we were not actually at war  the state of s

affairs in which wc now lived could not he 
described as peace-time in the ordinary meaning 
of the word. The point which really 
influenced him was the probable attitude of 
the Labour Party and the Trade Union movement. 
At the present time  Labour was acting very s

helpfully and was turning a blind eye to a 
number of practices to which they would ordinarily 
raise objection,, All this facilitated the 
rapid increase in the output of munitions., 
If the Government were now to propose compulsory 
military service3 this would result in the 
open opposition of organised labour and might 
result in strikes and a "ca1 canny" attitude. 
This would decrease output and would have a 
deplorable psychological effect. It would 
be said abroad that we had failed to secure 
unity or to show any real national determination. 
He therefore felt that it would be wrong to 
accept the views of those who urged the 
adoption of compulsory military services 

unless it was certain that the results which 
were feared would not materialise. Prom 
preliminary soundings which he had made9 he 
was satisfied that it would be very dangerous 
to adopt this course. At the same time  it s

was not possible to contemplate any delay. 



It had also been represented to him in 
various quarters that it was deplorable that young 
men who wished to enlist in territorial units 
should be turned away because the units in which 
they wished to enlist were up to establishment. 
The Prime Minister added that some days ago he had 
asked the Secretary of State for War to submit 
alternative proposals for (i) compulsory military 
service, (ii) a scheme designed to secure a large 
increase in the territorial force. Since he had 
asked the Secretary of State for War to prepare 
these Memoranda^ he had come to the conclusion 
that the first course was impracticable, and he 
had therefore asked him to develop the second 
suggestion. The Secretary of State for War had 
prepared a Memorandum the previous evening, which 
had been discussed with a number of his colleagues. 
The Prime Minister then asked the Secretary of 
State for War to explain his proposalso 

Increase in THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 
Strength of 
Territorial
Army. 

 the peace strength of the Field Divisions of the 

Territorial Army was 130,000. He now proposed 
to raise these Divisions to the war strength, 
which was 170,000s and then to double the Territorial 
Field Army, the strength of which would then 
be 340,000. The method followed would be to 
over-recruit in every unit, so as to form a cadre 
from which a duplicate unit could be built. 



This course would involve a number of 

difficulties, which might result in criticism 
of the War Office. Thus, the capacity of the 
existing drill halls would be greatly over
strained until new ones could be provided. It 
would be necessary to authorise the Territorial 
Force Association to make temporary arrangements. 
He hoped that it might be possible to make 
arrangements for utilising schools for this 
purpose. 

There would also be difficulties in regard 
to instructors. The Regular Army was in course 
of being re-organised, and had already been asked 
to supply an increased number of instructors for 
the Territorial Army. He thought it would be 
necessary to re-employ retired officers and 
rT.C.O's as instructors. There would also be 
difficulties in regard to equipment, but he 
thought the equipment available could be eked out 
for training. 

At a later stage it would be necessary to 
raise Corps and Divisional troops. The capital 
cost was provisionally estimated at from £80 to 
£100 millions. The annual cost had not yet been 
calculated, and it was impossible to say how 
long it would take to give effect to the whole 
scheme. 

The Secretary of State for War added that 
he had also obtained the approval of the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to regard 18 per cent 
of the temporary over-recruitment approved for 
the Territorial Anti-aircraft units as a permanent 
increase in strength. 



The Secretary of State for War then 
asked if it would he possible to supplement the 
announcement which would he made as to the 
doubling of the Territorial Army by a statement 
relating to the Regular Army. An increase of 
16,000 in the personnel of the Army had already 
been approved for that year, but a further 50,000 
was required. He thought that it would be 
tactically wise to include a reference to the 
Regular Army in the proposed announcement, and 
he felt no doubt that the figure of 50,000 which 
had been submitted to the Treasury would, after 
examination, be approved in due course. 

The Secretary of State for 7/ar also 
referred to the National Service campaign which 
was now in progress, and suggested that the 
emphasis of that campaign should be altered so 
as to give much greater assistance to recruitment 
for the Regular and Auxiliary Forces. He also 
suggested that the schedule of the reserved 
occupations should not apply to recruitment for 
the Territorial Army. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought 
that the questions as tQ the schedule of 
reserved occupations or the method of carrying 
out the proposed recruiting campaign could be 
deferred for later consideration. He said that 
he had mentioned this proposal to 



Mr, Greenwood on the previous day in order to 
ascertain whether the Labour Opposition would 
associate themselves with the proposed increase in 
the Territorial Army. Mr. Greenwood had said 
that it would be necessary to discuss this matter 
with his colleagues, but he had now sent a message 
to say that he was willing to ask a Private Notice 
Question, which, he thought, indicated the Labour 
Party's concurrence. He proposed to discuss the 
matter also with Sir Archibald Sinclair. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that the 
present proposal represented, of course, an immense 
addition to the already extremely heavy financial 
burden. Nevertheless, he thought that it v/as 
right that he should not look at this matter 
primarily from the financial point of view. It was 
clear that what was needed, from the standpoint of 
public opinion both at home and abroad, v/as some 
impressive evidence of the prompt determination of 
our people, expressed in some very definite form. 
He understood that the Foreign Secretary regarded 
this matter as of the utmost importance from the 
point of view of public opinion in foreign countries, 
and that the step proposed v/ould operate as a 
severe, but unprovocative, v/arning to Germany of 
our fixed determination to resist aggression. He 
assumed that the Foreign Secretary v/ould consider 
that this measure v/ould result in a demonstration 
of unity and determination that v/ould be of the 
utmost value to him. 



It was clear that the proposal would he 
attended by considerable difficulties. Nevertheless 
it was a very big decision, and it could not 
possibly result in a division of opinion in the 
country. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer added that he 
did not feel able to agree to an announcement being 
made as regards an addition of 50,000 men to the 
strength of the Regular Army. He doubted whether 
an announcement of this fact would have the same 
value, from a spectacular point of view, as the 
proposed announcement in regard to the Territorial 
Army. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that the Prime Minister had referred to the 
importance in the foreign field of some practical 
evidence of our determination. There was indeed 
abundant evidence of this. It was true that he would 
greatly have preferred a measure on somewhat wider 
lines, but he agreed that it would be most unwise to 
embark on a measure which would involve serious 
opposition in Labour circles. In reply to the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer's question he would say 
that if the scheme was properly presented, it 
would be of very great value indeed, and he was most 
grateful to the Secretary of State for War and to the 
Chancellor of-the Exchequer for their parts in working 
out and in accepting these proposals. In order to 
ensure that these proposals would have the greatest 
effect, he suggested that the announcement should be 
made by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons, 
and by the Leader of the House in the House of Lords. 



1 op 
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The Foreign Secretary concluded, by saying 
that he was certain that the course proposed was 
the right one and should he taken quickly. At 
the same time he thought that we should not close 
our minds to the possibility that at some later 
date it might be found necessary to go even further. -

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
War Potential. referred to the Committee which had been set up by 

the Cabinet at their Meeting on the 18th March 
to consider the Defence Programmes and their 
acceleration. The Committee had considered a 
number of proposals, many of which had already been 
sanctioned. The most important of all, however, 
was the question of war potential.. At the present 
time we were aiming at sending 4 Territorial 
Divisions overseas after six months, and the remain
ing 9 after a year; but it was quite clear that a 
long time must elapse before even this could be 
accompliehedo Now that the Territorial Army was 
to be doubled, immediate steps should be taken to 
double the war capacity. Without this the whole 
scheme would prove a failure. 

Priority The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 
Proposed appeal said that he had also given consideration to the 
to industry. 

steps which should be taken to ensure priority over 
normal trade for munitions production, especially 
in regard to machine tools. A number of appeals 
had already been made to particular industries, but 
the view had been expressed that, in order to ensure 
the maximum acceleration, the Prime Minister should 
be asked to make a public appeal to all industry 
to give priority to all authorised orders for the 
re-armament programme over normal trade. 



Some discussion ensued on this point. On 
the one hand the view was expressed that it was 
far better to deal with priority questions by 
specific enquiry into individual cases or by appeals 
to particular industries; and apprehension was 
expressed as to the possible ill effect of any general 
appeal. On the other hand it was pointed out that 
certain of the Supply Authorities and the Prime 
Minister's Industrial Panel had expressed the view 
that the course proposed would have considerable 
advantages and that the Industrial Panel were now 
engaged in preparing a draft of the appeal0 

It was agreed that no final decisions should 
be taken on this matter until all the Ministers 
concerned had had a further opportunity of considering 
it. 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said 
that if an appeal was made for an additional 200,000 
recruits to the Territorial Army and only say 30,000 
were obtained, it would be clear that voluntary 
national service had failed and that it would be 
necessary to have recourse to some other method. 
He suggested that the appeal for recruits should be 
conducted somewhat more ostentatiously than the 
campaign started at the beginning of the year0 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the fact that 
certain Territorial units had had to refuse 
recruits, had of necessity reduced the possibilities 
of advertisings 



In reply to the Secretary of State for Air. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that he was not 
very hopeful of obtaining the full number of recruits 
now asked for within a short time* 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
suggested that the statement should make it clear 
that the obligations of the Territorial Army 
included service abroad,, 

After further discussion, the Cabinet agreed 
(l) To approve the proposal outlined by 

the Secretary of State for War, that 
the strength of the Territorial Field 
Army should be double d: 

(2) To authorise the Prime Minister and 
the Secretary of State for War to 
settle the terms of the announcements 
to be made that afternoon in the 
House of Lords and the House of Commons. 



(The Postmaster-General entered 
the meeting at this point.) 

WIRE BROAD- -6. The Cabinet had. before them a Memorandum 
CASTING. 

by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 
(Previous 
Reference: (CP.70 (39)) covering the Report of a Sub-Committee 
Cabinet 35 
(38), Con- of the Committee of Imperial Defence on Wire 
elusion 11.) 

Broadcasting. The recommendations of the Sub-
Committee which had been endorsed by the Committee 
of Imperial Defence at their 351st Meeting are 
attached as an Appendix to these Conclusions. At 
the end of his Memorandum the Minister invited the 
Cabinet 

(a) to approve the recommendations 
of the Sub-Committee on Wire 
Broadcasting set out in paragraph 32 
of their Report (C.I.D. paper No. 
314-A), including the proposal to 
make an announcement in Parliament 
on the lines submitted in recommendation 
(viii), the terms of which should be 
drafted by the Postmaster-General in 
consultation with the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence. 

(b) to authorise the Postmaster-General 
to explain the Cabinet decisions to 
the Governing Body of the British 
Broadcasting Corporation at the same 
time as the public statement is made. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
said that the Committee under the chairmanship of 
the Financial Secretary to the Treasury had pointed 
out that the cost of providing wire broadcasting 
on a scale which would enable wireless broadcasting 
to be closed down altogether in war warn fabulous. 
Nevertheless, the Committee thought that efforts 
should be made to encourage wire broadcasting. 



This could he done in three ways: First, by the 
extension of the licences of the existing Relay 
Companies for the period, of ten years. Secondly, 
by the Post Office instituting a service over the 
telephone network on a self-supporting basis. 
Thirdly, by assisting the Electricity Industry to 
obtain permission to grant powers to the Relay 
Companies to use their lines on rental terms. 

The Report of the Committee had been 
approved by the Committee of Imperial Defence. 
As regards the British Broadcasting Corporation, it 
v/as thought that the right course was that the 
Corporation should be informed of the decision 
reached by the Government. 

THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL said that the Relay 
Companies were not authorised to originate messages, 
but they might be required to do so In an emergency. 
The question had now arisen whether they might not 
be required to send messages for A.R.P. purposes 
before an emergency had arisen. If it v/as 
decided that this should be done, a reference to 
the fact should be included in the proposed public 
announcement. 

It was agreed that this point should be taken 
up Departrnentally. 

The Postmaster-General also emphasised'the 
importance of making a very early announcement 
on the decision reached, since, until such an 
announcement was made, the Relay Companies would take 
no action. He proposed, therefore, to make an announce
ment, in the terms which had been agreed with the Minister 



for co-ordination of Defence, on the following 
afternoon and to communicate with the Governors 
of the British Broadcasting Corporation immediately 
thereafter. 

The Cabinet agreed to approve 
the recommendations made 
in the Memorandum submitted 
by the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence (C?o70 (39)) summarised 
above. 

(At this point the Postmaster-General 
left the Meeting). 



ARMY AND AIR 7. The Cabinet had before them the 
FORCE COURTS-
MARTIAL ' following documents on the subject of the 
COMMITTEE. 

publication of the Report of the Army and Air 
Publication Porce Courts-Martial Committee, 1938, on which 
of Report. 

a decision had been postponed at the Meeting 
(Previous 
Reference: mentioned in the margin:-
Cabinet 11 
(39), Con- (l) A Joint Memorandum by the Secretary 
clusion 8. ) of State for War and the Secretary 

of State for Air (CP. 66 (39)), in 
which they sought authority for the 
immediate publication of the Report 
as a White Papers 

(2) A Joint Memorandum by the Lord 
Chancellor and the Secretary of 
State for Dominion Affairs (CP. 71 
(39)), in which they made 
recommendations regarding the 
position of the Judge Advocate General 
and the Judge Advocate of the Fleet, 
on which a difference of opinion had 
arisen between the Defence Ministers. 
The broad intention underlying their 
recommendations, which they believed 
were acceptable to the Defence 
Departments, was that the Judge 
Advocates should be made to appear 
what in practice they had been for 
many years, namely, independent 
advisers of the Departments to 
which they were appointed, and that 
they should be relieved of any duties 
in connection with the conduct of the 
prosecution of accused persons. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said 

that he had certain observations to make on 
the Memorandum submitted by the Lord Chancellor 
and the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. 
He did not, however, wish to deal with these 
matters in detail.at the Cabinet, but he 
suggested that the Report should now be 
published and departmental discussion should 
take place to settle any outstanding points. 



THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that the 
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs and he 
had been asked to advise on matters which 
affected the Judge Advocate of the Fleet, and 
they had been averse from expressing views 
about other matters in the Report. 
At the same time, they felt that certain 
points in the Report were not perhaps 
altogether logical or wise. If the 

Report were now to be published, without any 
Government statement, he thought that the 
Government might run a risk of finding 
themselves committed to putting the Judge 
Advocate General in a position which in his 
(the Lord Chancellor's) view he ought not to 
occupy. 

After further discussion, it was 
agreed:

(l) To defer publication of the 
Report of the Courts-Martial 
Committee. 

i 
(2) That a Cabinet Committee comprising 

The Lord Chancellor (in the Chair) 
The Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 
The First Lord of the Admiralty. 
The Secretary of State for War. 
The Secretary of State for Air. 

and The Financial Secretary to the 
Treasury. 

should be set up to consider the 
Report of the Army and Air Force 
Courts-Martial Committee, and 
recommend what action should be 
taken thereon and in regard to the 
position of the Judge Advocate 
of the Fleet. 



INDIA AND BURMA 
(MISCELLANEOUS 
AMENDMENTS) BILL. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 2 
(39), Conc
clusion 6. ) 

8. The Cabinet had under consideration a 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for India 
(H-.A. 16(39)'), covering the draft India and 
Burma (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill, the 
purpose of which was to make some twenty 
disconnected amendments in the Government of 
India and Government of Burma Acts, 1935: 
together with the following recommendation 
thereon to the Cabinet by the Committee of 
Home Affairs (H.A.C. 8th Conclusions (39)):

"To authorise the introduction 
forthwith in the House of Lords 
of the India and Burma (Miscel
laneous Amendments) Bill in the 
form of the draft annexed to 
H.A. 16(39), subject to any 
drafting or other minor alterations 
that may be found necessary or 
desirable." 

The Cabinet approved this recommendation. 

j ; 



VISIT OP THE 9. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said 
FRENCH AIR 
MINISTER. that, following on the talks which the Prime 

Minister and the Foreign Secretary had had with 
M. Bonnet, the French Minister for Air had now 
sent a message to say that he would like to 
visit this country in the immediate future in 
order to see if there was any help which we 
could give him. 

The Secretary of State thought that 
this visit would he worth while and it was 
proposed that it should take place early in 
the ensuing week,, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that he concurred in this 
proposal. 

The Cabinet took note of the above. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 
29th March, 1939. 



APPENDIX. 

[C.I.D. Paper No. 314-A] 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON W I R E BROADCASTING. 

The following are our recommendations :— 
(i) The development of a wire broadcasting service on a nation-wide scale 

within two or three years could only be achieved by the provision of 
the service free and the assumption by the Post Office of responsibility 
for the development. This course, which would involve a capital 
expenditure of some £100,000,000 and annual charges of some millions 
of pounds, cannot be regarded as a practical proposition (para
graphs 3-5). 

(ii) The present short-term arrangements for wireless broadcasting in time. 
of war must also be regarded as the intermediate-term arrangements, 
subject to such modifications as may result from further investigation 
or technical development (paragraph 5). 

(iii) In view of the great advantages of a wire over a wireless system in the 
event of war, every method of encouraging its development in peace 
without subsidy from the Exchequer should be adopted (para
graphs 7-10). 

(iv) Development should be effected (paragraph 11)— 
(a) through the expansion of the services at present provided by Relay 

Exchange Companies; 
(b) through a Post Office Service over the telephone network. 

(v) Relay Exchange Companies. 
(a) Licences for existing Companies should be extended for 10 years 

to the 31st December, 1949 (paragraph 12), subject to conditions 
regarding programmes, connection by wire to stations of the 
British Broadcasting Corporation, purchase by the Government 
and control in an emergency, set out in paragraphs 13-16, 17, 
18 and 19 respectively. 

(b) Licences for new Companies should be terminable at the same date 
and be subject to the same conditions as in the case of existing 
Companies (paragraph 12). 

(vi) Post Office Service over the Telephone Network. 
(a) The service should be introduced first in districts most favourable 

to success, and should be restricted, in thefirst place, to 
telephone subscribers; but a reference to its possible extension 
eventually to non-telephone subscribers should be included in 
the initial announcement (paragraphs 20-22). 

(b) The service should be operated on an economic basis without 
subsidy, probably at a cost to the subscriber of 25s. to 30s. per 
annum (paragraph 23). 

(vii) Electric Light Network.—The Government should be prepared to assist 
the electricity supply industry to obtain powers to grant permission 
to any licensed Relay Company to use their lines on rental terms for 
the transmission of broadcast programmes (paragraphs 24-26). 

(viii) An announcement of the scheme for the development of wire broad
casting should be made in Parliament as soon as possible and 
should contain an indication that, whilst it is the intention of 
the Government to maintain wireless broadcasting in time of war, the 
service would be liable to some deterioration or occasional interruption 
as a result of enemy jamming or other interference (paragraph 27). 

[18777] 
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Cypher telegram to Sir E.- Phipps (Paris), 
Foreign Office, 27th March, 1959. 11.CO p.m. 

Mo. 105. 

BJMEDlATl .4-

SECRET. 
As you will see from the record of the conversation which 

the Prime Minister and I had with the French Minister for Foreign 
Affairs on March 25rd, the two- Governments reached general 
agreement on the best course of action to adopt in view of the 
reluctance of the Polish Government to accept the proposed Four-
Power declaration of consultation., 

2. The draft instructions contained in my telegrams to . 
Vi-arsaw Ho. 56 and to Bucharest Mo. 65 have "been prepared in the 
light of our discussions with Monsieur Bonnet. You should give 
him a.copy of those instructions and enquire whether he would be 
disposed to send similar instructions to the French Ambassadors 
at Warsaw and Bucharest. It is important that the British and 
French representatives at each capital should consult each other 
before taking action, and that they should act at about the 
same time. 

3. You will see from my telegram under reference that it is 
contemplated that the Soviet Government, while not associated 
directly with the proposed arrangements, should be kept in touch 
with developments and invited to undertake to lend their assistance 
in certain circumstances in the most convenient form. I hope that 
the French Government would cooperate with us in endeavouring to 
secure this from the Soviet Government. 

4. It is of the first importance that the character of the 
approach which His majesty's Government and the French Government 
are making in Warsaw and Bucharest, and the communications which 
may follow it, should be kept secret, since any premature dis
closure would jeopardise their success. 

Repeated to Warsaw No. 57, Bucharest No. 66 and Moscow No.54. . 



' E C I A L D I S T R / b u i I DIM?. 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION, 

Cypher telegram to Sir H- Kennard (Warsaw). No. 56, 
-Sir"R7"Hbafe (Bucharest), No. Bo, 

Foreign Office, 27th March, 1959. 11.30 p.m. 

IMMEDIATE. 

(No action should he taken on the present telegram 
pending further instructions). 

1. My enquiries in the various capitals concerned have 
shown that it will not be possible to proceed without modifica
tion with the proposed Four-Power declaration. While the French 
Government have accepted the proposal, and while the Soviet 
Government have accepted, subject to acceptance by France and 
Poland, the Polish Government are reluctant, for reasons which I 
appreciate, to associate themselves with the Soviet Union in a 
public declaration of this kind. 

2. His Majesty's Government have been in close and 
confidential consultation with the Polish Government on this 
subject, and although possible variants of.the original scheme 
have been discussed, it is becoming clear that our attempts to 
consolidate the situation will be frustrated if the Soviet Union 
is openly associated with the initiation of the scheme. Recent 
telegrams from a number of His Majesty1s missions abroad have 
warned us that the inclusion of Russia would not only jeopardise 
the success of our constructive effort, but also tend to 
consolidate the relations of the parties to the anti-Comintern 
Pact, as well as excite anxiety among a number of friendly 
Government. 



5. It is evident, therefore, that some alternative method 
of approach must "be sought. In any scheme, the inclusion of 
Poland is vital as the one strong Power bordering on Germany in 
the East, and the inclusion of Roumania is also of the first 
importance, since Roumania may he the State primarily menaced 
by Germany's plans for Eastern expansion. 

4. His Majesty's Government have, therefore, decided to 
make an approach to the Polish and Roumanian Governments in 
the following sense. The French Government have agreed to make 
a corresponding approach. 

(a) Germany may either directly attack Poland or Roumania, or 
may undermine either country's independence, whether by processes 
of economic-penetration or national disintegration, as in the case 
of Czechoslovakia, or by indirect military pressure, which, in 
the case of Roumania, might take the form of Hungarian troop 
concentrations. Are Poland and Roumania respectively prepared 
actively to resist if their own independence is threatened in any 
of these ways? 

(b) If so, Great Britain and France would be prepared to come 
to the help of the threatened State. It would be understood that, 
as a counterpart for the undertaking by Great Britain and France 
to support Poland and Roumania, Poland and Roumania would keep 
Great Britain and Prance fully and promptly informed of any 
developments threatening their independence; 

(c) The assurance offered in (b) is dependent upon Poland 
coming to the help of Roumania, if the latter is the State 
threatened. We should wish to know whether Roumania would be 
prepared to come to the help of Poland if the latter were the 

State 



State threatened.. 
(d)(The present section (d) of the communication is to he 

made to the Polish Government only, since Poland, unlike Roumania, 
has a treaty of Mutual Assistance with France, and is a stronger 
military power than Roumania). The undertaking given by Great 
Britain and France under Co) would he given as part of a 
reciprocal arrangement by which if Great Britain or France were 
attacked by Germany, or if they went to war with Germany to 
resist German aggression anywhere in Western Europe or Yugoslavia, 
Poland would come to their help, 

5 c I f the position of Poland and Roumania can be 
consolidated, Turkey and Greece could more easily be rallied to 
the common cause and would be more likely to be able to make an 
effective contribution^ 

6. It is important that the Polish and Roumanian 
Governments should be made aware of the manner in which we would 
propose to deal with the Soviet difficulty. It is desirable to 
preserve the interest'of the Soviet Union in this schemeB The 
intention would be, at some"convenient moment in the discussions, 
to explain to the Soviet Government that it was proposed in the 
first place to proceed with the Governments of the two countries 
nearer to Germany and.most likely to be affected by the potential 
danger of the situation, In the event of an attack on Poland or 
Roumania there would be good reasons on the merits of the case 
for trying to secure some measure of Soviet participation. I 
believe that even the benevolent neutrality of the Soviet Union 
would be to the advantage of these two countries in case of war, 
and that they might indeed be grateful in an emergency to have 
at their disposal such war material- as Soviet industry would be 

in 
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in a position to furnish. I am disposed in the first place to 
ascertain the view.of the Soviet Government as to their likely
attitude to this proposalo It is important not to reinforce 
their tendency towards isolation and I propose to consider in 
due course how best to retain their close interest which is, 
after all, to their own general advantage. 

7. It is essential of course that the present approach to 
the Polish and Roumanian Governments should be kept secret, as 
well as any negotiations that may follow it,, Once however 
agreement had been seoured, it would be necessary, for consti
tutional reasons, that some statement should be made in Parliament. 
His Majesty's Government would at any rate have to state in 
public the assurances which they had given to the Polish and 
Roumanian Governments. It is possible that the Polish Government 
might be reluctant to agree to make public such counter-assurances 
as they would have given to us, but His Majesty's Government 
would certainly be pressed to say whether any such counter 
assurances had been given and they would very much hope to be 
in a position to announce the facto 

8'. Your French colleague will receive similar instructions 
and. you should, after consulting him, speak, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs in the sense of the present telegram. You should 
not leave with him any statement in writing. 

Repeated to Paris No. 164 and Moscow No. S3. 



COPY NO. 
C A B I N B T 16(59). 

CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 
at 10, Downing Street, SoWd., on Thursday, 

30th March, 1939, at 11.0 a0nio 

PRESENT:-
The Right Hoiio Neville Chamberlain, 
M. P. , Prime Minister0 (In the Chair), 

'he Right Hon, 
Sir John Simon, C C. S. I. , C C. V.O. ,
O.B.E., K.Co, M.P., Chancellor of 
the Exchequer * 

jlhe Right Hon. 
Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt , C C S  . I., 
G.B.E., C M .  C , M.Po ,

a 

 Secretary 
of State for Home Affairs. 

The Right Hon. 
Sir John Anderson, C C B . , 
G, 0. Sol., C Co I'. Eo , Mo Po , 
Lord Privy Seal. 

the Most Hon. 
The Marquess of Zetland, C C. S. I. ,
G.O.I.E., Secretary of State 
for India and Burma,, 

I The Right Hon. 
W,S. Morrison, M.C.. , K.C., 
M.P,, Chancellor of the Duchy 
of Lancaster. 

[The Right Hon. 
L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 
Secretary of State for War. 

The Right Hon. 
John Colville, M.P., Secretary 
of State for Scotlando 

Mie Right Hon, 
The Earl De La Warr, President 
of the Board of Education,, 

Eie Right Hon. 
Ernest Brown, M . C , M. P., 

i$ Minister of Labour. 

The Right Hone 

Lord Maugham, 
Lord Chancellort 

The Right Hon0 

"Viscount Halifax, K. C , CCS.I., 
C O . I.E. , Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs. 

The Right Honc 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., 
E.C., Secretary of State for 
Dominion Affairs. 

Admiral of the Fleet the Right 
Hon. Lord Chatfield, C C B . , 
0. Mo , K. C. Me C , C. V. 0. , Minister 
for Co-ordination of Defence. 

The Right Hon. 
The Earl Stanhope, K . C , D.S.C, 
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1. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
apologised for again calling the Cabinet together 
and at such short notice,, His reason for doing so 
was that information received on the previous day 
appeared to disclose a possible German intention to 
execute a coup de main against Poland. Mr. Kennedy 
had received a message from the American Ambassador 
at Warsaw to the effect that the Memel episode was 
generally regarded as reflecting credit on Hsrr von 
Ribbentrop, who was anxious to bring off another coup 
while this country and France were still discussing 
what action they should take. 

The Foreign Secretary said that he had also 
had an interview with the Berlin Correspondent of the 
"News Chronicle", who was one of two Correspondents 
under sentence of expulsion from Germany. He had 
come over to London especially in order to give 
information which had reached him from various contacts 
in Germany to the effect that Poland was the next 
item on Germany's programme of aggression. Jhis 
thesis was supported by a good deal of detailed 
information, including the statement of a local 
industrialist that he had had orders to accumulate 
rations opposite Bromberg by the 28th March. It was 
also stated that the plan was that Germany should 
occupy considerable parts of Polish territory, leaving 
only a narrow buttress between Germany and Russia. 
The Correspondent of the "News Chronicle" also quoted 
textually the words of a despatch which our Military 
Attache at Berlin was sending over, to the effect that 
he would be glad to see Great Britain at war With 
Germany in the next three months, for unless this 



happened, Germany v/ould have absorbed Poland, 
The Foreign Secretary explained that his 

anxiety was, therefore, lest Herr Hitler should make some 
immediate move. He hoped that his judgment was not 
unduly affected by what was necessarily uncertain 
evidenceo If, however, there was a danger that Herr 
Hitler might act before our major arrangements had been 
concluded, he thought that we should consider whether we 
could take some prior action so as to forestall Herr 
Hitler's next step. The proposal which he wished to 
put before his colleagues was that we should make a clear 
declaration of our intention to support Poland if Poland 
was attacked by Germany. There were two objects in 
making such a statement. First, the knowledge that we 
should take such action might cause the plan to be 
suspended and would thus react to the discredit of Herr 
Hitler in Army circles; secondly, when our statement 
became known it would help to educate public opinion in : 

Germanjr as to the likelihood that Herr Hi tier 's present 
course of action would result in Germany becoming engaged 
in war on two front s. 

Those who were foremost in urging that a 
declaration on these lines should be made contended that 
such action would have great effect on military leaders 
and persons in important positions in Germany. The 
Foreign Secretary thought, however, that it would be rash 
to attach undue importance to the prospect of any such 
result. 

The Secretary of State then proceeded to put 
the objections to this proposal which had occurred to, him. 

First, that if we were now to make a 
downright declaration that we should come to Poland1s 
assistance If attacked,- we gave Colonel Beck what he 
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wanted without obtaining any reciprocal undertaking 
from him0 He had tried to meet this in the draft 
statement which he had prepared, by explaining that 
the proposed declaration was an interim measure 
only, designed to meet what was apprehended to be 
an immediate threats 

The second objection was that there was some 
risk of upsetting the prospects of direct agreement 
between Germany and Poland. Negotiations were in 
progress but we did not know how they were proceeding. 

The third objection was that a declaration on 
these lines would be very provocative to Germany, and 
somewhat reminiscent of the action taken on the 21st 
May, 1938o The Foreign Secretary said that he had no 
particular objection to a provocative statement, provided 
that it did not land us in an unpleasant situation. 

The fourth objection was that the draft statement 
had the appearance of leaving Roumania out of the 
picture. 

Finally, the draft statement was rather heroic 
action to take, on the meagre information available 
to us. It was, however, fair to say that these 
sources of information had been pretty accurate in the 
previous autumn, when we had not always been prepared 
to rely upon thenu 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs thought 
that there were two other considerations which would 
weigh with the Cabinet. The first was that M. Daladier 
had just made a statement as to negotiations between 
France and Italy, and it was desirable not to take any 
action which would upset the possibilities of a reason
able settlement between France and Italy. V c c - - [, ?.-^-vct*.i. 



The second point was that action had now been 
taken on the telegrams to Bucharest and Warsaw which 
had been before the Cabinet on the previous day, and 
it was undesirable to disturb these negotiations. 

The Secretary of State said that his tentative 
conclusion was as follows. He would like to have a 
draft statement agreed betvreen ourselves and France, 
and concerted with the Leaders of the Opposition 
Parties. The Dominions should also be informed of 
it. It would then be possible for this draft state
rnent to be published at a moment's notice, if the 
situation should require it, in consultation with 
the French Governmenta 

It was necessary to consider to what extent our 
action in this matter should be dependent upon the 
views of the Polish Government'. His own judgment 
in this matter was perhaps somewhat influenced by the 
view which he took of the Polish Foreign Minister. 
Nevertheless he thought that it would be necessary 
to inform the Polish Government of our intentions so 
as to give them a chance of expressing their views. In 
the meantime an endeavour would be made to secure 
further information as to the exact position. 

The Foreign Secretary asked the Cabinet to 
consider whether they were prepared to authorise 
the Prime Minister and himself to issue a statement 
on the lines proposed, if circumstances should arise 
which should render this necessary0 



In reply to questions, the Foreign Secretary 
said, that he believed that plans had been prepared by 
Germany for a number of adventures, including an attack 
on Poland. The real question was which adventure Germany 
proposed to undertake next and at what date. He did 
not think that what he was now proposing represented any 
any material departure from the policy which had been 
approved by the Cabinet on the previous day. Our policy 
was to resist Germany's attempts at domination. If Poland 
was the next object of aggression, we must face the 
situation at once, and the best means of stopping German 
aggression was almost certainly to make clear that we 
should resist it by force. Asked by the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer whether he drew a distinction between a 
seizure of Danzig by Germany, and a German attack on the 
rest of Poland, the Foreign Secretary said that he thought 
it was difficult to find any better test than the decision 
by Poland whether to regard such an attack as a threat 
to her independence which she must resist by force. 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that he thought 
that the indications pointed to a coup in regard to 
Danzig on the Memel model. He quoted two telegrams dated 
the 28th March from H.M. Ambassador at Warsaw and our 
Consul at Danzig indicating that the danger appeared to 
be limited to Danzig. While he was clearly of opinion 
that we must support Poland if her independence was 
threatened, he thought that we should not encourage Poland 
to go to war with Germany about Danzig. He also suggested 
that it would be difficult to make a public statement 
which could not be construed as an attemot by us to 



prevent the Germans from trying to absorb Danzig. 
THE PRIME MINISTER said that under the 

proposals approved by the Cabinet on the previous day, 
we were seeking an agreement between Poland, Roumania, 
Prance and ourselves under which, if Germany took 
action which threatened Polish or Roumanian independence, 
all the countries concerned would go to the assistance 
of the country attacked. It was true that this undertaking 
was subject to certain conditions, but these were not 
of essential importance. It was also intended that this 
agreement should be made public and should have a 
deterrent effect. He thought that the Foreign Secretary's 
proposals amounted to no more than anticipation of action 
which it was intended to take in certain events. At the 
same time, the action now proposed was a serious step 
and was the actual crossing of the stream. It was right 
that all his colleagues should consider the matter 
carefully before they took any irrevocable step. 

All that the Foreign Secretary was now 
proposing was the preparation of a draft statement. 
He thought that it would now be appropriate to examine 
the statement and to see whether it met the difficulties 
referred to by the Lord Chancellor and the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. It was important to secure that the 
publication of the draft statement would not bring us 
up against a tremendous decision on some point which 
did not affect the independence of Poland. 

We were, however, faced with a dilemma. If 
it was true that Herr Hitler and Herr von Ribbentrop 



thought that they could bring off a coup in Poland 
within the next week and face us with a fait accompli 
before we could decide what action we could take, it 
was difficult to assess the damage which would result. 
It had already been pointed out, as a result of the 
German action against Czechoslovakia, instead of the 
Czech army being on our side, Czech resources were 
now available to Germany. It would be a very serious 
matter if Poland, instead of being a potential ally, 
also became added to the resources of Germany. If, 
therefore, we took no action, there was a risk that, 
in a short time, we should find that Poland had been 
over-run and that we had missed an opportunity. 
On the other hand, if we uttered a warning such as 
was now proposed, we should be committed to intervention 
if Germany persisted in aggression. 

The Prime Minister said that he was somewhat 
uneasy at the fact that our Ambassador in Warsaw 
could obtain no information as to the progress of the 
negotiations between Germany and Poland. One 
possible, but very distasteful, explanation of this 
was that Polish negotiators were, in fact, giving way 
to Germany. He thought it was of the utmost 
importance to take all possible steps to ascertain 
what was happening in these negotiations. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
explained that telegrams had been despatched to Sir Howard 
Kennard urging him to take action from this point of view. 



THE MINISTER ^OR-GO ORDINATION OP DEFENCE 
said that the position had been examined from the 
military point of view by the Chiefs of Staff. They 
had come to the fairly definite conclusion that, if we 
have to fight Germany, it would be better to do BO with 
Poland as an ally, rather than to allow Poland to be 
absorbed and dominated by Germany without making any 
effort to help her.  N  doubt it would be impossible 0

to prevent Poland from being over-run. The Chiefs 
of Staff, indeed, thought that Poland would be likely 
to be over-run by Germany within two or three months. 
Nevertheless, Germany would suffer heavy casualties 
in the process, and would have to leave considerable 
forces in occupation of Poland. There had been no 
discussion with the French as to whether it was 
feasible to make an attack in force on the Siegfried 
Line. In some quarters it was held that this would 
be impracticable, while in others it was thought that 
we could effect considerable damage^on important centres 
in Germany. If we and the French were to go to war 
in support of Poland, Germany might decide to mask 
Poland and to direct her main attack on the west. 
Poland had no fortifications, there were no natural 

features in defence of^her territory, and she had 
German territory on three sides of her. Nevertheless, 
the Chiefs of Staff thought that if Germany were to 
attack Poland, the right course would be that we 
should declare war on Germany. Poland had 50 Divisions 



and she had 230 bombers which could be used to 
bomb Berlin, the defence of which would account 
for a considerable proportion of the German 
fighterso 

The Minister for Co-ordination of 
Defence said that the Chiefs of Staff assumed 
that we should not render ourselves liable to 
be drawn into war as a result of an act of war 
committed by Poland, without consultation with 
us. Further, they assumed that we should only 
fight for the independence of Poland if the Poles 
resisted and the French were our allies. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR 
enquired whether the issue of the proposed 
statement was to be dependent upon the agreement 
of the Polish Government. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS said that he did not contemplate 
making the statement if the Polish Government 
were to ask us not to do so, unless he had good 
reason for thinking that the advice of the 
Polish Government was suspect^ 

- 9 



Asked whether the statement should he made, before 
Colonel Beck's visit, the Foreign Secretary said he 
thought it was essential that the statement should be ready 
for immediate use. We should be exposed to great 
humiliation and. should suffer a serious set-back if Germany 
took any action against Poland before we were prepared. The 
issue of a statement would also have a deterrent effect. 

THE' SECRETARY OF STATE FOR HOME AFFAIRS pointed out that 
if v/e were now to consult the French and Polish Governments, 
there was a possibility of leakage, to which the FOREIGN 
SECRETARY replied that he thought it was unnecessary to show 
the terms of the proposed statement to the French, having 
regard to the existence of the Franco-Polish Treaty. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA said that the issue of 
a statement on the lines proposed would definitely commit us 
to going to war in the circumstances specified therein. He 
thought that it was difficult to justify the issue of such a 
statement unless we were asked by Poland whether v/e were 
ready to come to her help if attacked. No such request had 
been made to us. 

itude Reference had also been made to the possibility of 
Italy. 

better feeling between France and Italy. He asked whether 
any reply had been received to the letter which the Prime 
Minister had sent to Signor Mussolini, 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that no reply had been received, 
but Count Ciano had sent for Sir Noel Charles and had 
informed him that Signor Mussolini had received the letter, 
that he had much appreciated the Prime Ministerfs action in 
sending it, that there were certain suggestions which the 
Duce was turning over in his mind, and that, after 
consideration of them, he would reply to the letter. 

-lO 



THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OF TRADE asked 
what would be the effect on Italy of a German attack 
on Poland, since Italy had always regarded Poland as a 
country with which she was proud to be on good terms. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought the indications were that Herr Hitler did not 
intend to be very much influenced by Signor Mussolini1s 
opinion. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA said that 
while he agreed that steps should now be taken to draft 
the statement for issue at any moment, he thought that 
the Cabinet should consider the matter in the light 
of all the circumstances before they agreed to the 
issue of the statement. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
thought that, if the independence of Poland was 
threatened, it was inconceivable that we should stand 
aside and see her over-run. He thought that the real 
point at issue was whether the Polish Government thought 
it desirable to issue the proposed statement at the 
present time in advance of any direct German threat. 
The issue of such a statement would certainly have a 
deterrent effect and the most important question was 
the proper time for its issue. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR thought the 
issue of a statement at the present time might be 
regarded as provocative, and might force certain 
elements in Germany to take action which they would not 
otherwise have taken. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER said 
that France was bound by treaty to Poland; if therefore 
Poland was attacked and France honoured her obligations, 



Germany would ipso facto toe engaged in war on two fronts. 
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that 

the real difficulty "before the Cabinet was to know what 
was behind Polish policy. The German method was all 
too familiar. They might threaten to lay Warsaw in 
ruins in a few days with their air force. It was 
difficult to know what line Poland would take if faced 
with a threat of this kind. 

THE MINISTER OP HEALTH said that the upshot of 
the advice of the Chiefs of Staff was that it was better 
to fight with Poland as an ally than without her. He 
thought, therefore, we ought to take steps to ensure 
that Poland did resist German aggressiono There were 
pro-German and pro-Prench parties in Polish opinion, and 
we should do our best to strengthen the latter. He 
thought that there were strong arguments in favour of 
issuing a draft statement on the lines proposed, and 
ensuring that it was brought to the notice of those 
who had to determine. Poland's policy. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE said 
that it had been agreed that, if Germany over-ran 
Roumania, that would constitute a military threat. It 
might be questioned whether, if Germany over-ran Poland, 
that would to the same extent constitute a military threat 
to us, since Germany would then be faced with Russia on 
her borders. He felt, however, that if Poland were 
attacked, it was politically impossible for us to 
stand aside. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
added that if Poland was over-run, there would be no 
hope of saving Roumania. 



The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs then 
circulated a draft statement which had been prepared 
together with draft telegrams to our Ambassadors in 
Paris, Warsaw and Bucharest. ^/copies of these documents 
are not appended to these Minutes, but are kept on record 
in the Secretary1 s standard file of Cabinet conclusions^ 

The following comments were made on the draft 
telegrams. 

On the draft telegram to Warsaw THE PRIME MINISTER 
thought that the Foreign Secretary would wish to ask 
the Polish Government whether they had any information 
that Germany was preparing a sudden coup against Poland, 
and whether they thought that a declaration such as was 
proposed would be likely to avert it. He suggested that 
a copy of the proposed declaration might be enclosed, as 
showing the kind of action which we proposed to take, 
subject to recommendation, in the light of further 
information received. 

In regard to the draft telegram to Paris, THE 
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER thought that Sir Eric Phipps 
should be asked to remind the French Government of the 
existence of the Franco-Polish Treats^ and say that if 
the French Government intended to support Polish 
resistance to German aggression in accordance with the 
terms of that Treaty, we should help them. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the third paragraph 
might be re-drafted on the lines of suggesting to the 
French Government how serious the consequences would be 
if Germany took action, and we were not prepared to 
meet it. We had therefore considered what action we 
eould take by publication of a warning to avert 



aggression by Germany. With this object in view, a 
declaration had been drafted, which we sent to the 
French Government for their prompt consideration. It 
might be necessary to take a rapid decision as to 
publication if fresh information came in. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said 
that, if we accepted a commitment of the kind proposed, 
the Chiefs of Staff thought that our Staff Conversations 
with the French should be extended to cover Poland. 
They thought, however, that such Conversations should be 
carried out by the French, who had considerable experience 
of the Poles and had already had Conversations with them. 
This could probably be done later in a separate telegram. 

As regards the Draft Statement it was agreed that 
the second paragraph would require to be made much more 
general, and put on a broader foundation. 

On the suggestion of THE MINISTER OF LABOUR it was 
agreed that the words "and inasmuch as some further time 
may be occupied in the consultations now proceeding" in 
the third paragraph should be deleted. 

There was some discussion on the final paragraph, 
which, it was suggested, might put us too much in the 
hands of the Polish Government. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that he came back to the point that the ultimate test 
was action which the polish Government regarded as a 
threat to their independence. THE PRIME MINISTER 
agreed. The real test was a threat to their independence 
which the Poles were prepared to resist. Reference 
was again made in this connection to the question of 
Danzig. THE PRIME MINISTER said that if the Poles 



regarded the Danzig issue as constituting a threat to 
their independence, and v/ere prepared to .resist by force, 
then we should have to come to their help. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS added, 
however, that it was clear that Colonel Beck was most 
anxious to avoid war with Germany if he could possibly ' 
do so. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought the 
declaration should end up on a somewhat less defiant 
note, and should indicate the desirability of settling 
differences not by threats of force but by discussion. 
He suggested that we might indicate our readiness to 
take part in such a discussion, if called upon to do so. 
Such action would be more in accord with our general 
policy. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said he 
agreed, generally, but was a little averse from 
indicating our willingness to enter into discussions 
between Germany and Poland. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA said that the last 
paragraph of the Statement met the main point which he 
had made. He thought it was clear, however, that a 
statement on the lines proposed could not be made unless 
the Polish Government so desired, 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE pointed 
out that the Draft Statement could not be issued until 
further information had been obtained. If this 
happened, the statement might well be issued too late to 
serve any purpose. He suggested that it might be 
better to issue a more general statement at an earlier 
date, which would give more timely warning. 

In the course of discussion general agreement was 

expressed with this view. It was suggested that this 
might be done by a Parliamentary Question and Answer 
on Friday. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that to he an effective deterrent the Statement 
would have to he made publicly0 

In the course of further discussion the 
Foreign Secretary said he attached some importance 
to taking action which would make it plain to important 
people in Government circles in Germany that Herr 
Hitler was embarking on action which was likely to lead 
to war on two fronts  It was, however, generally e

felt that the publication at this juncture of a 
Statement on the lines of the draft circulated to 
the Meeting was likely to be provocative to the German 
Government0 

THE PRIME MINISTER then read out to the Cabinet 
an alternative to the Draft Statement which he had 
prepared. 

Some discussion ensued as to whether the Statement 
should take the line that we had a vital interest in the 
independence of Polando The view was expressed that 
this would not be the best line to take, particularly 
from the point of view of public opinion in the United 
States, 

It was suggested that the final words of the 
draft Statement, circulated by the Foreign Secretary, 
should be incorporated in the Prime Minister's draft, 
viz; that in the event of action which clearly 
threatened Polish independence, and which Poland felt 
obliged to resist, His Majesty*s Government would lend 
Poland all the support in their power. 



Discussion then took place as to the procedure 
to he followed,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that he had already seen 
the Opposition Leaders and explained the position to them 
and they had indicated their general concurrence in the 
line of action proposed. He agreed v/ith the proposal 
that a Parliamentary statement should he made by means 
of a Parliamentary Question and Answer, but he thought 
that it would obviously be necessary to have prior 
consultations with Warsaw and Paris. It was agreed that 
arrangements should be made for a Parliamentary Question, 
which would have to be a Private Notice Question, to 
be answered on Friday morning, or if that v/as not 
possible, on Friday afternoon. In order to secure 
this, it would be necessary for telegrams to be despatched 
at once to Warsaw and Paris, and the Foreign Secretary 
was authorised to proceed accordingly. It v/as 
suggested that these telegrams should indicate that a 
Question had been put down for reply on Friday 
referring to various rumours which were circulating as 
to a possible German coup against Poland. It should 
be indicated that we did not necessarily attach credence 
to the rumour S c . If, however, they should, contrary 
to our opinion, have some substance in fact, and if any 
action resulted which clearly threatened Polish 
independence, and the Polish Government felt accordingly 
obliged to resist, II.M. Government and the French 
Government would give the Polish Government all the 
support in their power. The telegram to Poland 
should state that it was presumed that a statement 
on tlî se lines v/ould be in accord with the v/ishes 
of the Polish Government. 



THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER pointed out that 

Golonel Beck was coming here on Monday, and this would affect 
the situation in two ways. In the first place, any state
ment would add great significance to Colonel Beck's visit, 
and secondly, he thought it would affect the possibility of 
getting a definite reply from Poland in the course of the 

next two or three days. 
THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE then read out 

a Memorandum which he had just received from the Chiefs 
of Staff, who had discussed the international situation with 
the Deputy Director of Military Intelligence, War Office. 
/]k copy of this Memorandum is on record in the Secretary's 
standard file of Cabinet Conclusions,./ The effect of this 
information was to indicate that the present German military 
dispositions appeared to be intended to cover a coup d!etat 
against Danzig. 

Reference was made by the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence and the Home Secretary to the importance of avoid
ing some action on Poland's part, which might result in 
precipitating hostilities, without consultation with us. It 
was pointed out that this would apply to any steps for full 
mobilisation, although it was known that Poland had already 
mobilised considerable numbers of troops. 

Jtude of THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that he 
BomirrAons. 

had been rung up that morning by Mr. Lyons who had intimated 
that if we became involved in a war, Australia would be with 
us. Mr. Lyons had also indicated that he thought we appeared 
to be taking on commitments in regard to certain rather weak 

countries, and he seemed to have no very high opinion of 
Russia. He had indicated to Mr. Lyons that we might at any 

time find ourselves faced with a threat of war and that, if 
such a threat was made, the best plan was probably to meet 

it at once.0 



THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
said that he had received indications which showed that 
the anti-German feeling in South Africa was increasing 
considerably. 

The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 
said that he had also had a message from Mr. Mackenzie 
King who drew a distinction between a communication 
sent to a Dominion Prime Minister for purposes of 
consultation, in which he was specifically asked for 
his consent to a line of action, and .a communication 
sent to him for his information, which merely gave him 
an opportunity of objecting if he so desired. The 
Secretary of State asked whether, in the present case, 
telegrams were to be sent in the form of consultation or 
information, and further whether such telegrams should 
be sent now or later, 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the telegrams 
sent should be informatory. It was desirable to send 
a fully informative telegram that day. The telegram 
might set out the position in regard to the International 
Situation and the steps which had already been taken for 
consultation between the various powers. It might be 
added that, in the meantime, information had been 
received as to a possible coup over the week-end, and 
that for this reason we had felt bound to consider what 
action we should take immediately in order to deter 
Germany if she was contemplating action at this time. 
The actual terms of the draft statement should not be 
communicated that day, but would no doubt be sent later. 



The Cabinet agreed 
(l) To authorise the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs to despatch tele
grams forthwith to His Majesty's 
Ambassadors at Warsaw and Paris on the 
lines indicated in the discussion. 
These telegrams should state that a 
Parliamentary Question was being 
asked in the House of Commons on 
Friday, suggesting that a German attack 
on Poland was imminent and asking what 
action His Majesty's Government would 
take in such a case. It should be 
indicated that, subject to the concur
rence of the French Government, we 
proposed to reply that, while we must 
not be taken as accepting the rumour 
of a proposed attack as true, we had 
assured the Polish Government, that if, 
pending the conclusion of consultations 
with other Governments, any action was 
taken which clearly threatened the 
independence of Poland so that Poland 
felt bound to resist with her national 
forces, His Majesty's Government would 
at once lend there all the support in 
their power. The telegram to Poland 
should say that we presumed that this 
reply would be in accordance with the 
Polish Government's wishesj 

(2) To authorise the Foreign Policy 
Committee, at a Meeting to be held at 
3 C45 p.m. that afternoon, to settle 
the terms of the statement to be made 
on Friday in reply to the Parliamentary 
Question, subject, of course, to the 
answers received from Paris and Warsaw. 

(3)That telegrams should be despatched 
the same day to the Dominion Govern
rnents for their information, explaining 
the present position and the action 
which was contemplated. The terms of 
the draft statement should not be 
communicated to the Dominions at this 
stage. 
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2. THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
referred to the Conclusion reached by the Cabinet 
at the Meeting referred to in the margin, that the 
Chiefs of Staff should have authority to impart to 
the French such information as to our plans and 
resources (other than certain technical details) 
as was necessary to ensure co-ordination in peace 
and efficient co-operation In war. 

The Minister said that the matter had 
been further reviewed by the Committee of Imperial 
Defence, who had been informed that the Strategical 
Appreciation Sub-Comviittee had reached the 
conclusion that, on balance, we stood to gain more 
than we should lose by taking the French into our 
confidence in regard to such secret equipment as 
R.D.F, and asdics). The Committee of Imperial 
Defence had concurred in this view, subject to no 
information being given in regard to processes of 
manufacture. Any secret equipment which the 
French desired to adopt would have to be manufactured 
in this country. 

The Minister said that he had proposed to 
submit this matter to the Cabinet later, but as 
Staff Conversations were now proceeding rather more 
rapidly than had previously been anticipated, he 
would be glad if the Cabinet would reach a decision 
on this matter that morning. 

The Cabinet agreed. 
That our representatives in the Staff 
Conversations should have authority 
to disclose to the French secret 
equipment, such as R.D.F. and asdics^ 
subject to a stipulation that such of 
our secret equipment as the French may 
desire to adopt should be manufactured 
in this country. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1 
50th March, 1939, 



DRAFT STATEMENT 

The policy of His Majesty's Government, as of other 
Governments with.whom they have been in consultation, is not 
directed against any legitimate aims or interests of the German 
Government, but is concerned solely with the prevention of 
further attempts by that Government to destroy by force or 
threat of force the independence of other states. 

Apart from other evidence at their disposal that is dis
quieting, His Majesty's Government have not failed to observe 
that the German Government have, during the last few days, begun 
to employ the same methods of violent press attack on Poland, 
that were used to prepare for the forcible absorption of 
Cze cho-Slovakia. 

This is inevitably causing anxiety, and inasmuch as some 
further time may be occuped in the consultations now proceeding, 
His Majesty's Government think it desirable forthwith to make 
plain what is their position pending the conclusion of these 
consultations. 

His Majesty's Government earnestly hope that their anxieties 
may be without foundation, and, as they have repeatedly stated, 
it is no part of their policy to interfere with the adjustment 
through free negotiation between the parties concerned of any 
differences that may from time to time arise between them. 

At the same time in pursuance of the policy to which their 
present consultations are directed I wish to say on behalf of 
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, that, in the 

event. 



2. 
event of resort by the German Government to any action which 
the Polish Government feels obliged to regard as a threat to 
their independence and accordingly to resist, His Majesty's 
Government will at once lend the Polish Government all support 
in their power. 



Draft telegram to Sir E. Phipps (Paris). 

United States Ambassador here has informed us of message, 
sent by United States Ambassador in Warsaw, to the effect 
that Hitler considers Ribbentrop deserves great credit for 
the Memel coup and that, on the strength of this, Ribbentrop 
is now pressing for immediate action against Poland, pointing 
out that Great Britain and France will fail to support Poland 
and that this failure would have additional advantage that 
it would serve to alienate American opinion from France and 
Great Britain. 

We have some reason to apprehend that preparations fcr a 
coup against Poland are far advanced and that action may be 
imminent. 

It may take some days yet to conclude with Poland an 
arrangement such as we have in mind for the defence of Poland 
and Roumania, and we feel it is highly desirable to give a 
timely warning to the German Government concerning any 
aggression against Poland. Even if this does not have 
sufficient deterrent effect to induce Hitler to hold his hand, 
we feel that it may produce division of opinion in German, 
particularly army, circles. 

We are therefore considering desirability of issuing, 
as soon as we obtain concurrence of French Government, 
declaration of which text is given in my immediately following 
telegram. 

Please at once consult French Government and let me know 
whether ... 



whether they agree and. would issue similar declaration 
simultaneously. I would of course give them as long notice 
as possible before publication of declaration, but it might 
be a matter of hours only. 



Draft telegram to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw), 

My telegram to Paris No. 
French Government have agreed to make similar and 

simultaneous declaration. 
Please therefore immediately inform Polish Government 

that we shall make this declaration public at 
on 

They will understand, from the terms of the declaration 
itself, that this is an interim measure designed to meet 
what is apprehended to he an immediate threat. The 
continuance of the guarantee now given by His Majesty*s 
Government would be dependent on whether comprehensive 
scheme, as outlined in my telegram No. , can be put 
into operation. 



Draft telegram to Sir R. Hoare (Bucharest). 

My telegram to Paris Ho. 
Please at once exolain to Roumanian Government 

that His Majesty's Government are resolved to continue 
with the scheme explained in my telegram No. 

They have been led to take this interim action 
regarding Poland alone in view of the information in their 
possession which seems to point to immediate action against 
that country. 



1 oo 
1 0 3 ANNEX 

Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee to 
the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 

MINISTER. 

The Chiefs of Staff have just discussed the 
international situation with D.D.M.I., War Office, 
and they think it right to inform you at once of the 
information they have received. 

The attached map shows the German 
dispositions opposite Poland to-day. The significant 
feature is the concentration of German troops 
opposite Silesia (coal and iron districts). In the 
North there are four to five divisions on either side 
of the corridor. This is practically normal. 

3. The D.D.M.I. interprets the concentration 
opposite Silesia3 not as an intention to invade 
Poland from the south west, but as forming an 
effective threat in any negotiations with Poland. 
There is in fact no evidence that either the Germans 
or the Italians intend to make any major move but they 
are employing the same technique as they adopted when 
they started the Dutch hare running with such 
success in February by spreading rumours of Italian 
intentions in the Mediterranean. D0D.M0I0 considers 
that the present dispositions and smoke screen are 
designed to cover a coup d?etat against Danzig only. 



4. The D.D.M.I. does not think the Germans have 
any intention of going beyond Danzig at present, or 
that the Poles in present circumstances will fight 
if Danzig is the only issue unless Germany presents 
an ultimatum in regard to it. They would, however in 
his judgment, undoubtedly fight for the Corridor. 

5. If the Cabinet decide to make an announcement 
the Chiefs of Staff think that the following 
points should be safeguarded. It should be made 
clear that we should not intervene 

(a) unless there were a definite act 
of aggression against Polish 
territoryi 

(b) unless the Poles resisted such 
aggression and appealed to us to 
help i 

(c) unless Prance were fully 
committed with us. 

6. The Chiefs of Staff think it. important that 
the Poles should make a simultaneous declaration 
that they would come to the help of Prance or 
ourselves if either of us were attacked. Otherwise 
there would be no two front war for Germany. 

7. The Ohiefs of Staff also think it important 
that we should, by some means, secure that Roumania's 
resources are denied to Germany in the event of 
war. 

(Signed) C.L.N. NEWALL. 
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IICS INTER-
SITUATION. 
Poland. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 16 
(39), Con
elusion 1.) 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought it 
was only right, in view of observations which had 
"been made at the previous Meeting, that the Cabinet 
should have an opportunity of seeing the proposed 
Statement before a final decision was reached in 
regard to it. This had been one reason, among others, 
which had influenced him in postponing the. publication 
of the Statement until that afternoon. 

The Prime Minister reminded his colleagues that 
at the Meeting held on the previous day, the Cabinet 
had authorised the Secretary of State for Foreign. 
Affairs to despatch telegrams forthwith to His 
Majesty's Ambassadors at Warsaw and Paris, and the 
Foreign Policy Committee to settle the terms of a 
Statement to be made in Parliament in the light of the 
replies received to those telegrams0 The Foreign 
Policy Committee had accordingly met the. previous 
afternoon and had prepared a draft Statement, but it 
had been decided to hold another Meeting at 9*45 a.rrw 
today to give further consideration to the Statement,, 
when the replies to the two telegrams had been 
received0 

The Prime Minister said that in the course of the 
previous afternoon he had seen Mr. Greenwood and 
Sir Archibald Sinclair, and had reported the position 
to them. They had both said that they were afraid 
that trouble would be, raised in certain quarters, on 
the, ground that the action taken by the Government 
did not include Russia,0 They had urged him to 
Include in his Statement, some reference to Russia. 
In reply to this the Prime Minister had explained 
that the present arrangement, was only intended to 
cover the interim period, and that the position in 
regard to Russia would no doubt be cleared up during 



Colonel Beck!s visit to this country. Further, it 
was essential to obtain quick results and not to ' 
complicate the position unduly. The Opposition 
Leaders had seen this point, but they had nevertheless 
said that they were afraid that there might be some 
rather heated Supplementary Questions, and had 
pressed the Prime Minister to include a passage in 
his Statement to the effect that Russia had been 
consulted. To this he (the Prime Minister) had 
replied that the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
intended to see the Soviet Ambassador on Friday 
morning before the Statement was made. 

Shortly before 10 p.m. on the previous evening 
the replies to the telegrams to Paris and Warsaw had 
been received. Both the French and Polish Governments 
had expressed agreement with our proposal. 

Shortly after 10 p.m., he (the Prime Minister) 
had been asked to see three leaders of the Labour 
Opposition, viz., Mr. Greenwood, Dr. Dalton and 
Mr. Alexander. While the former had throughout 
adopted a helpful attitude the two latter represented 
the pro-Russian section of the Labour Party. They came 
to report strong objections to any action being taken 
which would imply that Russia was being left on one 
side. The Prime Minister said that he had :sepaated* 
the arguments which he had previously used to 
Mr. Greenwood and Sir Archibald Sinclair, including 
the fact that the Foreign Secretary was to see 
Mo Maisky at 10.30 the next morning. They had then 
pointed out that this interview would take place a 
very short time before the Statement, if it was to 
be made at 11 o'clock, and had pressed him to 
postpone making the Statement until later in the day* 



Continuing, the Prime Minister said that at first 
he had been unwilling to agree to any postponement, 
since he was afraid of leakage of the news from Paris. 
As, however, full particulars of the action which 
we had taken had appeared in the "Daily Herald" and 
other newspapers that morning, this reason for 
postponement no longer held good.. He also thought 
that it would be desirable to spend some further time 
in considering the draft. 

The Prime Minister said that further enquiries 
had failed to confirm the alleged German troop 
movements. The telegram from Prance received the 
previous night stated that the French Government did 
not apprehend any imminent coup on the part of 
Germany. In consequence he felt that it was 
undesirable that the proposed Statement should be made 
to rest too much on the prevalence of rumours. The 
Question had therefore been re-drafted as follows:

"To ask -the Prime Minister whether he could 
make any statement as to the European 
situation." 

He had replied at 11 o'clock that morning to the 
effect that he would prefer to make a statement later 
in the day, and in reply to a Supplementary he had 
stated that there was no official confirmation of 
rumours of any projected attack on Poland, and that 
the Government must no t be taken as accepting them 
as true. This answer had been given in order to 
avoid any risk of a heavy fall in prices in the City. 

The Prime Minister said that the draft Statement 
had also been modified so as to make it relate more 



directly to the interim period, pending conclusion 
of the consultations which were now proceeding with 
other Governments. This made the Statement rather 
less final and weighty, and left us rather more 
leverage to obtain a reciprocal undertaking from 
Poland. 

The draft Statement (a copy of which is appended 
to these Conclusions) was at this point circulated 
to the Cabinet. 

THE PRII.E MINISTER then read the Statement and 
made a number of comments on it. 

He pointed out that the second paragraph now 
took the form of a general statement, not 
specifically directed to relations between Germany 
and Poland. 

The operative part of the Statement was in the 
third paragraph, and it would be seen that two 
conditions must be fulfilled before His LIa;jesty's 
Government felt bound to lend all support in their 
power to Poland. These conditions were, first, 
that the action taken must clearly threaten Polish 
independence. It would, of course, be for us to 
determine what action threatened Polish independence, 
and this left us some freedom for manoeuvre. 

The second condition was that the threat to 
Polish independence was one which the Polish 
Government considered it vital to resist with her 
national forces. This would prevent us becoming 
embroiled as the result of a mere frontier 
incident. He thought that the position was now 
safeguarded as far as was possible, consistently 
with the declaration attaining its object; 



Discussion then ensued, as to the attitude 
which was likely to be adopted by the Opposition 
Parties in regard to Russia and what answers could be 
given to the questions which they were likely to put. 
One suggestion was that a supplementary question 
might be put asking whether there had been consultation 
with other Governments, including Russia., To this 
an affirmative answer could be given. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would 
certainly be asked whether the Russian Government had 
been informed of the action which we had taken. What 
answer should he give? 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had not 
been able to see M, Maisky that morning as the Soviet 
Ambassador was not available. He hoped to see him 
before 3 o'clock. If this was not possible, he 
intended to send a telephone message to Moscow. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he thought he would 
also be asked whether the Russian Government had 
offered to join in this undertaking, and whether we 
had asked them to give any undertaking. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he thought 
such questions could be answered by saying that the 
present was only an interim arrangement and that the 
inclusion of Russia was a matter which it was intended 
to deal with in the discussions next week. He added 
that he understood that a representative of the Polish 
miners was now over here, and had conveyed to the 
Labour Opposition quite definitely the unfavourable 
views which were held in Poland regarding Russia. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought 
that the Labour Party felt that the Government were 
prejudiced against Russia and were neglecting a possible 
source of help. He thought that his answers to 



Supplementaries would have to depend on the results of 
the Foreign Secretary's interview vith M. Maisky. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he was anticipating that M. Maisky would 
express himself at the interview as perfectly satisfied 
and would say that the Russians were willing to help us 
if they were allowed to do so. He thought, however, 
that from the point of view of Poland, it would he going 
too far to say that our proposal had been communicated to 
the Russian Ambassador, who had expressed complete 
satisfaction. He thought that it would be safer to 
say that the position had been fully explained to the 
Russian Government, and that there was no misunderstanding 
between the two Governments. 

THE HOME SECRETARY referred to a very moderate 
article on the subject in the Manchester Guardian, and 
thought that it should be possible to convince public 
opinion that we were right to make sure of Poland first. 

It was agreed that the Prime Minister and the 
Foreign Secretary should consult later as to the replies 
to be given to supplementaries in regard to the position 
of Russia, in the light of the £ofeign Secretary's 
interview with M. Maisky. 

In the course of discussion, the question was 
raised whether, in view of possible embarrassment in 
regard to supplementary questions regarding Russia, it 
would be desirable to postpone the proposed statement 
that afternoon from 2.45 until 4.0 p.m. 

In this connection, THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 

WAR read out a statement summarising the latest 



military information. This showed that Poland had 
already mobilised a considerable number of reservists, 
and that the indications were that Germany intended 
either to occupy Danzig on the 1st April or to 
intimidate Poland, at a time when that country appeared 
to be drawing closer to the Western Powers. 

The general conclusion was that, in all the 
circumstances, it was better to make the statement 
about 3 orclock and run the risk of a Debate, rather 
than to make a further postponement. 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that he had been 
informed that public opinion in Canada was very 
ignorant in regard to Poland, and might be surprised 
that we should enter into so binding a commitment in 
regard to that country. He enquired whether this 
point could be met by a small amendment of the draft, 
linking more closely the action taken by H.M. 
Government and by the Prench Government in 
this matter. Amendments in this sense were considered, 
but it was finally decided that the draft should stand 
without alteration. It was pointed out that the 
statement was a statement by H. M. Government and it was felt that 
the Prench position was sufficiently emphasised in the 
final paragraph. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he proposed that 
the terms of the statement should be communicated 
immediately to Signor Mussolini so that he might 
receive them before they were made public. He also 
proposed to communicate the statement to the United 
States Ambassador in order that he might let the 
President of the United States have it before 
publication. 



This course was agreed to. 
THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY said he had 

heard from the Naval Attache in Berlin that Herr Hitler 
was expected to take the opportunity at the launching 
of the warship at Wilhelmshaven on Saturday to make a 
violent anti-British speech. 

The Cabinet:-
(1) Approved the statement to be made by 

the Prime Minister that afternoon, 
as drafted by the Foreign Policy 
Committee. 

(2) Authorised the communication of the 
statement to Signor Mussolini, and 
to the United States Ambassador, 
forthwith, before the statement was 
made in the House. 

(3) Authorised the Prime Minister and 
the Foreign Secretary to decide the 
line to be adopted in regard to 
possible supplementary questions 
as to the position of Russia, in 
the light of the Foreign Secretary's 
interview with M. Maisky. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
31st March, 1939. 



APPENDIX. 

Quest!on. To ask the Prime Minister whether he can now 
make a statement as to the European situation. 

Answer. As I said this morning His Majesty's Government 
have no official confirmation of the rumours of any 
projected attack on Poland and they must not therefore 
he taken as accepting them as true. 

I am glad to take this opportunity of stating 
again the general policy of His Majesty's Government. They 
have constantly advocated the adjustment, by way of free 
negotiation between the parties concerned, of any 
differences that may arise between them. They consider 
that this is the natural and proper course where 
differences exist. In their opinion there should be no 
question incapable of solution by peaceful means and they 
would see no justification for the substitution of force 
or threats of force for the method of negotiation. 

As the House is aware, certain consultations 
are now proceeding with other Governments. In order to 
make perfectly clear the position of His Majesty's 
Government in the meantime before those consultations are 
concluded, I now have to inform the House that during that 
period in the event of any action which clearly threatened 
Polish independence, and which the Polish Government 
accordingly considered it vital to resist with their 
national forces, His Majesty's Government would feel 
themselves bound at once to lend the Polish Government all 
support in their power. They have given the Polish 
Government an assurance to this effect. 

I may add that the French Government have 
authorised me to make it plain that they stand in the same 
position in this matter as do His Majesty's Government. 



S P E C I A L D I S T R I B U T I O N , 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Gypher telegram to Sir E. Phipps (Paris). 
Foreign Office, 50th March, 1939. 3.50 p.m. 

No.' 114. 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 
A question is being asked in the House of Commons tomorrow 

suggesting that a German attack on Poland is imminent and asking
what action His Majesty's Government would take in such a case. 
We have some reason to apprehend that preparations for a coup 
against Poland may be far advanced and that action may be 
imminent. If anything of the sort occurred, the consequences 
might evidently be very serious unless we had jointly resolved 
on action to be taken in such an event. 

2. It may take some days yet to conclude with Poland an 
arrangement such as we have in mind for the defence of Poland 
and Roumania, and we feel it is highly desirable to give timely 
warning to the German Government in terms as little provocative 
as possible concerning any aggression against Poland. 

3. In the meantime therefore, in reply to the Parliamentary 
Question, we propose, if French Government concur, to say that we 
must not be taken as accepting the rumour of proposed attack as 
true, but that we had assured the Polish Government that, if 
pending the conclusion of consultations with other Governments, 
any action were taken which clearly threatened their independence, 
and which the Polish Government accordingly felt obliged to resist 
with their national forces, His Majesty's Government and the 
French Government would at once lend them all the support in their
power. 

4, We presume that this would in any case be the attitude 
of the French Government, quite apart from the provisions of Franco-
Polish alliance. 

5.. Please ascertain French Governments views urgently and 
let me know if possible tonight. I shall further be glad to know 
whether French Government would authorise me to say tomorrow, as 
I propose, that in this matter their attitude is identical with 
- v U r own. ' 

Repeated to Warsaw 67, Bucharest 76, Moscow 48 and Berlin 96. 



' SPECIAL D I S T R I B U T I O N . 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Cypher telegram to Sir H. Kennard (Warsaw). 
Foreign Office, March 50th 1959. 4.20 p.m. 

No. 66. 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 
A question is "being asked in the House of Commons tomorrow 

suggesting that a German attack on Poland is imminent and asking 
what action His Majesty's Government would take in such a case. 

We propose, subject to concurrence of French Government, to 
reply that we must not he taken as accepting the rumour of a 
proposed attack as true, but that we had assured Polish Government 
that if, pending conclusion of consultations with other Governments, 
any action were taken which clearly threatened their independence 
so that they felt bound to resist with their national forces, His 
Majesty's Government and the Prench Government would at once lend 
them all the support in their power.' His Majesty's Government 
presume that this reply would be in accord with Polish Government's 
wishes. 

I suggest that you should make this communication in the same 
quarters as those to which you addressed representations in 
accordance with my telegram No.56, and endeavour to obtain immediate 
expression of their views - if possible tonight. 

Repeated to Paris No. 115, Moscow No. 47, Berlin No. 95 and 
Budapest-No. 75. 



S P F C I A L D I S T R I B U T I O N 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Becypher, Sir E. Phipps (Paris), 

March 50th 1959. 
D. By Telephone. March 50th 1959. 
R. 8.40 p.in. March 50th 1959. 

No.158. 

IMMEDIATE. 
Your telegram No.114. 
French Government agree.. 
They do not apprehend any imminent coup against Poland, 
Addressed to Foreign Office No., 158, repeated to Warsaw, 

Bucharest, Moscow and Berlins 



SPECIAL D I S T R I B U T I O N . 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. ' 

Decypher, Sir H. Kenriard (Warsaw) 
R. (By telephone) 7.50 p.mo 30th March 1939. 

No. 94. 

MOST IMM"JDIAT3. 
Your telegram No. 660 

Mo Beck agreed without hesitation to proposed reply. 
2* In these circumstances any comments on my part may 

seem redundant more especially as Your Lordship doubtless 
possesses much information not available to me, 

3* It is of course unlikely that Polish government 
would deliberately provoke Germany. But in present state of 
feeling here possibility of some impulsive action cannot 
altogether be excluded.. 

For instance 12 Danzig Senate declared their return to 
Germany Polish troops might well enter territory of the free 
city. I venture to suggest insertion of word "unprovoked" 
before words "action were taken" in proposed reply* I do not 
see how M. Beck could object to this addition, should Your 
Lordship see fit to make it but I have of course not mentioned 
suggestion to hime Incidentally I might add for what it is 
worth that both German Ambassador and M. Beck have assured me 
to-day that German government have not made any demands in 
the nature of an ultimatum and that there is no indication, 
that they intend to take more menacing action in the immediate 
future. 

Addressed to Foreign Office, repeated to Paris, Berlin, 
Bucharest and Moscow. 
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; Report and Third Reading. (Mr. Lawson (La,)) 
Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinet 56 (38) Conclusion 8) 

(b) Wild Birds (Duck and Geese) Protection Bill. 
Report and Third Reading. (Colonel Sir 
Thomas Moore (C)) (House of Lords) 

(c) Representation of the People Acts (Amendment) 
Bill. Second Reading.(Mr. Hunloke (C)) 
Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinet 6 (39) Conclusion 14) 

TO TAKE NOTE OF: 
5. CONVERSATIONS WITH THE FRENCH. 

(Reference Cabinet 16 (39) Conclusion 2) 
Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 

C P . 72 (39) - already circulated. 

(Signed) E.E. BRIDGES 
:ichmond Terrace, S.W.1. 

4th April, 1939. 
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HB CABINET: ' 
Arrangements for 
Easter Recess. 

T

The Budget. 

1* TIIB PRIME MINISTER said that, unless for 
any reason it was necessary to summon a Meeting at 
an earlier date, the next weekly Meeting of the 
Cabinet would be held on Wednesday, 19th April. 
He asked his colleagues to arrange for their 
Secretaries to communicate to the Cabinet Offices 
particulars of their addresses and movements 
throughout the Easter Recess. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that he 
proposed to make his Budget statement in the House 
of Commons on Tuesday, the 25th April. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the customary 
special meeting of the Cabinet to consider the 
Chancellor's Budget proposals would be held shortly 
before that date. 



i I T A L Y : 

Relations with 
prance. 
(previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 

, 8 (39) 2.) 

j Albania 
J 

2. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FORE I GIT AFFAIRS 
read to his colleagues telegram ITOo 265 from Rome, 
received from the Earl of Perth the previous night, 
in regard to the possibility of starting negotiations 
between France and Italy. This telegram had been 
repeated to Paris, and v/e had asked our Ambassador 
to communicate it to the French Government. 

As regards Albania, the Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs said that he had little to add 
to the information contained in the telegrams already 
circulated. He reminded his colleagues that 
Italy's special position in Albania had been 

:recognised after the ;"a.r by the Conference of 
Ambassadors. It was therefore to be anticipated 
that, if Italy took any action in Albania, her 
action would be taken in a manner which, on formal 
grounds, would not perhaps be open to strong 
criticism. Our Ambassador at Rome proposed to 
ask for an interview with Count Ciano that day 
in regard to Albanian affairs. 



GERMANY. 3, THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

Return of that he had been considering for some time the question 
H.M. Ambassador of the return of Sir Nevile Henderson to Berlin. As to Berlin. 
(Previous against his return it might be urged that this action 
Reference: 
Cabinet 11 might be regarded in this country and elsewhere as 
(39) Con
elusion (2)). wiping the slate clean and as a sign of weakness. On 

F/5?.7.l/3̂ )3. the other hand, he was anxious that we should not drift 
into a position in which the withdrawal of our Ambassador 
was treated as a punitive measure. If the view were 
to be taken that we could not have an Ambassador at 
Berlin because of the unreliability of the Nazi regime, 
then it would seem that we could not keep an Ambassador 
in Berlin so long as the Nazi regime endured. Such a 
position could not be accepted. Further, so long as 
Sir Nevile Henderson remained in this country, certain 
sections of opinion in Germany might perhaps be led to 
think that we intended to attack Germany. 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that he 
had hesitated a good deal over this matter, but was now 
in favour of Sir Nevile Henderson returning to Berlin 
after Easter. He asked whether the Cabinet would 
authorise the Prime Minister and himself, in consultation, 
to insert, if they thought fit, a short notice in the 
newspapers to the effect that it was expected that 
Sir Nevile Henderson would return to Berlin shortly 
after Easter. 

In reply to a question, the Secretary of State 
said that he thought the French Government were also 
anxious that their Ambassador should return. It would, 
of course, be necessary to act in consultation with them 
in this matter. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that if the 
Germans were to take some further violent action, it 



j 

would "be difficult again to withdraw our Ambassador. He 
asked whether Sir Nevile Henderson was in a position to 
maintain useful contacts. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that Sir Nevile Henderson 
saw Field-Marshal Goering frequently, which, he thought, 
was of considerable importance. THE LORD CHANCELLOR 
added that it was within his knowledge that our Ambassador , 
maintained constant and effective touch with certain 
sections of German public opinion. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH suggested that it might be 
I 

desirable that the statement as to the return of Sir 
Nevile Henderson to Berlin should be made after the 8 
conversations with Colonel Beck had been concluded, so 
that it would not appear that his return was a sign of 
weakness. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
agreed. While it would not be possible to make a 
complete statement in regard to the Polish negotiations, 
he thought that a short communique could be issued on 
Thursday or Friday. This communique would give the 
general impression that we had reached an understanding 

1 
with the Polish Government. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
emphasised that Sir Nevile Henderson had been called back 
"to report", and that the longer his return was delayed jjj
the harder it would be to arrange for his return. I l 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND was in 
favour of Sir Nevile Henderson's return, on the ground 
that for him to remain in this country might lend colour if 
to rumours that we were attempting a policy of encircle- If! 
ment. 

The Cabinet agreed:-
To authorise the Prime Minister and the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in 
consultation, to reach a decision and make 
an announcement in regard to the return of Sir Nevile Henderson to Berlin. 



I

(jJjAgD. 4. THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
previous said that on the morning o f the previous day he had had 
Reference: 
Lbinet IV (39)) two hours' discussion with Colonel Beck and that the 

Prime Minister and himself had also had a long 
discussion with Colonel Beck the previous afternoon. 
Colonel Beck had been prepared, on behalf o f his 
Government, to pledge Poland t o a mutual reciprocity 
arrangement with this country in the case of a direct 
attack on either party. This arrangement would put us 
on the same basis vis a vis Poland as the French. It had H 

been agreed that in any event this arrangement should 
operate during the interim period and pending the 
conclusion of the formal negotiationso 

In the second p l a c e he had discussed with Colonel 
Beck the question of extending the principle of 
reciprocity to cases i n which Great Britain became 

 involved in war with Germany as the result of a German 
attack on the west, e.g. against Holland, Belgium, 
Switzerland or Denmark. On this point, Colonel Beck 
had said that he had no instructions from his Government, 
and that he could not commit them. Provided, however, 
that the arrangements for mutual reciprocity in the case 
of direct attack on either party were made into a 
permanent arrangement, he would be prepared to agree that 
the question of extending this principle should be taken 
into serious consideration by the Polish Government. 
Further than this he was not prepared to go. 

The question of Yugoslavia had been referred' to 
in this connection, but Colonel Beck had taken the view 
that Yugoslavia was in a different position owing to 
her geographical position and should be dealt with as 
part of the general Balkan problem. 



Thirdly, Colonel Beck had indicated that he 
was unwilling to extend the scope of the Polish-
Roumanian Alliance, (which was at present limited to 
aggression against Poland and/or Roumania by Russia) 
to cover aggression by Germany or Hungary without 
prior consultation with Roumania,, His reluctance to 
do this was due to the fact that he felt it would drive 
Hungary into the arms of GermanyD So long as he 
refrained from such action, he thought that the door 
would be left open for Polish influence to work on 
Hungary and for the possible establishment in some 
indefinite form, of a front of Polish-Hungarian-Italian 
influence. 

It might be, however, that Colonel Beck's 
real reasons for taking this view were, first, that he 
would prefer that Roumania rather than Poland should 
be over-run by Germany, and, secondly, that if 
Roumania was attacked and resisted, Poland could hope 
to intervene effectively, whereas Poland doubted 
whether if she was attacked by Germany, Roumania could 
afford her much help. 

Again Poland thought that the reasons which 
made it undesirable for her to give a guarantee to 
Roumania also made it undesirable for us to take this 
course. The Polish Government were opposed to any 
rigid system and desired something rather more elastic. 
The Foreign Secretary thought that an approach might 
be made to Colonel Beck on the folllowing lines: If 
Great Britain and France undertook to help Roumania if she 
was attacked and resisted? could. we, in that event, count on 
Polish supporto He thought it was possible that 



Colonel Beck would be favourable to an approach on 
these lines, although his own impression v/as that 
Colonel Beck would not be able to commit his 
Government on this point, 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had asked" 
Colonel Beck what was to be done if Germany were to 
present Roumania with an ultimatum demanding, for example, 
the right to receive all Roumanian oil and wheat, and 
threatening if Roumania failed to give an affirmative 
answer within a few hours, say, to lay Bucharest in ruins. 
M. Beck replied that this was a matter for the Roumanians 
to decide. If they had sufficient courage, they would 
decline to agree, and in his opinion assistance should in 
that event be afforded to Roumania. M. Beck could not 
promise that Poland would give Roumania a specific f 
assurance of assistance if she resisted such German'''' 
demands, since this v/as a matter on which he would have to 
consult the Roumanian Government. Colonel 

Beck had/said that the position would be different 
if Hungary became a German vassal state. He thought 
that Colonel Beck had some real hope that the position 
of Hungary could be preserved, possibly through the 
influence of Italy and by means of some secret 
agreement in which Yugoslavia might also participate. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY then dealt with the 
position of Russia. It had been abundantly clear 
that Colonel Beck was most unwilling to have any 
dealings with Russia apart from commercial arrangements 
and non-aggression pacts. The Prime Minister had 
tried to persuade Colonel Beck that it would.be 
advantageous to Poland to be able to obtain supplies 
of war material from Russia, but Colonel Beck had not 
responded to this suggestion. He had made it clear 
that if Great Britain and France entered into any 
closer relationship with Russia, he would have to 
make a public declaration to the effect that Poland 
was not thereby affected. In his view, Germany 
would not raise opposition to a Franco-Polish 

http://would.be


Colonel Beck would, be favourable to an approach on 
these lines, although his own impression was that 
Colonel Beck would" not be able to commit his 
Government on this point, 

HE PRIME MINISTER said that he had nokodL-g, 
Colonel Beck whether, if Roumania was expose^r^to a 
direct threat by Germany, arising perhaps out of the 
allegation that she was not carding out her economic 
agreement, and Roumania^^e^frered resistance, and 
Great Britain a£^r*"France then went to war with 
GemanjSrfToland would come in as an ally. Colonel 
B^ok had anoworod thio in tho affirmativoj 0olonel 
Beck had/said that the position would be different 
if Hungary became a German vassal state. He thought 
that Colonel Beck had some real hope that the position 
of Hungary could be preserved, possibly through the 
influence of Italy and by means of some secret 
agreement in which Yugoslavia might also participate. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY then dealt with the 
position of Russia. It had been abundantly clear 
that Colonel Beck was most unwilling to have any 
dealings with Russia apart from commercial arrangements 
and non-aggression pacts. The Prime Minister had 
tried to persuade Colonel Beck that it would.be 
advantageous to Poland to be able to obtain supplies 
of war material from Russia, but Colonel Beck had not 
responded to this suggestion. He had made it clear 
that if Great Britain and Prance entered into any 
closer relationship with Russia, he would have to 
make a public declaration to the effect that Poland 
was not thereby affected. In his view, Germany 
would not raise opposition to a Franco-Polish 

http://would.be


arrangement or to an Anglo-Polish arrangement, hut 
there would be an explosion if any combination of 
Powers was formed in which Russia was involved. 

The Foreign Secretary said that he had 
discussed with Mr. Hudson that afternoon a suggestion 
by the latter that ttfjta tripartite blocs might be 
formed, namely, Great Britain, France and Russia, and 
Great Britain, France and Poland. He (the Foreign 
Secretary) was afraid, however, that such an 
arrangement might lead Colonel Beck to make his 
suggested public declaration and that the result 
would be that we should either lose Polish support 
altogether or at least weaken the common front. He 
had been surprised at the vigour and persistence of 
Colonel Beck's reactions to the Russian problem. 

The Foreign Secretary then summed up the 
position as follows: first, we had obtained, direct 
reciprocity as an immediate arrangement; secondly, 
we should press for indirect reciprocity in the event 
of our becoming involved in war as the result of a 
German attack on the west; thirdly, we must press 
forward with consultations as to the position of 
Roumania; fourthly, we should press forward with 
the Balkan problem generally irrespective of Poland's 
reactions, with a view to strengthening the 
Balkan Entente. 

In regard to Roumania, he thought that it 
might be desirable for us to explore, in consultation 
with the Roumanian Government, the question of 
possible Polish assistance to Roumania. 



In regard to Danzig, Colonel Beck had 
stated that no formal German demands had been 
made. Indeed, so far there had only been 
conversations and not formal negotiations. 
Colonel Beck had indicated that he was prepared 
to do a deal with Germany on the basis of improving 
the status of Germans in the Free City but 
within the framework of the present international 
arrangements. While he was ready for an 
agreement with Germany, he would not acquiesce in 
forced settlement or a fait accompli. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the effect 
on his mind was that Colonel Beck was not 
anticipating any serious trouble in regard to 
Danzig either in the near future or later on. 
Colonel Beck seemed to think that he could get 
an arrangement with Germany on this matter 
which would give satisfaction to Germany while 
retaining what was essential to Poland. It 
might, of course, be that Colonel Beck was 
optimistic in holding this view. 



THE FOREIGN SECRETARY added that Colonel 
Beck's view was that, while Poland wished to avoid 
war, Germany knew that war with Poland would he a 
serious proposition. The one thing which he 
thought was likely to provoke German aggression 
would be a close association of Poland with Russia. 

The position of Poland in regard to 
munitions was then discussedo The Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs said that Colonel Beck 
had expressed himself optimistically as to arms 
production in Poland^ 

Tm PRIME MINISTER said that he had asked 
Colonel Beck whether Poland could maintain her output 
of munitions during a long war and what course 
would be open to Poland when her resources had been 
exhausted, except to obtain munitions from Russia. 
To this Colonel Beck had in effect replied that he 
was unwilling to come to any decision on this point 
at the moment, and he thought it would be better to 
leave this matter to be settled when the time came 
rather than to make an arrangement now which would 
certainly provoke an explosion. 

The Prime Minister asked the Cabinet to 
appreciate that while the conversations with Colonel 
Beck had been by no means unsatisfactory, they had"not 
turned out quite as we had expected* The general 
attitude adopted by both the Liberal and Labour 
Opposition was that we had now returned to the policy 
of collective security* They were thinking in terms 
of arrangements under which we should have an 
agreement with Turkey, Greece, Roumania and perhaps 
other Balkan States, the Baltic States and Russia - in 



in effect, a Grand Alliance against Germany. 
The Prime Minister said that at the outset of 

these negotiations he had thought that we might 
perhaps have an understanding with Poland? Russia, 
Roumania, and later on with Turkey and Greece*. It 
was clear, however, that wc should not secure an 
arrangement with Poland on these lines. He read
out a statement published in the Daily Express that 
morning from their reporter at Warsaw to the effect 
that Poland was ready to sign with Britain a 
bilateral Treaty similar to the Treaty signed 
between Poland and Prance in 1921, but that Poland 
would not set her pen to any new system of 
collective security. We were thus offered by Poland 
not even a Three-Power Pact, but a Two-Power Pact, 
and every attempt which we had made to suggest that 
other Powers should be brought into the arrangement 
had been quietly but firmly resisted by Colonel 
Beck. 

The Prime Minister said that he had very 
considerable distrust of Russia, and had no 
confidence that we should obtain active and constant 
support from that country. Mr. Hudson had informed 
him that while he had been treated in a friendly way 
by everyone in Russia, he had formed an impression 
that Russia would be of little or no assistance, 
except for defensive purposes. If this was correct, 
and if an arrangement which included Russia would 
be likely to cause an explosion, the question of 
making any arrangement with Russia was obviously one 
Which required a great deal of further consideration. 



The Prime Minister said, he was by no means 
indisposed to negotiate a Two-Power Pact with Poland. 
After all, Poland was the hey to the situation, and an 
alliance with Poland would ensure that Germany would be 
engaged in a war on two fronts. At the same time, it 
would be necessary to take the utmost care as to the 
presentation of this arrangement if the Government 
were to avoid a considerable outcry and criticism. 
Poland's policy was to avoid quarrelling with either 
of the two big neighbours between which she was 
placed, and he thought that it was quite possible that 
the Polish Government would have no objection to 
saying that it would not be in accordance with their 
general policy that they should enter into an alliance 
with either Germany or Russia. 

It was also necessary to consider Roumania's 
position. It was clear that Roumania felt the same 
sort of objection as Poland to any arrangement which 
included Russia. The Prime Minister said that his main 
conclusion was, therefore, that we should not make any 
statement which purported to cover the whole position. 
Our next step should be to convert our- temporary 
arrangement with Poland into a permanent arrangement 
and to secure that the principle of mutual 
reciprocity in the case of direct attack was extended 
to cases in which we were involved in war through 
German attack on other countries. After that, we 
could proceed to consider what further steps could be 

- IS 



taken. 
In the course of discussion, the FOREIGN 

SECRETARY said that he thought it might he 
desirable for him to see the Russian 
Ambassador somewhat more frequently than in 
the past so as to avoid any suspicion that we 
were cold-shouldering Russiao 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE said 
that the fact that we had reached an arrangement 
with Poland was likely to divert Germany's 
attack to some other direction0 It was therefore 
all the more necessary to continue negotiations 
in regard to other countries, particularly in 
regard to Roumaniaa 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he agreed, and also 
referred to the great desirability that Poland 
should extend her obligations under the mutual 
reciprocity agreement to cases of indirect attacks 
At the same time, there must be no illusions as to 
the difficulties of the situations Many of the 
smaller States whom we might seek to include in these 
arrangements would not, from the military point of 
view, represent an added source of strengtho 
Germanyrs position in the centre of Europe, 
moving on interior lines, was one of considerable 
strategic strengths Mr 0 Hudson had informed him 
that he had been shocked by the attitude of M. 
Sandier who had taken the view that Sweden must 
make terms with Germanyo It seemed clear 
that we should obtain no help from that quartere 



THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said that he 
thought Roumania represented the danger spot. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that it would he difficult 
for Germany to tackle Roumania directly. He thought that 
if Herr Hitler had designs on i;toumanla he would he likely 
to work through Hungary. He would not be surprised to see 
an attempt made by Germany to obtain control over Jiungary. 

In reply to questions, THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that up to the present no discussions 
had taken place with Colonel Beck in regard either to 
the Jewish and refugee problems, or as to colonies, or on 
the question of a loan to Poland. 

Reverting to Hungary, he said that we in this country 
had been apt to take the view that Hungary might fall under 
German domination at any time, and we had thought that it 
would be difficult to build up a front against German 
egression which would include Hungary. In view of Colonel 
Beck's attitude we should perhaps reconsider our ideas on 
this point. Colonel Beck thought differently, and the 
Foreign Secretary felt that the right course would be that 
we should encourage him in this attitude and ascertain 
what action Poland would take if Germany attempted to seize 
or dominate Hungary. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA pointed out that the 
desire expressed by Poland and Hungary to have a common 
frontier appeared to indicate at least an intention to stand 
together in resisting German aggression. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR HOME AFFAIRS questioned 
whether we were doing enough by way of propaganda in Hungary. 
If war had broken out,- we should now be spending considerable 
sums in buying up newspapers and similar action, as we had 



done in Roumania and Spain in the last War. The Germans 
were very active in a number of countries, such as Spain, 
Portugal, Hungary and Roumania.. He thought it would be 
worth while to consider whether we should attempt to meet 
this propaganda now by the same methods as we should 
adopt in war-time. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR expressed strong 
agreement with this view, and said that propaganda might 
be the cheapest way of breaking down this form of attack. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that he would look into this matter, but he was afraid 
that the question would resolve itself into one of the 
amount of money which could be made available for this 
purpose. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA asked whether 
reliable account had been received from an eye-witness 
of Herr Hi tier's speech.at Wilhelmshaven, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE.FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS replied 
in the negative. The best explanation which he had 
received, though it was no more than a surmise, was that 
the glass erection, from behind which Herr Hitler had 
spoken, had concealed some device for providing air in 
a form which would relieve Herr Hitler's asthma, and that 
the broadcasting had been switched off on the ground that 
Herr Hitler's voice might give an impression of physical 
Weakness. 

In reply to another question the Foreign Secretary 
said that Colonel Beck did not take the view that an 
attack by Germany had been or was imminent, although he 
had agreed that it was impossible to be certain what 
would happen in these days, 



The Cabinet 
(1) took note of the statements by the 

Prime Minister and the Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs as to the 
conversations with Colonel Beck: 

(2) authorised the Prime Minister and the 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to 
continue with the conversations on the 
general lines indicated in the discussion: 

(3) invited the Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs to consider whether further steps 
should be taken by way of propaganda to 
counteract German propaganda activities. 



VISIT OP THE 
jBENCH AIR 
MINISTER. 

iprevious 
^References 
Cabinet 15 (39, 
Conclusion 9) 

5. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR gave an 
account of the visit of the French Air Minister. 
M. La Chambre had given a very candid account of 
the position in the French aircraft 
industry. 

The Secretary of State gave his colleagues 
certain particulars in regard to this matter which 
are recorded in a separate note in the Secretary's 
standard file of Cabinet Conclusions.' 

The Secretary of State for Air said that a 
number of practical conclusions had been reached in 
regard to a measure of standardisation of machines 
and equipment in the future. He had also made an 
offer to supply France with a certain number of 
complete aircraft and of aircraft engines. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff, who had just 
returned from France, gave an extremely good account 
of the French Army materiel and of their production 
arrangements. He thought that there were certain 
weapons which we might obtain from France, possibly 
in exchange for the^supplies of aircraft and air 
engines. 

The Cabinet took note of the statements 
made by the Secretary of State for Air 
and the Secretary of State for War. 



PALESTINE. 

previous 
feeference: 
[Cabinet 14 (39) 
Jconclusion 5.) 

6. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES said 
that, owing to his absence, it had been necessary to 
delay the last stages of preparation of the White 
Paper setting out the Governments policy in regard to 
Palestine. In any event, however, it would have been 
desirable to postpone the issue of the Paper in view 
of the European situation. The present arrangement 
was that the Palestine Committee would meet on 
Thursday afternoon, and the draft White Paper would be 
submitted to the next Meeting of the Cabinet for their 
approval. In the meantime, informal discussions were 
continuing with certain individuals who had been 
members of the delegations to the Conferences. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 

(At this point the Secretary of State 
for. Foreign Affairs left the Meeting..) 



HOSPITAL 
ORGANISATION. 

7. The Cabinet had under consideration a Joint 
Memorandum by the Minister of Health and the 
Secretary of State for Scotland (CP.-77 (39)) on 
the question of Emergency Hospital Organisation for 
civilian and Service casualties in time of war. The 
ministers pointed out the inadequacy of existing 
arrangements in England and Wales and in Scotland, 
and described tentative steps which had already been 

II 
taken with a view to increasing hospital accommoda

-

tion. For the reasons set forth in their Memorandum, 
and in the interests of economy and uniformity of 
administration, they made the following recommenda
tions to the Cabinet (a) That approval should be given to the 

principle of unified control of all 
the emergency hospital accommodation, 
whether for civilian or Service 
requirements in this country; and 

(b) That a Committee of Ministers should 
be set up to consider the extent to 
which additional accommodation ought 
to be provided. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH explained the main 
points in the Memorandum. It was impossible to 
provide hospital accommodation on a modern basis 
for all the air raid casualties which might be 
anticipated in the first two or three weeks of v/ar, 
and he thought that the question of the extent 
to which additional accommodation should be provided 
v/as one which must be settled by Ministers. 

There was the further point that air raid 
casualties were expected to fall off after the 
first month or so, whereas casualties in the 
Expeditionary Force were likely to rise after the 
initial period. This pointed to an arrangement 
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for pooling resources, and he thought that it 
would he desirable that the Cabinet should formally 
approve the principle of unified control for all 
hospital emergency accommodation, whether for civilian 
or Service requirements. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 7/AR said that he 
hoped the Cabinet would not approve the principle 
set out in Recommendation (a) aboveo His view v/as 
that it was essential that the military authorities 
should nave their own hospitals. Last September 
he had undertaken not to mobilise 25 out of 29 
Territorial hospitals. This had been a temporary 
arrangement. He thought that this question was one 
to be considered by the proposed Cabinet Committee. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that he also 
wished to raise certain points on this proposal. 
Thus he wished to be sure that certain hospitals would 
be available for the Royal Air Force. But these point 
would be dealt with by the Cabinet Committee. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH said that he was working 
on the principles which had been laid down and agreed 
to last September. It was pointed out in paragraph 
7 of his Memorandum that units could be transferred to 

the Services if and when the need arose. 
There was some discussion whether the question 

of the extent to which the additional accommodation 
provided was a matter which required the attention 
of a Ministerial Committee. 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH said that since it was 
impracticable to provide hospital accommodation for 
the total number of casualties on the present forecast, 



the task of settling the extent of the accommodation 
to be provided, involved a big question of policy, 
which must be left to Ministers. 

In connection with discussion on a later 
item (conclusion 14), the Minister of Health said 
that if an immediate emergency took place and 
orders were given for the mobilisation for all the 
Territorial Hospitals, this would wreck the scheme 
for civil hospitals as at present arranged, 

THE PRIME MINISTER invited the Ministers concerned 
to reach an agreement in regard to this matter, to 
govern the immediate situation, without further 
reference to the Cabinet. 

After discussion it was agreed 
(1) That a Committee comprising:-' 

The Lord Privy Seal 
The Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, 
The Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Lancaster, 
The First Lord of the Admiralty,, 
The Secretary of State for War, 

S/S £rv $c ftl&t+^L. Jghe Secretary of State for Air, 
-^Tcie Minister of Health, 

The First Commissioner of Works, 
The Financial Secretary to the Treasury, 

should be set up p 
(a) to consider the principle of 

unified control for all emergency 
hospital accommodation, whether 
for civilian or Service require
ments in this country. 

(b) to consider the extent to which 
additional accommodation ought 
to be provided. 

(2) To note with apprpval that as a first 
step the authorities are being approached 
with a view to the construction, on land 
adjoining their institutions of huts to 
accommodate 20,000 beds in England and 
Wales and 6,000 in Scotland. 



^ITHDRA" "AL OP 8. THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR T"AR said that. 
BRITISH TROOPS 
PROM INDIA, the Cabinet Committee on Defence Programmes and 

their Acceleration at a meeting held on the 23rd 
March had approved in principle the immediate 
withdrawal from India of certain British units 
whose release had been proposed in the Report 
of the Chatfield Committee. It had been decided 
that the first step was that the 17ar Office should 
discuss the matter with the India Office, and the 
latter had now replied that the Government of India 
and the Secretary of State for India were prepared 
to release the British units forthwith, if His 
Majesty's Government were definitely of opinion 
that the international situation demanded their 
release. The units in question were 2 Infantry 
Battalions, 1 Medium Regiment of Royal Artillery, 
1 Cavalry Regiment and 3 Batteries of Horse 
Artillery, 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR INDIA said that 
the Government of India were willing to release 
these troops on the understanding that their 
withdrawal was considered to be really important. 
He wished to point out, however, that the Chatfield 
Report had contemplated that India could spare 
certain troops on two conditions - first, if the 
remaining troops were modernised, and, secondly, if 
the British Exchequer helped to find the money for 
modernisation. Neither of these two conditions 
had yet been fulfilled. He must therefore enter 
the caveat that if the recommendations of the 
Chatfield Report were not adopted India might have 
to ask for the return of the troops now to be 
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released 0 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
explained, that it had originally been proposed 
that British units should be withdrawn first, and 
that at a later stage the number of Indian troops 
should gradually be reduced. It was now proposed 
to ask India to reduce a number of Indian 
battalions at an earlier date Perhaps this would 
dispose the Government of India to view the 
present proposal more favourably,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the main 
point at issue was that the international 
situation was such as to necessitate the immediate 
release of these British units by India, and he 
thought that there would be no doubt that this 
was in fact the case. 

The Cabinet agreed 
that the British units mentioned 
in the first paragraph of this 
Conclusion should be withdrawn from 
India forthwith. 



INCREASE IN 
THE STRENGTH 
OP THE 
REGULAR ARMY. 

(Previous 
Reference 
Cabinet 15 
(39), Con
clusion 5. ) 

9. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 
the Regular Army was at the present time 19,000 
short of establishment. There was also an 
estimated wastage in the current year of 30,000o 

Further, there were substantial deficiencies which 
had" existed for a long time, and which could only 
be remedied by an increase in establishment. In 
the result he required in the current year an 
intake of 100,000 men for the Regular Army. 

It had been known for some time that a 
substantial increase would be required, and he 
had informed the Treasury in this sense at the 
time of the submission of the Estimates. He 
had decided, however, not to ask for the 
inclusion of any additional figure in the 
Estimates pending decisions on the Chatfield 
Report. 

The changes in the international 
position, and in the role of the Field Force now 
made it necessary to take immediate steps to 
remedy the position. The Field Force could not 
be mobilised without an addition to its strength. 
Garrisons abroad were below war establishment, and 
the same was true of the 13 short tour battalions 
now abroad. At the Cabinet on 29th March 
(Cabinet 15 (39) Conclusion 5) a rapid decision 
had been taken to double the strength of the 
Territorial Army. On that occasion he had asked 
whether he could supplement his statement as to 
the doubling of the Territorial Army by a 
statement regarding the Regular Army, bU;t it had 
been decided that this statement should be made on 
a separate occasion. The Minister for Co-ordination 



of Defence had. examined the figures and was 
satisfied as to the need for this increase. He 
thought that it was of the utmost importance that 
advantage should he taken of the present wave of 
enthusiasm for the Territorial Army, to improve 
recruitment for the Regular Army. He was reluctant 
to ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who had 
been so helpful to him, for further increases 
which would result in substantial additions to the 
burdens on the Exchequer; at the same time he 
attached great importance to being able to make 
an early announcement, if possible before Easter as to 
the increase in strength of the Regular Army. In reply 
to the Secretary of State for India, the Secretary 
of State for War said that in order to obtain the 
number of recruits required in the current year it 
would be necessary to offer a number of inducements, 
such as marriage allowances at a lower age and a 
shortening of the period of the service with the 
colours from 7 to 5 years. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had 
agreed to this matter being mentioned at the 
Cabinet. At the same time he thought that his 
colleague would probably feel that it was a little 
difficult to deal with a matter which involved so 
substantial an increase at the present meeting 
without further consideration. For himself, he 
had not appreciated that the increase contemplated 
was so large. He suggested that the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, the Minister for Co-ordination of -
Defence and the Secretary of State for War should 
be asked to consider this matter. 



THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said, that 
the previous week he had agreed to proposals to 
double the Territorial Army in somewhat special 
circumstances. He felt that it was impossible 
for him, having agreed to this very large increase, 
to accept this further very large commitment. The 
total liability thus involved was more than we 
could possibly bear, and he must ask the Secretary 
of State for War to reduce his proposals. He 
thought it was only right that he should make his 
position in the matter plain. 

After further discussion it was agreed 
To invite the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence and the 
Secretary of State for War to 
consider the proposed increase to 
the strength of the Regular Army. 



PUBLIC HEALTH
(COAL MINE 
prFUSS) BILL.
(previous
Reference: 
Cabinet 56 (38)
Conclusion 8) 

 10. THE MINISTER OF HEALTH explained that this 

 Bill would come up for Keport and Third. Reading 
 on Friday, the 31st April. The Bill had. already 

 been before the Cabinet, when it had been decided 
that the Government Spokesman should express general 
sympathy with the principle behind the Bill. From 
the point of view of his Department, there was no 
objection to having this Bill on the Statute Book. 

In the course of discussion, THE LORD 
CHANCELLOR pointed to defects in the drafting of 
the Bill. In his view the provision in the Bill 
relating.to a deposit "liable to spontaneous 
combustion", unless further defined, was for all 
practical purposes almost meaningless. 

After some discussion, the Cabinet agreed: 
That the Government Spokesman on the 
Bill should indicate that, while the 
Bill had the Government!s general 
sympathy, it stood in need of amendment 
before it could be regarded as a useful 
measure. 



THE WILD BIRDS
(DUCK AND 
GEESE) PRO-
TECTIOF BILL. 

 11. The attention of the Cabinet was 
 drawn to the Wild Birds (Duck and'Geese) 

Protection Bill, originally introduced in the 
House of Lords by a. Private Member, and now 
down for Report and Third Reading in the 
House of Commons on Friday, Slst April, 1939. 

On the suggestion of the Home 
Secretary, the Cabinet agreed -

That the Government Spokesman 
should support the Bill.. 



REPRESENTATION 12. The Cabinet were reminded that this matter. 
OP THE PEOPLE 
ACTS (AMENDMENT) had already been considered by them at the meeting 
BILL. noted in the margin. 
(Previous 
Reference: On the suggestion of THE HOME SECRETARY, it 
Cabinet 6 (39) 
Conclusion 14.) was agreed that arrangements should be made for the 

Bill to be talked out. 



CONVERSATIONS 
WITH THE 
FRENCH. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 16 
(39), Con
clusion 2). 

13. The Cabinet took note of a Most 
Secret Memorandum by the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence ( C P . 72 (39)) on 
the subject of Conversations with the Frenchi 

A decision on this matter is 
recorded in the Conclusion referred to in the 
margin. 



PAREDNESS, 

Uvio us 
[ference: 
ftinet 14 (39) 
fonclusion 3) 

14o THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
referred to the series of crises which had taken place 
in recent months when the possibility of an imminent 
attack on this country had been envisaged. The last 
such occurrence had taken place in the previous twenty
four hours  and related to the possibility of an attack y

on the Fleet (See Telegram No 0 223 from Berlin)0 

Our war preparations were drawn up on the 
assumption that there would be a certain period between 
the declaration of an emergency and an outbreak of war. 
If there were no such interval our existing machinery 
did not function. There was also the risk of one 
Service being asked to make preparations to meet an 
imminent attack without similar steps being taken by 
other Services. He thought that it was essential to 
ensure a system whereby, if there was any fear of a 
sudden attack, the news would be communicated to all 
those concerned, and that there should be a prior 
understanding as to the action which should be taken0 

In the second place, the Minister suggested 
that if we had to face the prospect of living for some 
time in a period when we might be subjected to a number 
of alarms, the right course would be to make 
arrangements which would operate more or less continuously, 
instead of having to prepare arrangements hurriedly and at 
short notice, with the risk of creating disturbance in 
the public mind. He thought, therefore, that all 
three Service Departments should be instructed to 
maintain some condition of continuous readinesso 
For example, it might be necessarj' that one flight in 
each group should be continuously available for actione 

The perpetual readiness of a proportion of the troops 
on the North-West Frontier illustrated the sort of 



precautions he had in mind. 
The Minister also referred to the risk of attack 

on the Fleet from the air or by submarines. 
The Minister concluded by saying that his proposal 

was that the Chiefs of Staff should be asked to make 
proposals, which should be put before the Strategical 
Appreciation Committee on the following day. He would 
then report the views of his colleagues to the Prime Minister. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR supported this 
proposal. He thought it undesirable that we should be in 
a position of having repeatedly to order measures of defence 
preparedness and then- to cancel them. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY referred to the 
statement he had made the previous night, which, he said, 
had only been intended to convey the impression that the 
preparations in the Fleet were so arranged that the anti
aircraft guns could be manned at any time. He said that 
the Naval Staff did not rate highly the danger of a sudden 
submarine attack at Sheerness or Portsmouth. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was glad that the 
Minister for Co-ordination of Defence had made this proposal. 
He, was clear that it was necessary that we should adapt our 
arrangements to present-day conditions. He thought that 
the Lord Privy Seal*s Department should be included in the 
arrangements contemplated. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL agreed, but pointed out that 
Civil Defence was in a somewhat different position from the 
Services, which were entrusted to Service personnel. He 
thought it would be very difficult to take action to bring a 
Civil Defence scheme into a state of readiness without 
causing public alarm. 



In further discussion THE MINISTER OP HEALTH 
explained the situation which had arisen in the House of 
Commons the previous evening as the result of the somewhat 
misleading reports which had been received of the First 
Lord's speecho 

THE PRIME MINISTER also explained the action which 
had been taken with a view to discouraging the dissemination 
of misleading accounts of the First Lord's speecho 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE raised the 
Question whether the offices of the Civil Departments 
should be closed for EasterQ 

After discussion it was agreed that a responsible 
officer should be present throughout the day and night 
over the holidays in every Department concerned with the 
immediate introduction of Defence measures in the event of 

emergencyo 
The Cabinet agreed: 

(l) To invite the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence to ask the Chiefs of Staff and 
a representative of the Lord Privy Seal's 
office to prepare a statement showing what 
steps should be taken in order to maintain 
some condition of continuous readiness 
during the situation likely to prevail in 
the next few months, thus avoiding 
constant change of orders: 

(2) That this Report should be considered at a 
Meeting of the Strategical Appreciation 
Committee to be held on the following day: 

(3) To authorise the Prime Minister and the 
Minister for Co-ordination of Defence to 
issue the necessary instructions to 
Departments in the light of this Report: 

(4) That the Secretary to the Cabinet should 
issue instructions to all Departments 

nV**. 2.6 t$q)n. concerned with the immediate introduction 
of Defence measures in the event of 
emergency to the effect that a responsible 
officer should be available in each 
Department night and day over the Easter 
holiday and until further notice0 



ElH -C&ILi ,'AYS a 

Financial 
Position of. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 60 (38) 
Conclusion 13.) 

15. THE HIITIGTER OF TRANSPORT informed the 
Cabinet that he had now received from the Chairman 
of the Transport advisory Council their report 
on the reference which he had made to them on the 
Railway Companies' "Square Deal" application. He 
understood that this report had been unanimously 
approved by the Council. . The Report v/as being 
carefully reviewed by his officers and he hoped to 
be able to put it before the Cabinet shortly after 
the Easter Recess. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1., 
5th April, 1939. 



VISIT OF THE 
FRENCH AIR 
MINISTER. 

MOST SECRET. 

CABINET 18 (59), CONCLUSION 5. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR said that the visit; 
of the French Air Minister had been a depressing affair, 
although he hoped that he (the Secretary of State) had been 
able to make some useful suggestions. 

The present position of the French Air Force was 
meagre and weak. Their output in the preceding month 
had been 107 operational machines and 90 trainers. About f 
a year ago, however, the monthly average had not been more 
than 35 or 40; while the actual production from April 1938 
to March 1939 had been 716, against a programme total of 
1,800. The French Government had a number of national 
factories, but there were only two substantial private 
firms employed in aircraft production. The workers were 
now working longer hours $ and the total number of workers 
in the industry was now some 37,000 (January, 1939) as 
compared with 87,000 a year ago. The French did not seem 
to have grasped the underlying features of large-scale 
production, and their ultimate objective was production 
at the rate of 300-330 machines a month. It seemed clear 
that, so long as the French only aimed at a rate of 
production of this kind, they would not achieve it. Our 
experience had shown that industry tended to prolong the 
execution of orders, unless orders were sufficiently large 
to ensure that the operat:0.r,s were fully engaged. If an 
emergency arose in the next few weeks or months, it was 
obvious that most of the air operations in defence of both 
countries would fall upon us in this country. 

A number of practical conclusions had been reached 
It had been agreed in principle that in future we should 

. have the same types of machines and equipment, while an 
immediate offer had been made to the French of a certain 



number of training machines and "Battles". 
The French were also in an awkward position 

in regard to aircraft engines. We had offered to sell 
them 300 and then they had asked for more. We had our 
own engine difficulties, but we should try to meet the 
French over the matter. Experts of the two countries 
were to meet at once, and it was hoped that, although 
any improvements now made would take some time to 
become effective, we would give the French all the help 
in our power. 

The French air personnel had both capacitj' and 
courage, but he could not speak very highly of the 
existing machines in the French Air Force. 
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hlTUATION: 
$mLBMIA. 

7(Previous
reference: 
Cabinet 18 
(39), Con
elusion 2.) 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER explained 
that it had been decided to summon a Meeting 
of those Ministers who were available at short 
notice. He proposed that a statement to 
this effect should be communicated to the Press 
after the meeting. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he was glad of an opportunity of 
consulting some of his colleagues. The informa
tion which he had received the previous afternoon 
showed that the position in Albania was extremely 
obscure. This helped him to decide between 
the four courses immediately open, namely; 
enquiry, protest, threats, or action. It seemed 
clear that, at the present stage, the right 
course was to make enquiries. Accordingly, 
telegrams had been despatched to Belgrade, 
Athens, Angora, and other Capitals, to ascertain 
what information the Governments in question had 
received, and how they viewed the position. A 
telegram had also been despatched to our 
Ambassador at Rome (No. 165) indicating that we 
found it difficult to reconcile the reports of 
what v/as taking place with the assurances 
which had been made to us by the representatives 
of the Italian Government, and saying that we 
were gravely perturbed about the position. 

The Foreign Secretary then read out to the 
Cabinet telegram No. 288 from the Earl of Perth, 
reporting the upshot of an interview which he 
had had with Count Ciano on 7th April. In 
this interview, Count Ciano had given an account 
Of the position in Albania ?/hich was altogether 



at variance with the information published in the 
newspapers. 

A further telegram had been sent to the Larl of 
Perth on the 7th April (telegram No. 168) instructing 
him again to seek an interview with Count Ciano. 
No reply, however, to this telegram had yet been 
received. 

The Foreign Secretary said that he had also done 
his best to give the Press the necessary background. 
He had explained to them that the situation was 
obscure and that it was undesirable that they should 
reach any very definite conclusions until more was 
known of the position. 

The attitude of other Governments seemed to be 
as follows. 

It was clear that Yugoslavia did not intend to 
take any action^. There was some suggestion that she 
might perhaps have reached a secret understanding 
with Italy. 

The Government in Greece were watching the 
position very closely. So long as Albania only 
was concerned, they were unlikely to take any action; 
but if the present situation developed further, it 
seemed certain that they would be on our side. 

The attitude of Turkey was the same as that of 
Greece. 

No particular information had been received 
as to the attitude of France. He hoped to see 
M. Corbin later in the day. 

The Foreign Secretary said that Signor Mussolini 
had sent a telegram to the Prime Minister on 
the previous afternoon (reproduced in telegram 
No. 167 to Rome) to the effect that he had 
read with great interest the Prime 



Minister1s statement in the House of Commons about 
Albania, and giving him a formal assurance that 
the solution of the Italo-Albanian question would 
take place in such a form as not to provoke a 
crisis in Anglo-Italian relations or in the 
international situation in general. 

As regards the Anglo-Italian Agreement, 
the Foreign Secretary said that if, in the 
course of a few days, the Italian Government came 
to some arrangement which left unimpaired the 
sovereignty, and frontiers of Albania, it might 
be contended that such an arrangement was 
within the letter, at any rate, of the Anglo-
Italian Agreement. He emphasised, however, that 
the situation was extremely obscure. We had 
had no information in the last 24 hours from our 
Minister at Durazzo  It was stated on the e

tape-machine that Tirana had been captured 
early that morning, after riots had taken place, 
King Zog having given orders for the prisoners 
to be released. 

The Foreign Secretary said he thought 
there were two groups of questions which it would 
be useful to consider that mornings First, 
what should be done about Albania itself; and, 
secondly, the political side of the pr-oblem. 

As regards the former, it looked as though 
the invasion of Albania had been deliberately timed 
to take place during the Easter Recess, and as a 



riposte to the Anglo-Polish Agreement. Again 
it looked like a demonstration by the Dictators 
against the Western Powers. No doubt public
opinion in certain countries, such as America, 
would be likely to take the view that, while 
we used brave words, our action was less heroic. 
Nevertheless, the Foreign Secretary continued, 
he felt that Yugo-Slavia was the key of the 
present situation, and he thought that it was 
impossible that we should take a more forward 
line in this matter than Yugo-Slavia took. He 
mentioned that Mr. Winston Churchill, whom he' had 
spoken to the previous evening? had taken 
this view. The Foreign Secretary felt, 
therefore, that it would be impossible for us to 
send a Fleet to the Adriatic in order to bombard the 
Italian forces at Valona or Durazzo. Nor did 
he feel that it would really be right to start 
a European war by sending Signor Mussolini an 
ultimatum on this matter which he could not 
accept. The present episode, however, showed 
the insecurity in this part of Europe also, and 
it would be right that we should take early steps 
to reach agreements with both Greece and Turkey, 
which would make it clear that we would tolerate 
no interference with these two countries. His 
conclusion, therefore, was that we should not go to 
war about Albania, but should endeavour to secure 
further time, which we should use to improve our 
position. 



Warships
iji Italian 
ports.

If we accepted this conclusion, we had then 
 to consider how it should be presented. In this 

 connection, it should be remembered that a certain 
number of our warships were at present visiting Italian 
ports. The Admiralty had enquired the previous day 
whether orders should at once be issued for the ships to 
leave, but he had advised that the situation was too 
obscure and that a decision should be deferred for the 
moment. He thought, in present circumstances, that 
the right course was that these ships should now leave 
Italian ports. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that the 
ships concerned were at San Remo and in the Bay of Naples. 
They were visiting Italian ports as part of the normal 
Spring cruise and had had a good reception. Unless 
special arrangements were made,'they would not leave 
these ports until Monday at the earliest. 

In discussion, it was agreed that it was 
undesirable that these ships should remain in Italian 
ports over the Easter Holidays, since it would be very 
undesirable that the crews of our ships should be 
exchanging hospitality with the Italians at the present 
juncture. It was agreed that orders should at once be 
given that the ships in question should withdraw to Malta. 

Some discussion then ensued as to what reasons, 
if any, should be given for this-fiction. It was at first 
suggested that no reason should, be given; but it was 
felt that as soon as the news of the withdrawal of the 
ships became known, there would be considerable enquiries 
from the Press in this country. It v/as also felt that 
it might be desirable to give some indication to the 
Italian Government as to the reasons for the withdrawal of 
the ships. It was agreed that the explanation given 



should include a reference to the obscurity of the present 
position and to the possibility that embarrassing incidents 
might arise. The meeting agreed that the Foreign Office 
and the Admiralty should concert together as to the form 
of words to be used in this connection. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY then asked what further 
could be done to make our disapproval of the Italian 
action. 

One suggestion was that we should withdraw 
our Ambassador. He would, however, feel considerable 
hesitation about this course, since it was easier to 
withdraw an Ambassador than to secure his return once he 
had been withdrawn. He also thought that we should have 
to make a protest; but in his view our real answer 
should be that we should establish muoh closer relations 
with Greece and Turkey. 

Some discussion then ensued as to Italy's 
special position in. Albania. The Italo-Albanian agreement 
was a published document. In effect, Italy had had a 
protectorate over Albania for a number of years. At the 
Ambassadors Conference in 1921 a resolution had been passed 
which gave Italy the right to enter Albania and restore 
Albanian frontiers. This right had been granted to Italy 
as some compensation for refusal to allow Italy to annex 
the coast line of Albania. THE FOREIGN SECRETARY 

said that, in effect, the position was that if it was 
necessary to restore order in Albania, the duty 



of restoring order rested on Italy, subject to 
various formalities being carried out. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that it 
seemed dear that the present juncture did not justify 
us in taking steps which would result in a European 
War. It was, however, necessary that we should so 

-

conduct ourselves so that we should not appear to condone 
aggression while, at the same time, we should not 
indulge in such strong rebukes as to make ourselves 
appear in a weak position. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
than referred to the telegram which had been despatched 
to Lord Perth on the previous evening (telegram No. 168) 
instructing him to seek an immediate interview with 
Count Ciano. He said that a reply had now been received 
from Lord Perth enquiring whether he (the Foreign 
Secretary) had received telegram No. 288 and asking 
whether, in the light of that telegram, the instructions 
given in Foreign Office telegram No. 168 still stood, 
or should be amended. 

The Foreign Secretary said that it would be 
necessary to send a reply to the Earl of Perth. He 
thought that the instructions already given should 
stand. It was suggested, however, that this reply 
might be linked up with a message as to the reasons 
for withdrawing our ships from Italian ports, on 
the lines already indicated. 



Relations THE CHANCELLOR OR THE EXCHEQUER said that he 
with Turkey 
and Greece. appreciated that it had been intended that consultation 

with Turkey should take place after the discussions,.with 
Poland and Roumania had been completed; but v/e had 
always had it in mind that Turkey was of great 
importance to us; the present events in Albania 
made it very important that we should get on good 
terms with Turkey at an early date. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY agreed with this view. 
He reminded his colleagues that our intention had 
been first to make an arrangement between ourselves, 
France, Poland and Roumania. Poland had been doubt
ful as to the inclusion of the latter country until 
she had herself approached Roumania, and he had been 
uncertain whether until Roumanian negotiations were 
settled, we should ourselves enter into discussions 
with Turkey and Greece. He had, however, kept both 
these countries informed of the position generally. He 
thought that probably our real answer to Italy's action 
would be a far more closer arrangement than we had 
previously contemplated with both Greece and Turkey. 
Hitherto we had always been influenced by the fear 
that such an arrangement might give offence to Signor 
Mussolini. It would be a matter for consideration 
later when further information had been received, 
whether we should inform Signor Mussolini that we 
were taking action on these lines. 



THE HOME SECRETARY said, that in talks which 
he had had with Colonel Beck and the Polish Ambassador, 
he had reached the conclusion that it would take a long 
time before any definite arrangement was reached with 
regard to Roumania. He thought that Colonel Beck 
was determined to take no action which v/ould be 
unfavourably received by Hungary. He therefore thought 
that the right course would be to isolate our 
arrangements with Greece and Turkey from the Roumanian 
question. 

Some discussion then ensued as to whether, if 
we were at once to make an alliance with Turkey, 
this would lead Signor Mussolini to take some 
further action. One view expressed was that the 
invasion of Albania should not be taken too lightly; 
that it was a move of the -utmost significance - a 
closely laid plan taken in concert with Germany which 
would result in closing the Adriatic and bottling 
up Yugoslavia. On the other hand, the view was 
expressed that the fact that the Chiefs of Staff 
had always recognised that Italy could close the 
Adriatic, that an attack by Italy on Yugoslavia was 
not thought to be probable, and that Signor Mussolini 
might well have been encouraged to embark on this 
adventure because he knew that it was an easy task, and would 



give him a cheap triumph. It was also suggested 
that it might he intended to dethrone King Zog and 
set up some other Albanian Chief as King and that the 
Italians would then set up a Protectorate, and obtain 
the right to fortify certain ports. 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that if the 
rumours which had been circulating in the last 24 hours 
were all to be believed, it would be quite certain that 
this was part of some general move. For his own 
part, however, he considered that these rumours were 
ill-founded. He thought that we should not go to 
war in regard to Albania, but that we should make it 
clear to Turkey and Greece that if they were attacked 
we should do our best to help them. Looking at the 
matter from the point of view of the map of Europe, the 
only countries in regard to which our policy was not 
clear were Yugoslavia, Roumania and Hungary. Colonel 
Beck had shown him (the Foreign Secretary) a letter 
from the Hungarian Foreign Minister giving assurances 
that Hungary would take no improper action with regard 
to Roumania. It must also be remembered that Colonel 
Beck had given an assurance that if Germany tried to occupy 
Hungary and Hungary resisted, Poland would resist also0 



if that happened it would he necessary that 
we should come to their help. . Our next 
step should he. to make an arrangement with 
Turkey and Greece. At the same time he 
thought that we should not take action in this 
direction until the situation was somewhat 
clearer. If, however, Turkey and Greece should 
he threatened, we should have to move very 
quickly. 

THE HOME SECRETARY, who said that he was 
personally familiar with conditions in Albania, 
referred to the bands of comitadji which moved 
freely across the frontiers. A situation 
might well develop in which there was continuous 

1guerilla warfare on the frontiers.  He hoped 
that we should avoid a situation that gave a 
guarantee to Greece of her frontiers when there 
was, in fact, no clearly defined frontier. 

Proposed THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER then referred 
Recall of 
Parliament. to the letter which the Leader of the Labour 

Opposition had sent to the Prime Minister asking 
that Parliament should be recalled at the earliest 
opportunity. This matter v/as, of course, closely 
connected with the date of the Prime Minister's 
return. 

In the course of discussion it was pointed 
out that there.were already signs in the Press that 



if the Prime Minister were to remain in Scotland 
for any long time his absence v/ould be liable to 
be misrepresented. It was explained that the 
Prime Minister had suggested returning on Friday 
night but had Toe en dissuaded from doing so. 

After a discussion it was agreed that a 
message should be sent to the Prime Minister to 
the effect that the opinion of the Ministers present 
favoured sending a reply at once to Mr. Attlee to 
the effect that Parliament would be summoned to meet 
one day in the next week; and that in order to 
avoid undue pressure a fairly clear indication 
should be given that Parliament v/ould be summoned 
to meet on, say, Wednesday, the 12th or Thursday, 
the 13th April. If no such definite indication 
was given as to the date of the Meeting, this 
v/ould be liable to increase the pressure for the 
meeting of Parliament. In this connection it 
was pointed out that if fighting in Albania 
continued, public feeling on the matter was likely 
to run high. 

THE HOME SECRETARY referred to the considerable 
Albanian community in the United States, which he 
thought would make United States public opinion 
on this matter more sensitive. 



Defence
Measures. 

 THE PRESIDENT1 OF THE BOARD OP EDUCATION asked 

whether there were any other measures of defence 
preparedness which should, be taken in the Me&iterra
nean, either on their own merits or from the point 
of view of their reaction on public opinion, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 
G.O.C. Egypt had been instructed by telegram to prepare 
a plan for the return from Palestine of the units 
normally located in Egypt which had been loaned to 
Palestine, These included 5 Infantry Battalions, a.nd 
their withdrawal would, still lea.ve Palestine with 12 
Battalions. He emphasised that Egyptian public opinion 
was apt to get unsteadied, and that action of this kind, 
apart from strengthening our position in '-;gypt, would, 
have an important effect not only on Italian but also 
on Egyptian opinion. 

TH^ SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that, while he could not offer an opinion on the 
technical merits of this proposal, his clear impressior 
was that Italy did not mean to be involved in a major 
war with us. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said 
that if it was desired to show that we -were taking 
matters seriously, we should take steps to concentrate 
the "Mediterranean Fleet at Malta. This action could 
not, however, be taken without, consultation with 
France. In reply to a question he explained, that he 
did not advise that this action should, be taken now, 
and he was quite content that instructions should be 
issued that the Ships, which were now in Italian 
waters, should go to Malta. 

It was agreed to defer a decision on any further 
defence measures for the present. 



The Meeting agreed — 
(l) To take note of the view expressed by 

the Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs that, the Italian invasion of 
Albania made it 8.11 the more necessary 
that we should ts.ke early steps to 
reach agreements with Turkey and Greece." 

(2) To invite the First Lord of the Admiralty 
to give instructions that the British 
warships now visiting certain Italian 
ports should at once be withdrawn to 
Malta.: 

(3) That the text of the explanation to be 
given to the Press on this matter should 
be settled between the Admiralty and the 
Foreign Office, and should contain a 
reference to the obscurity of the present 
situation and to the possibility that
some embarrassing incident, might, take 
pla.ce: 

(4) That for the time being no further measures 
in regard to defence preparedness should be 
taken' 

(5) That a, message should be sent to the Prime 
Minister informing him that the opinion of 
the Ministers assembled at the Meeting 
favoured sending an immediate reply to 
the Right Hon. C ,R .Attlee to the effect
that Parliament would be summoned to meet 
one day in the ensuing week,- and that an 
indication should be given that Parliament
would be summoned to meet on Wednesday, 
April 12th, or Thursday, April 13th: 

(6) That no further Meeting of Ministers 
should, be fixed for the present, and 
that- a. Press Notice should be issued 
to this effect. In the meantime, the 
Ministers who were present at the Meeting 
were invited to remain in or near London. 

* - f 

- -Ri-ehmon d T errs,c e, S .7,1, 
8th April, 1939. 
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1. THE PRIME MINISTER regretted to have interrupted 
his colleagues' holidays, hut in the circumstances it 
was inevitable that the Cabinet should meet to hear the 
latest information and to take stock of the situation. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that the members of the Cabinet would not yet have seen 

;the records of the numerous conversations which he had had
in the last few days with representatives of other 
countries, although they would no doubt be familiar 
with the general course of events as reported in the 
newspapers, starting with the Italian invasion of Albania 
on Good Friday. He had seen the French and United 
States Ambassadors on Saturday afternoon, 8th April. 
The former had seen matters in very much the same light 
as ourselves; that is to say, that the Italian action 
was, in some degree, a riposte to the Anglo-Polish pact. 

The Foreign Secretary added that, since Saturday, 
certain evidence had accumulated which made him think 
that the theory of a riposte was perhaps not altogether 
accurate, since it appeared that,prior to her invasion 
of Albania, Italy had given very little warning of her 
intentions to Germany and that Germany was not altogether 
pleased with Italy's action,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER interposed that it seemed 
clear that this invasion had been planned long before 
the Anglo-Polish Agreement had been signed. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that the United States Ambassador had said that he would 
endeavour to keep the Press in his country as steady 
as possible, and would try to secure that criticism 
in this matter was not directed against this country. 



On Saturday evening lie had also seen the 
Albanian Minister, who had delivered a note protesting 
against the action taken by. the Italian Government in 
violation of all international treaties voluntarily 
accepted and signed by that Government and appealing 
to His Majesty's Government to do its utmost to help 
a small nation desparately attempting to defend its 
own territory. He had replied that he would lose no 
time in placing the matter before his colleagues, and 
the Minister had added that he hoped Albania could 
at least count on our moral support. 

The Foreign Secretary said that at the Conference 
of Ministers whiC-i had been held on Saturday, he had 
expressed the view that it would be impossible for 
this country to take a more forward line in this matter 
than Yugoslavia was prepared to take. In his view 
it was not incumbent upon us to plunge the whole of Europe 
into war over Albania, having regard to the extent to 
which Italian interests in Albania had already "been 
recognised. He thoxigat, however, that the present 
episode showed how necessary it was that we should take 
steps to reach agreements with Greece and Turkey which 
would make it clear that we should not tolerate any 
interference with those two countries. 

On Saturday evening Signor Crolla, the Italian 
Charge dfAffaires, had asked to be received urgently. 
Signor Crolla had said that Signor Mussolini had been 
puzzled by the tone of the British Press and by the 
communiciue issued after the Meeting of Ministers, which 
referred to "some obscurity in the situation!.' Signor 
Mussolini therefore wished to make certain comments in 
order to clear the situation. These points, which are 
set out in full in the Foreign Secretary's note of his 
interview, included the following:



(l) That Italian interests had been pre-eminent 
for a century in Albania and had been 
expressly recognised by the Conference of 
Ambassadors: 

(2) Italy's colossal expenditure in Albania: 
(3) That King Zog had betrayed his people; and 

that the Treaty settlement offered by 
Italy provided for the political independence 
of Albaniae 

(4) That the help of the Italian Government 
had been invoked by many elements in 
Albania, 

(5) That Yugoslavia and Greece were perfectly 
calm: 

(6) That the Anglo-Italian Agreement of last 
April was not prejudiced? 

(7) That the occupation of Albania would be 
completed in a few days, with the full 
consent of the Albanian people0 

Signor Crolla had added that, speaking personally, 
he was apprehensive of the attitude which the Sunday 
newspapers might take. Thus, it might be suggested 
that the Anglo-Italian Agreement should be denounced; 
or that His Majesty's Ambassador should be withdrawn; 
or that Great Britain should occupy Corfu. As regards 
the latter point he had said that the Italians were 
certainly not going to threaten Greek independence, and 
that any British occupation of Corfu would create the 
most dangerous reactions,, 

At this point the Foreign Secretary had interrupted 
Signor Crolla and had said that he could dismiss from his 
mind the idea that we had any intention of occupying 
Corfu. That was not the sort of action which we took; 
but that we should take a very grave view if any other 
country occupied it. 

The Foreign Secretary had also said that he wished 
to leave Signor Crolla in no doubt that if the political 



position of Albania was to be completely changed, that 
was a vital factor from the point of view of the Anglo-
Italian Agreement and would be difficult to reconcile with 
the assurances which had been given to us. Signor Crolla 
had appeared somewhat sheepish under this interrogation, 
and had contented himself with saying that circumstances 
might have altered, Signor Crolla had also referred to 
a report in the "Daily Telegraph" as to the withdrawal 
of Italian troops from Spain, and had said that he had no 
doubt that Signor Mussolini would keep the pledges given 
to us in this matter^ On this the Foreign Secretary 
had made it clear that nothing would more assist those who 
wished to promote good relations between Italy and Great 
Britain than that the pledges for the withdrawal of Italian 
troops from Spain should be speedily and thoroughly 
carried out. 

Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that at 
llol5 a.m. on Sunday morning, 9th April, he had seen the 
Greek Minister, who had informed him of a report that 
Italy proposed to occupy Corfu between the 10th and 12th 
April. He had added that Greece would resist any 
Italian attack by force of arms and had enquired what 
attitude His Majesty's Government intended to adopt. 
The Foreign Secretary told him he would report the matter 
to his colleagues. He had also told the Greek Minister 
that Signor Crolla had informed him the previous night that 
Greece and Yugoslavia were calm and had recounted the 
conversation which he had had with Signor Crolla in 
regard to Corfu. He had added that he would take steps 
to see what reply he could give to the Greek Government, 
but that it could be assumed that we should take a grave 
view of the matter. 



At 11.30 aomc on Sunday, the Foreign Secretary 
had had a second interview with Signor Crolla, who 
reported that the Duce, having read the account of the 
interview the previous night, was anxious to give 
the Foreign Secretary information on the following 
points. First, that the occupation of Albania 
was taking place peacefully and with the enthusiasm 
of the population. Second, that the future status of 
Albania would have a character conforming 
with the juridical traditions of Rome. 
Third, that the Italian volunteers in Spain would be 
withdrawn after the military parade in Madrid,, Fourth, 
that a crisis in Anglo-Italian relations would be 
deplorableo "Lejeu Albanais ne vaut pas la ehandelle" 
of the relations between Great Britain and Italy, 
He told Signor Crolla that he was grateful for this 
message and observed that, although he had been informed 
on the previous day by Signor Crolla that Yugoslavia 
and Greece were calm, he now had information to the 
effect that the Greek Government were very anxious 
in view of reports now in circulation that the Italian 
Government intended to occupy Corfu. Signor Crolla 
had replied that it was the first time that he had 
heard a hint of such action and that, on his own 
responsibility, he would give an assurance that this was 
not Italy's intention,, The Italian Government could 
not, however, allow Corfu, which was a vital strategic 
point, to be occupied by a foreign Power other than 
Greece. The Foreign Secretary had told the Charge 



d1Affaires that he was glad of his personal assurance, "but 
if Italian action against Gresrce of any sort were cpn

concern 
templated, it would b r a mattei* of the gravest/to His 
Majesty's Government. He (Signor Crolla) could assure 
Count Ciano that His Majesty's Government would do 
everything in their power to assist in maintaining 
good relations between themselves and the Italian 
Government. He hoped that Signor Grolla would report 
this interview very fully to Rome in order that there 
might he no possibility of misunderstanding in the 
matter. 

The Greek Minister, who had again called at 
the Foreign Office in the course of Sunday afternoon, 
had been seen by an official of the Foreign Office 
and had been informed of the upshot of the second 
interview with Signor Crolla. The Greek Minister 
had said that he thought this could hardly be regarded 
as an answer to the Greek Governments request. He 
was told to read between the lines of the answer, 
which should go a long way towards reassuring his 
Government. The point was that the Italian Government 
now realised the full implications of any possible 
design on their part against Corfu, 

At 5.45 p.m. on Sunday, 9th April, the Foreign 
Secretary had had a third interview with Signor Crolla, 
who had given him the following message from the Duce. 
First, all Italian volunteers would be withdrawn from 
Spain immediately after the great parade which was to 
take place in Madrid. Second, he had already given 
ample assurances to the Greek Government that Italy 
would respect Greece's territorial and insular 
integrity in the most absolute manner, and a message 



to-this effect had heen sent to the Greek Government. 
Third, he appreciated the cordial attitude of His 
Majesty's Government which would contribute to a further 
consolidation of the ties between the two countries. 

The Foreign Secretary had asked Signor Crolla to 
thank the Duce for having acted so promptly in sending this 
message, which was a valuable contribution. At the same 
time, he had pointed out that strong feelings had been 
aroused in this country by Italian action in Albania. 
Parliament was likely to meet next week and it would be 
most desirable that, if possible, an announcement 
should be made that the future status to be accorded to 
Albania would conform with the assurances already given 
and be something which could reasonably be described 
as political independence. 

With the Prime Minister1s approval a telegram 
had also been sent to the French Government on Saturday 
afternoon reporting the upshot of the conversation with 
Signor Crolla and asking whether the French Government 
were prepared to adopt a similar attitude to ourselves 
if the Italians should make an attack on Corfu. 
The Foreign Secretary read out the terms of the reply to 
this telegram which had been received, indicating that 
the French were prepared to adopt a similar attitude 
to ourselves (Telegram No. 155 from Paris). He also 
read out a copy of a further telegram received from 
Paris (No. 156), reporting the upshot of discussions which i 
M. Daladier had had with French Ministers, and, in 
particular, with the Service Ministers, indicating their 
views on a number of defence matters. The French 
Government seemed, perhaps, to take rather too excited 
a view of the situation since it appeared unlikely that 
Signor Mussolini had any intention of becoming .involved 
in war with us at the present time. 



The Foreign Secretary said that his mind was 
now moving on the lines of the suggestion made by the 
Home Secretary at the meeting of Ministers held on the 
previous Saturday, namely, that without waiting for a 
final settlement of our arrangements with Rumania, we 
should proceed independently to enter into agreements 
with Turkey and Greece0 He felt, however, that even 
in the present troubled conditions, it was necessary 
not to neglect altogether the possible effect of our 
actions on Signor Mussolini's mindo He thought that 
the Albanian adventure had been entered into mainly 
because Signor Mussolini wanted a cheap victory, although, 
of course, Albania constituted a possible base for a 
further Italian advance into the Balkans0 He thought 
it was important that we should not act so as to drive 
Italy into greater reliance on Germany., 

The Foreign Secretary indicated that he was
exploring in his own mind the possibility that the 
action, which we should talce in regard to Turkey and 
Greece, should take some form other than the signature 
of non-aggression pactsD Thus we might talce the line 
that, cinoe recent events showed how unsettled and 
anxious public opinion was in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
we desired to reinforce the clause in the Anglo-Italian 
agreement which dealt with the maintenance of a 
status quo in the Mediterranean by rallying to the 
support of that principle such states as Turkey and 
Greece. He had it in mind that we might inform the 
Italian Government that we were taking this action, but 
the position clearly required a lot of thinking out. 
As an example of the kind of difficulty which would require 
to be dealt with in this matter, he pointed out, to take 
an extreme case, that it would be hopeless to expect 
Greece to come to our assistance if we were involved 

 I 



in war as a result of an attack on Holland, but that 
Turkey would almost certainly be prepared to.come to 
our support if we were involved in war in the Eastern 
Medi terranean. 

THE HOME SECRETARY said that he had come to the 
conclusion that the best way to make progress was on the 
lines of this country making unilateral declarations. 
This was what we had done in regard to Poland and a 
satisfactory agreement had resulted. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked whether we should not 
expect the countries concerned to afford help to each 
other in the Mediterranean, to which the HOME SECRETARY 
replied that he thought we should certainly obtain any 
such undertakings that were possible. Tho main point 
was, however, in his view, that a unilateral declaration 
on our part would steady the situation. 

Some discussion then ensued whether we really 
desired that if war broke out Greece should join us or 
should remain neutral. Reference was made to the recent 
report on this matter by the Chiefs of Staff (Paper No. 
iJ*0.S.8?3 (J.P.)), in which ihe view was expressed that 
in view of her long northern frontier, v/e should prefer 
to have Greece as an assured neutral, i.e. with the 
certainty that she would not join our enemies, rather than 
that she should enter the war on our side* In reaching 
this view the Chiefs of Staff had, however, assumed that 
we should be able to make some use of Greek ports, even 
though Greece remained neutral. It was also pointed out 
that if an attack was to be made on Greece by, for example, 
Italy, we could not hope to be able to give any material 
assistance in Greece itself, but should hope to crush 
Italy in some other theatre. 



THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE thought 
it possible that the Dictators might intend to act 
alternately. Italy, having achieved a coup in Albania 
might keep quiet for a time, and the real menace might 
be what Germany would do next. Ought we not to be 
considering with the other Powers what action we could take 
to concerting defensive measures with other Balkan Powers? 

THE HOME SECRETARY thought that we should 
get nothing done^by way of a general discussion with 
the Balkan Powers and favoured the method of unilateral 
declaration. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that he was in general agreement with the idea of making 
a unilateral declaration in regard to Turkey and Greece 
with the support of France. This matter, however, could 
not be considered only on the political plane. Its 
economic aspect was of great importance. Attempts had 
been made to do something on the economic plane with Turkey 
and Greece and, in the last few days, with Bulgaria. While 
he appreciated very fully the difficulties of the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, he felt it was his duty to say clearly 
that if it was impossible to find money for the economic 
needs of these countries, he was afraid that, whatever 
we did in the political sphere, we should find these 
countries fast slipping into the German orbit. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE thought that 
there was a much stronger case for doing something to help 
Bulgaria and Roumania than for helping Greece, which was 
unlikely to fall into the German orbit. Germany, which 



took 50 per cent, of Bulgarian trade, was in a position, 
if she so desired, to starve that country into submission. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS then 
read a copy of a telegram which had just been received 
from H.M. Ambassador at Rome (No. 304), regarding the 
interview that Lord Perth had had with Count Ciano who had 
just returned from Tirana. This interview repeated the 
assurances which Signor Crolla had given in regard to the 
evacuation of Italian troops from Spain (including the 
Balearic Islands). Lord Perth had made it clear to 
Count Ciano how strongly public opinion in this country 
would react against the action which Italy had taken. 
It appeared that Italy was contemplating an arrangement with 
Albania somewhat on the model of our Treaty with Egypt. 

In reply to a question, the Foreign Secretary 
explained that at the present time Italy had no legal 
protectorate over Albania. Her interests in Albania had, 
however, been recognised by the Conference of Ambassadors 
in 1921, and if it was necessary that order should be 
restored in Albania, this task would probably have been 
entrusted to Italy by the Council of the League. 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that if Greece was attacked 
by Italy we should have to treat this as a very serious 
matter which might result in this country going to war; but 
he wondered whether it was necessary to give definite 
promises of assistance to such countries as Roumania and 
Bulgaria and get nothing in return. Further, there was 
always the possibility that these countries might be 
negotiating behind our backs with Berlin. If Poland was 



prepared to join in the war if Roumania or Bulgaria 
were attached, then Germany would he involved in a war 
on two fronts. He asked what effective action we 
could take to assist these countries in the absence of 
any assurance of Polish support. 

THE SECRETARY CP STATE POR HOME AFFAIRS thought 
that if, for example, we should in any event go to 
war if Italy was to attack Corfu, we should lose nothing 
and should obtain a definite advantage by saying so in 
advance, since our declaration might prevent Italy 
from making the attack, ̂  ^ k h ^  ̂  lk*.c*. a^^fl' $Uy. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE urged the 
importance of not concentrating too much on Turkey 

I 
and Greece at the expense of Roumania. 

(Ij 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS replied 

1 
that, with regard to Roumania, it had been decided that 

-I 
the first move must be made by Colonel Beck. 

In regard to the Lord Chancellor's point, he 
thought that, if war came, it would be a general war, 
and that if either Turkey or Greece were threatened, 
it would be impossible for us to stand aside. There 
was, therefore, in his view, everything to be said 
for defining our position clearly, since Signor Mussolini 
had given too many hostages to fortune to be in a 
position to contemplate a war with us with equanimity. 

As regards the Anglo-Italian Agreement, he thought 
that we should express the strong views which we held 
as to Italy's action in Albania. At the same time he was 



most unwilling to see the Agreement denounced. We 
derived far more benefit from it than Italy, and we wished 
in particular to see the Italian troops leave Spain. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER thought that a 
unilateral declaration by this country in favour of 
Greece and Turkey would make it easier to defend 
acquiescence in what had happened in Albania. A sharp 
distinction could be drawn between Albania, on the one 
hand, where Italian interests had long been recognised, 
and Greece and Turkey on the other hand. 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said that 
popular opinion, although, no doubt, not well instructed, 
would certainly take the view that the Anglo-Italian 
Agreement was now almost valueless. He thought this 
point of view could perhaps be met by saying that the action 
which Italy had taken was a great shock to us, but that 
the question whether the Agreement- still had any validity 
depended upon whether Italy removed her troops from Spain,-

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS agreed 
that public opinion would take a strong line on this 
matter, but he was nevertheless most anxious that the 
Agreement should not be denounced, and that we should not 
appear to distrust the assurances that Signor Mussolini 
had given us over Spain. 

In this connection THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF 
EDUCATION and THE MINISTER OF HEALTH said that in their 
view it would be undesirable, when making the proposed 
unilateral declarations as to Greece and Turkey, to refer 
to the,clause in the Anglo-Italian Agreement dealing with 
the stat\xs quo in the Mediterranean. They thought that 
reference to the Agreement in this connection would do more 
harm than good. 



THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE thought 
that the threat of an attach by Germany on Roumania was 
the greatest danger which confronted us, We should now 
be considering what action we should take in such an event, 
and how we should prepare ourselves to meet it in con
junction with the other countries concerned. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 
logical deduction from this would be that any declaration 
regarding interference with the status quo by force would 
result in Great Britain and France declaring war on 
Germany. This compelled consideration of the condition 
of our own forces, and our defence preparations. He 
said that in the present case he would have liked to have 
seen British ships go into the Ionian Sea. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND agreed with 
the view of the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 
He thought that it was Herr Hitler1s mentality which would 
decide when the main attack would take place. If we 
were now to make a declaration as to Greece and Turkey 
there was a risk that this might induce Herr Hitler 
to strike at Yugoslavia or Roumania, the two countries. 
likely to be threatened, in regard to which no 
declaration had been made. He wondered whether it would be 
possible to avoid this by adopting an alternative 
course. He had in mind that, instead of making a formal 
declaration, the Foreign Secretary should announce 
perhaps by a statement in Parliament, the upshot of the 
conversations which he had had with the representatives 
of foreign States. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
thought that this point was worth considering. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER suggested 
-14



that the proposed declarations in regard to Turkey and 
Greece might he founded simply on our desire to 
mitigate the state of unrest in the Mediterranean, 
Such action would he in keeping with our position as a 
Mediterranean Power. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he doubted whether 
the Cabinet could carry the discussion any further that 
day. He suggested that the Foreign Policy Committee 
should meet and discuss the two main points which had 
arisen that morning, namely:

(1) What steps should be taken to 
reassure the Mediterranean countries 
as to their position. 

(2) What steps should be taken to secure 
the position against further aggression 
by Germany0 

In regard to the second point, it was clear that 
it was unlikely that we could prevent Roumania being 
over-run if attacked. We could, however, make it 
clear that if she was attacked we should declare war on 
Germany and. that might act as a deterrent. We had, 
however, always contemplated that any assistance from us 
to Roumania should be dependent upon action by Poland, 
which would ensure a war on two fronts. It was a 
little difficult to see how we could take any effective 
action without Poland's help. He suggested, and the 
Cabinet agreed, that the Foreign Policy Committee 
should be asked to consider the matter and report to a 
further Meeting of the Cabinet. 

In reply to a question, the Prime Minister 
explained that he did not intend that the discussion 
by the Foreign Policy Committee should be rigidly 
limited to the two points which he had summarised above. 



There was no objection to the Foreign Policy Committee 
considering the position of Hungary or Denmark. 

The Cabinet agreed to the course proposed by 
the Prime Minister, and a Meeting of the Foreign 
Policy Committee was arranged to be held at 4 p.m. 
that day. 



2. THE JJIJ5XS.IER FOR CJO-QRDUSUTID1T SF-DEEEITOE 
-^xplaiJied -that he had presided. the previous afternoon., 
over a -meeting attended-by "the Foreign- Secretary and 
himself, and the three Chiefs of Staff or their Deputies^ 
The main-point at issue had been to ensure that-we 
should.not he caught unawares in.the Mediterranean,. .,JJe
explained in detail the position of the Mediterranean 
Fleet-, which was, at present, - somewhat, scattered.., -ami, 
said that,, with the approval of the First Lord, orders 
had been sent to the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean), 
giving him a general appreciation of the situatioJX-anxi 
ordering him to concentrate units of the Fleet,,other 
than those now at Malta, at an appropriate rendezvous 
to the south of that Island. 

Three questions were-now outstanding in regard 
to the Fleet. 

(a) Whether ships at present at. Malta.-should 
leave the island -and- join the rest of the Fleet at 
their--r endezvous. 

(b) Whether two cruisers and a division of 
destroyers, which were earmarked for the defence of. the 
Suez. Canal,, should leave Malta .for.. Alexandria. 

(c) Whether the French should be -in£oj?iaed̂ of--the' 
action we proposed to take in regard to the Fleet. 

In. discussion, it was explained that, to remove 
from Malta the ships at present in harbour there or to 
concentrate the Fleet at Malta before the pre-arranged 
date would be likely to give rise to some comment. On 
the., other hand, it was not thought-that the - despatch of 
two cruisers and a few destroyers towards the..middle of 
the. week, for the defence of the Canal would give rise . 
to any comment. 



-after some discussion the Cabinet agreed -
To authorise the Prime Minister 
and the Foreign Secretary, in 
consultation with the Minister 
for Co-ordination of Defence and 
the First Lord of the Admiralty, 
to settle the further movements 
of the Mediterranean Fleet." 

oops in Egypt THE SECRETARY OF ST^TS FOR VA-R said that three 
j Palestine

days ago he had given instructions that a plan should 
be prepared for the return from Palestine of the units 
normally located in Egypt which had been lent to 
Palestine. The General Staff were convinced that the 
military risk in Egypt was far greater than in 
Palestine. They were anxious for the immediate return 
to Egypt of the units on loan to Palestine, which 
comprised one armoured car regiment, one batterjr of 
artillery and two battalions of infantry. The General 
Staff -also-wislv9d...ths. Middle Sast and Reserve Brigade 
to move from Palestine to Egypt, but he thought -fciiat a 
decision on this point might be postponed. 

TEE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS (in 
the absence of the Secretary of State for the Colonies) 
said that the High C o a n i s s i o n e r and the General Officer 
Commanding, who had been consulted by telegram, both 
agreed in thinking that the present was a most 
inopportune moment to move these troops. They pointed 

3 6 NOTE. 
At a Meeting held later in the afternoon it was 

decided - ^ wn

(a) That the Mediterranean Fleet should/rendezvous 
at Malta. 

(b) That two Cruisers and a division of Destroyers 
should leave Malta for Alexandria: 

(c) That the French should be informed, through, 
the Naval AttachS, of our Fleet movements in 
the Mediterranean, and that an appropriate 
message should be sent to quieten the 
apprehensions which the French Government 
appeared to entertain in regard to suggestions 
that we intended to send a Fleet to the 
Far East. 



out that it would, he most inopportune that this movement 
should talce place just before the declaration of Govern
ment policy was due to be made, 

THE MINISTER FOE CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
emphasised that the Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
was satisfied that if the troops were withdrawn he 
could hold the position in Palestine without any serious 
risk. The position in Egypt, however, was insecure until 
the troops returned. 

In the course of further discussion, the PRiME 
MINISTER pointed out that one alternative to accelerating 
the announcement of the Governments policy would be to 
delay it, a course which he understood had been advocated 
by the Chiefs of Staff, 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that if we could 
believe the assurances given to us, the position to-day 
was a good deal easier and it might therefore be argued 
that the Colonial Office view should be deferred to. 
Against this, however, must be set the public anxiety 
in Egypt and the strong French feeling that our position 
in Egypt was we alia On balance, therefore, he was in 
favour of the immediate return to Egypt of the troops 
loaned, to Palestine? viz. two infantry battalions, one 
Armoured car regiment, one battery of artillery. 

THE PRIME MINISTER concurred with this view. 
THE CABINET agreed -

That orders should be issued for the 
immediate return to Egypt of the 
troops loaned from Egypt to Palestine 
as set out above. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR ,/AR said that,, 
in view of information which had been received from 
our Consul at Benghazi as to the concentration of 
Italian troops in Tripoli, the General Officer Commanding 
in Egvpt wished to move certain troops to Ivlersa Matruh, 

No decision on this point was reached by the 
Cabinet, but in a discussion between the Prime Minister, 
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the 
Secretary of State for War after the Meeting, the 
Secretary of State for War was authorised to issue 
instructions to the effect that the troops in question 
should be in readiness to move, but should not move 
until further orders were issuedc 

i Air It was explained that of the three Royal Air 
i Force Squadrons now in Palestine one was part of the 

ordinary Egyptian force and two were designated for 
Egypt as part of the plan for the defence of that 
country* It was explained, however, that these 
squadrons could move at short notice, and it was agreed 
that there was no need for further discussions to take 
place with the Authorities in Palestine on this matter 
at the present time0 



PALESTINE. 
jinnou nee merit 
of P o l i c y 
in regard, to. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 18(39j, 
Conclusion 6.). 

p.r.i\ (34)10. 

3. Arising out of the discussion on the 
previous conclusions as to the return to Egypt 
Of the troops loaned to Palestine, THE SECRETARY 
OP STATE POR DOMINION AFFAIRS asked what action 
should he taken in regard to the suggestion that 
the announcement of Government policy in regard to 
Palestine might he postponed. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the High 
Commissioner in Palestine should he informed that, 
if he thought that, in view of all the circumstances, 
including the recall of the troops now on loan from 
Egypt, it was desirable that the Government should 
postpone an announcement of their policy in regard to 
Palestine, the Government were ready to consider 
such a suggestion. 

-2t/..



jjj&lFESS TO 
\ x j r SUDDEN 
R ATTACK. rI
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Conclusion 3;. 

4. THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had given 
further consideration to the position of this country
to meet the threat of sudden air attack. It v/as 
clear that we were not in a position to meet such 
an attack until IS hours had elapsed after the 
declaration of an emergency. There was the further 
point that, while our Fighter Aircraft were ready to 
take the air at any time if an emergency were to 
arise, there would he no searchlights to assist them, 
with the result that the Fighters could not operate 
effectively at night. Nevertheless, it was at night 
that a surprise attack would he most likely to take 
place. This position was most unsatisfactory, and he 
thought that the Secretary of State for War should he 
asked to investigate some alternative method of 
ensuring that at any rate the searchlights could he 
manned every night. No doubt the obvious way to deal 
with this matter would be to entrust a considerable part 
of our A. A. defence to Regular Troops. It was clear, 
however, it would take a long time to enlist and train 
Regular Troops. He thought, therefore, that immediate 
steps should be taken to see whether the matter could 
not be dealt with by some interim ad hoc arrangement. 
He was not satisfied that the possibilities of voluntary 
service on the part of Territorials had been exhausted, 
and he would be glad if the Secretary of State for War 
would be good enough to examine the whole matter. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR explained the 
legal position and said that, "while he could, of course, 
invite Territorial Officers and men to undertake special 
duty, there was no certainty that he could secure the 
requisite response or the requisite number of. 
specialists. Further, most Territorials could not 



combine their civil vocations with the type of duty now 
proposed. Nevertheless, in spite of these difficulties, 
and although it would make the matter very difficult to 
deal with on a satisfactory basis, he would undertake to 
examine the matter again, and he would do his best to 
meet the Prime Minister1s views. 

In the course of discussion, THE MINISTER FOR 
CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE referred to the possibility 
that caretakers or retired personnel might be employed to, 
stand by the searchlights during the day, and it was 
suggested that one useful method of procedure would be 
for the matter to be discussed with the Territorial 
CoiTimanders in order that it might be explored on the 
basis of what could be done in particular units. 

THE CABINET agreed -
To invite the Secretary of State for War 
to consider what arrangements could be 
made so as to ensure the continuous 
manning of a proportion at least of the 
searchlights of the A.D.G-.B. (and, if 
possible, also a proportion of the guns) 
during, say, the next three to six months, 
as an interim arrangement. 



ASLIAMBNT. 
eoall of.' 
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'eference: 
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5. THE PRIME MINISTER reported that he had 
received a request on Saturday, 8th April, from the 
Leader of the Labour Opposition, asking that Parliament 
should be summoned at the earliest opportunity. If 
Parliament was recalled, there would no doubt be 
a good deal of hard speaking about the Dictators, which 
was unlikely to make the international situation any 
easier. At the same time it was difficult to refuse 
the request that Parliament should be recalled before 
the date arranged, namely Tuesday, 18th April/ and be 
given the best information which the Government had 
at their disposal and an opportunity to discuss the 
matter. 

General agreement was expressed with this view. 

A discussion then took place as to the date on 
which Parliament should be recalled; the alternatives 
being Wednesday, 12th, Thursday, 13th, and Monday, 
17th April. If Parliament was recalled on Wednesday, 
12th, there was a likelihood that the debate would last 
at least two days. While there would be advantages 
in deferring the summons of Parliament until Monday, 
17th, it was felt that, if justification existed f o r 

the earlier recall of Parliament, the recalling one 
day earlier would not really meet the situation. 
General preference was therefore expressed for the 
recalling of Parliament on Thursday, 13th April. 

THE CABINET agreed 
to authorise the Prime Minister to 
settle the date for the recall of 
Parliament in consultation with the 
Leader of the Labour Opposition, in 
the light of the above discussion. 
fNOTE. It was later arranged that 

Parliament should meet on Thursday, 
13 th AprilJ7. 



i 0 CABINET: 6, THE PEIME MINISTER said, that he thought that 
Kext Meeting. 
(previous it would he convenient to hold another meeting of 
Reference: 
Cabinet 18(39) the Cabinet before Parliament reassembled, on the 
Conclusion l ) . 

assumption that Parliament would reassemble on 
Thursday, 13th April, at 2.45 p.m. and he therefore 
proposed that a meeting of the Cabinet should be held 
on Thursday, 13th April at 11 a.m. This would give 
time for the Foreign Policy Committee to study the 
matters referred to them. 

THE CABINET agreed to this course. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1., 
10th April, 1939. 
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1. THE PRIME MINISTER referred to an article 
which had appeared in the "News Chronicle" on 
Wednesday, 12th April, to the effect that he (the 
Prime Minister) had received assurances from Signor 
Mussolini, through a very private source and was now 
contemplating some new Mediterranean agreement, to which 
Italy would be a party. On the strength of this 
supposed message the "News Chronicle" had concocted 
a leading article which contained a bitter attack on 
the Government. 

Fifeom enquiries the Prime Minister had 
ascertained that the Press Officer of the Foreign Office 
had been aware of this rumour, and had assured the 
Press, both on the authority.of the Foreign Office and 
of the Prime Minister, that there was no truth in it. 
The Correspondent of the "News Chronicle" had, however, 
maintained that he had obtained this information from a 
Cabinet Minister and had insisted on publishing it. 

The Prime Minister said that he had sent for the 
Chairman of the "News Chronicle" and had protested in 
the strongest possible terms as to the attitude which 
his paper had adopted in this matter. The Chairman had given 
an apology. An article in that morning's "News Chronicle" 
however stated that "reports of such a commvnication 
have received very wide circulation in the past two days , 
in well informed pro-Government as well as in opposition 
newspapers" and that "reports of this kind are not given 
publicly in reputable newspapers unless received from 
authoritative and well informed sources". He had 
looked through a number of these papers, but had found in 
them no reference to this rumour. 

The Prime Minister said that he, of course, 

did not attach any credence to the report that this false 
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false rumour had been communicated to a newspaper 
correspondent by a member of the Cabinet. He 
understood, however, that it was a matter of some 

I 
complaint on the part of certain newspapers that three 

is 
correspondents (whom he named) frequently had 
conversations with members of the Government. 

The prime Minister asked his colleagues to 
abstain from talking to these correspondents, 
thereby perhaps giving rise to the impression that these 
particular correspondents received information that was 
not made available to representatives of other newspapers, 

A suggestion was made that the Prime Minister 
might find it desirable to include in his speech in the 
House of Commons that afternoon a denial of the rumours 
published by the "News Chronicle". It was generally 
felt, however, that the wisest course would be to make no 
reference, to the action of a particular newspaper in a 
speech which would attract attention throughout the world. 

In the course of discussion, mention was made 
of the fact that the British Broadcasting Corporation 
had also published this rumour of a personal message to 
the Prime Minister from Signor Mussolini, and, further, 
that the News Bulletins of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation frequently contained allusions and extracts 
from the views given by certain newspapers& In these 
respects the British Broadcasting Corporation News 
Bulletins seemed to be departing from a standard of 
objectivity. 

The Cabinet took note of the Prime 
Minister's request. 



2. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS reminded his colleagues that the 
Cabinet on Monday last, 10th April, had 
empowered the Foreign Policy Committee to examine 
the international position on lines generally 
approved by the Cabinet. The Foreign Policy 
Committee had begun by examining the position 
of Greece, and had reached the conclusion that 
the Statement to be made in Parliament that day 
should include a special reference to our 
interests in that country,, 

The Foreign Policy Committee had also 
reached the conclusion that, whilst Greece was 
the more immediate issue, it was also necessary 
that we should take into account the position in 
regard to Roumania, which was, in essentials, 
part of the same problem. In regard to both 
Roumania and Greece the attitude of Turkey was 
regarded by the Committee as being of great 
importance. The Foreign Policy Committee had 
therefore authorised the despatch of two 
telegrams to our Ambassador at Angora, the first 
dealing with the position of Greece, and the 
second with the wider question of ensuring 
Turkish support for our efforts to create a 
Balkan bloc in support of Roumania. 



The Foreign Secretary then read out to 
the Cabinet telegrams Nos. 92 and 98 to Angora. 
(Copies of these telegrams are on record in the 
Secretary's standard file of Conclusions.) The 
first of these two telegrams embodied the proposed 
declaration in regard to Greece, which had been 
circulated to the Cabinet as C P . 81 (39), 

The reply (telegram No  119) of the e

Turkish Government to the former telegram had 
just been received, and was to the effect that 
the Turkish Government was not prepared to 
commit themselves to a public statement as 
desired without the consent of the Chamber and 
without some more definite guarantee of their 
own security. 

The Foreign Secretary explained that 
this reply had been despatched before the Turkish 
Government had received our telegram No. 98, in 
which we proposed that the British and Turkish 
Governments should enter into a reciprocal 
obligation to come to the help of each other 
in the event of either Power being involved in 
a war with Italy. He thought that this telegram 
would set at rest the Turkish Governments, 
doubts, but in the meantime it would be necessary 
to refer in somewhat general terms to the 
attitude of the Turkish Government, in the 
Statements to be made in Parliament that 
afternoon. 



Boumania. The Foreign Secretary said that the most 
difficult point was perhaps the attitude of the 
French Government in this matter. They had 
agreed without hesitation to the policy which we 
proposed to adopt in regard to the Greek 
Government  but at 8.0 p.m* on the previous night s

they had telegraphed to the effect that they 
wished to extend the unconditional guarantee 
to Roumania and proposed to make an announcement 
to this effect on that day. The Foreign Secretary 
said that he had seen IvI. Corbin and told him that 
he thought the French plan was a mistaken one5 

since it destroyed the leverage which3 as "the result 
of our pledges to Poland and Turkey2 we hope to be 
able to use to bring those two Powers into a wider 
arrangement. 

The Foreign Secretary pointed out that 
it was impossible for us to prevent the French 
from making such a declaration but if they made 
it and we did not act with them.; then all the 
evils of divergence between France and Great 
Britain^ including of course the suspicion that 
we and the French are not in line9 v/ould result. 
The French Government appeared to attach the 
greatest importance to this matter;, and to take 
the view that if Roumania was left out of the. 
proposed arrangements3 German pressure would at 
once be exerted against that country. After 
speaking to the Prime Minister he had again spoken 
to M, Corbin and sent a telegram (No.150) to Paris. 
He v/as afraidj however, that the indications were 
that the French Government v/ould adhere to their 
intention to make this declaration. 



In reply to the Home SecretarySy/ the 
Foreign Secretary said that he thought if both we 
and the French now made the proposed declaration 
in regard to Roumania2 there was some likelihood 
that Turkey would not give any undertaking to come 
to Rournania's assistance. 

THE PRIME MINISTER concurred in this view., 
and was afraid that the proposed- declaration might 
stiffen up the attitude of Roumania in regard to 
possible concessions in the Dobrudja to placate 
Bulgaria. 

The Prime Minister added that he had seen 
Mr. Churchill the previous day and had explained 
to him the situation,, and the lines on which the 
Government were acting. Mr. Churchill had been 
in complete agreement with the Governments plans 

which he described as hopeful. But he felt 
strongly that Bulgaria had been badly treated^, and 
it was important that Roumania should set her house 
in order and make a concession to Bulgaria before 
Roumania received a guarantee from France and 
Great Britain. He had felt  however3 that even s

if we could not obtain the assistance of Turkey and 
Poland in this matter,, it might be necessary that 
this country- in co-operation with France? should 
give a guarantee to Houmania. 

The Prime Minister said that he had seen 
Mr. Attlee on the previous day and had had a 
satisfactory interview with him. He had also 
seen him again that day with Mr. Dalton. The 



Attitude of
Poland. 

Attitude of
Russia. 

Leaders of the Labour Opposition had pressed that 
the Prime Minister should make some statement in 
his speech about the position of Roumanian although 
they did not urge that we should give Roumania 
the same pledge as we were giving to Greece. 
Nevertheless3 they attached importance to some 
statement being made which would not leave a gap 
in our defences. 

(It was decided to defer discussion 
pending further news of the French 
Governments attitude. ) 

 THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS said that he had had a long talk with the 
Polish Ambassador on the previous day^ and a 
telegram had also been despatched to Warsaw two 
days ago to instruct our Ambassador to inform 
Colonel Beck that we were anxiously awaiting the 
news of the negotiations with Roumania. Judging 
from news which, he had had from France,, Colonel Beck 
had not as yet-3 however^ made any approach to 
Roumania on this matter. No information had yet 
been received from the Polish Government as to 
their attitude in the event of the various 
contingencies which might give rise to a war 
starting in the West. 

 The Foreign Secretary had had half an 
hour's talk with M. Maisky0 and had done his best 
to assure him that the difficulties in regard to 
co-operation with Russia^, of which they were 
both aware? were no fault of the British Government. 
He (the Foreign Secretary) had been wondering whether 
it would be worth while to speak very frankly to 
M.. Maisky on the following lines:



Attitude of
Germany. 

He would point out that the British Government 
were giving concrete pledges of support to various 
countries in the event of aggression. He would go 
on to suggest that if the Russian Government wished 
to be helpful, they should stop talking in general 
termsP and should say openly that they recognised 
that certain difficulties existed between them and 
other Powers  but they had often, expressed their y

willingness to give help in case of aggression, and 
that they would now declare formally that if any 
particular State against which an act of aggression 
was committed desired their help9 they would do 
their best to give it. He found it difficult to see 
on what grounds Russia could refuse to make a statement 
on these lines. 

During discussion., the view was expressed that 
Russia's reply to such an approach might be to say 
that she had already made declarations in these terms. 
It was also suggested that it might be desirable to 
make a special approach to M. Litvinoff in this matter 
in order to secure his interest. 

 In reply to questions, THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that no very definite 
information had recently been received as to 
Germany's attitude  although there was the usual s

crop of rumours. It did not5 however, appear that 
anything immediate was likely to take place. The 
Polish Government thought that there was no likelihood 
of any immediate German action. Herr Hitler's 
fiftieth birthday fell on the 20th April and was to 
be celebrated with considerable festivity. It 
appeared likely that Signor Mussolini had invaded 
Albania largely on his own motion and without much 
consultation with Germany. 



j t t i t u d e of I r e e o e . 

lbania and Ihe Anglo-Italian 
greement. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 
official notification had heen received from Germany 
that the three Deutschlands, a number of cruisers and 
a flotilla of destroyers and submarines and lesser vessels 
were to leave Germany on the 18th April for exercises 
in Spanish Waters lasting about four weeks. This 
appeared to be definite evidence of a detente. 

THE PRILiE MINISTER read out telegrams 129,130 
and 131 from our Ambassador at Athens. 

The main effect of these telegrams was that 
the Greek Government were showing signs of uneasiness 
at our proposed guarantee and were anxious that the 
impression should not be created that the declaration 
had' been given as a result of previous agreement with 
the Greek Government, 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that the vital 
words in the clause in the Anglo-Italian Agreement 
relating to the status quo in the Mediterranean were 

"Disclaim any desire to modify or, so 
far as they are concerned, to see modified 
the status QUO as regards national 
sovereignty of territories in the 
Mediterranean area". 

The offer by the Albanian Assembly of the 
Albanian Crown to the King of Italy could hardly have 
been made at a more inconvenient moment. It would, 
of course, be represented as a free and voluntary act 
on the part of the Albanian people. It would be 
argued that Albanian soverignty was not impaired, and 
that Albania v/ould remain a separate entity notwithstanding 
the union of the esown of the two countries in one 
sovereign. He could not believe, however, that any of 



these arguments could carry any weight with public opinion in 
this country. The offer of the crown to the King of Italy 
would greatly aggravate public opinion and encourage those who 
were pressing for the denunciation of the Anglo-Italian 
Agreement. He thought that nothing was to be gained by 
attempting to minimise the force of the view that Italy had 
broken that Agreement. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that, in view of the offer of the 
crown to the King of Italy, it was no longer possible to take 
the line that we should suspend judgment until we saw what the 
future status of Albania v/as to be, 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OF TRADE said that he thought 
that nothing was to be gained by attempting to show with purely 
legalistic arguments that the Agreement had not been broken. It 
was clear that the Italian invasion of Albania was entirely 
contrary to the provision of the Agreement to which the Foreign 
Secretary had referred. He thought that, from a Parliamentary 
point of view, the most hopeful way of ensuring the maintenance 
of the Agreement was to admit openly that, in our view, this 
action which Italy had taken was a breach of the Agreement. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he proposed in his speech 
that afternoon to say, in effect, that we must await the Italian 
reply to the offer of the Albanian crown, but that the 
acceptance of this offer would not, in our view, be consistent 
with the Anglo-Italian Agreement. This was tantamount to 
saying that we should be fully justified in denouncing the 
Agreement, but that we did not propose to do so. He thought 
that the Labour Party were unlikely to try to force the 
Government to denounce the Agreement. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said that 
we stood to gain many advantages from the Agreement and, 
although we might as a result of the invasion of Albania have 
lost one of these advantages, it would be a pity to sacrifice 
all the rest. 



In the course of discussion, the attitude 
which the Prime Minister proposed to take in regard 
to this matter was approved by the Cabinet. 

Withdrawal In reply to a question by the Secretary 
of Italian 
Troops of State for India, the PRIME MINISTER said that he 
from Spain. 

proposed to refer in his speech to the assurances 
which Signor Mussolini had given in regard to the 
withdrawal of Italian troops from Spain. The Italian 
Government had now given an assurance that they would 
now be withdrawn after the Victory Parade in Madrid 
on the 2nd May, and that the withdrawal should 
include pilots and aeroplanes. 

In the course of discussion it was pointed 
out that at first it had been stated that the troops 
would be withdrawn when the war was declared to be 
over. This had happened some time ago, and the date 
of withdrawal had now been postponed until after the 
Victory Parade, the date of which had also been 
postponed. It was also pointed out that it was 
unnecessary to retain all the troops in Spain to 
take part in the Parade. It was-felt, however, that 
there was no action which we could usefully take 
to secure the withdrawal of Italian troops beyond 
taking note of the assurances given and seeing what 
we could do to ensure their fulfilment. 

The Prime Minister said that he proposed to 
state in the House of Commons that afternoon that His 
Majesty's Government took due note of the recent 
assurances which the Italian Government had given 
in regard to the withdrawal of the Italian troops 
from Spain, which conformed to those previously given. 
He proposed to make it clear that we regarded the 



withdrawal of the Italian troops frora Spain as a 
vital element in the Anglo-Italian Agreement, and that 
we looked forward to its early fulfilment. 

It was generally agreed that the action of 
the Italian Government over Spain would constitute 
the ultimate test of whether they intended to abide 
by the terms of the Agreement. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR mentioned 
that the Italian Blilitary Attache had been to the 
War Office during the last 24 hours asking for 
information under the terms of the Anglo-Italian 
Agreement as to the movement of troops in Egypt. 
The information had been given* It had been pointed 
out that no information had been given to us, as it 
should have been under the terms of the Agreement, 
as to the movement of Italian troops to Albania, 

In reply to a question, the SECRETARY OF 
STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that a telegram had beer 
received to the effect that the German troops would 
shortly be withdrawn from Spain. 

Roumania. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that a telegram had now been received from 
Sir Eric Phipps reporting the results of the 
representations which he had made to the French 
Government in regard to the proposed guarantee to 
Roumania (Telegram No. 164 from Paris). The French 
Government took the view that Turkey would only 
guarantee Roumania if Great Britain and France did 
likewise, and they feared that unless a guarantee 
was given, Germany might deliver an ultimatum 
to Roumania within a few hours. 

In discussion the SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 
DOMINION AFFAIRS said that if France was determined 
to make this declaration we could not stop her, and, 
further, it was clear that if, as a result of France 
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making this declaration, she hecame involved in a war, 
we should have to join in with her. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
said that, while this declaration would result In 
depriving us of one of the-leverages which we had 
intended to use in building up a Balkan bloc, the loss 
was not perhaps quite sc serious as might appear. We 
still possessed this further leverage, namely, that 
even if we gave a guarantee to Roumania, we should 
not be able to afford her any effective military 
help unless the Balkan Powers combined to make a 
bloc: in other words, there would still be a 
great incentive to the Balkan Powers to make an 
effective combination, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he had always hoped that we should not 
find ourselves in the position in which we were 
now placed. At the same time he had never had 
much doubt as to what our attitude should be if. we 
should find ourselves in this position, namely, 
that we should have to act with the French. His 
reasons were as follows, First,, that if France 
insisted on making this Aaiulai iuiy and Roumania 
was attacked, v/e should in any case be involved. 
Secondly, that he did not anticipate that we should 
get much satisfaction out of Poland on the lines 
of the direct approach which was to be made by 
Poland to Roumania, Nevertheless, if a war started 
and Roumania and both we and the French joined in, 
he would expect Poland would do likewise; and the 
same, he thought, was true of Turkey. Thirdly, if 



our general diagnosis was correct and any further 
attempt at expansion by Germany or Italy meant an 
attempt at European domination, then we must reckon 
that Roumanian wheat and oil would be of great value 
to Germany. If we were to go to war, it was better 
to do so before Germany gained these great advantages 
and before there was any loss of moral in the Balkans 
or in the United States. Fifthly, he stressed the 
danger of any open divergence with the French. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had been 
anxious to delay giving the proposed assurance to 
Roumania for the reasons which had been given. The 
attempt, however, to delay matters until these, 
negotiations could be carried through had failed. He 
was satisfied that we could not afford to differ 
publicly from the French at this stage. He proposed, 
therefore, that we should join with the French in 
giving the suggested declaration to Roumania. He 
proposed, however, that we should do so with a slight 
difference. The suggested French declaration stated 
that the French Government had given to Roumania a 
specific assurance. We had given no such assurance 
to Roumania, and, further, Greece had asked us not to 
let it appear that she had asked for an assurance 
from us. He proposed, therefore, that the assurances 
to be given to both Greece and Roumania by His 
Majesty's Government should be in a unilateral form; 
that is to say, that we should announce to the'world 
that if aggression took place against either of these 
two countries, and they resisted, we should come to 
their aid. 

This course was agreed to. 
- 14 



In the course of further discussion, the 
PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE asked whether it would 
he possible to make it clear, in regard to Roumania, 
that the Prench and not ourselves had taken the 
initiative. This might be of assistance in rebutting 
the attempt which was now being made in Germany to 
represent us as the protagonists of a policy of 
encirclement. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE DUCHY OP LANCASTER 
thought that the French might be actuated by the motive 
that, this country having taken the initiative in the 
proposed guarantees to Poland and Greece, M. Daladier's 
supporters thought it was time that France took the 
initiative and made a Statement in which this country 
concurred. 

The Cabinet agreed 
(l) To approve the line which the Prime-

Minister proposed to take in his 
speech that afternoon, both generally, 
and in particular, in regard to the 
Italian invasion of Albania, and its 
effect on the Anglo-Italian Agreement; 

(2) To approve the proposal that His 
Majesty's Government should make a 
unilateral declaration on the lines indicated 
in C P . 81 (39) that if aggression took 
place against Greece or Roumania and these 
countries resisted, we should come to.theiraid;i 

(3) To approve the negotiation of a 
reciprocal undertaking between 
Great Britain and Turkey to come 
to the help of each other in the 
event of either Power being involved 
in war with Italy.. 



INSURANCE OF
BRITISH SHIPPING 
IN TIME OF WAR.
(Previous
Reference: 
Cabinet 4
( 3 9 ) , Con
elusion 10.;

 3. THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE 

 referred to the Conclusion noted in the margin^ 
 when the Cabinet had authorised him to inform the 

 War Risks Association that in the event of an 

 emergency breaking out after the 20th February,, 1939, 
the Government would give effect to the arrangements 
in the new draft Agreement. 

On the previous Tuesday the Marine Insurance 
market had been in a very unstable condition and 
there was serious risk that the result would be to 
stop the flow of commodities to this country. 
After speaking to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,, 
who had consulted the Prime Minister, he had 
informed the Marine Insurance interests that the 
Government Emergency Scheme would be put into 
operation. 

The President of the Board of Trade said 
that he proposed to announce in the House of 
Commons that afternoon that in advance of 
legislative sanction he proposed that the 
provisional scheme for the reinsurance of the 
market as regards King's Enemy Risks on Cargoes 
to or from the United Kingdom would be brought 
into force at once. In reply to the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, he said that while it woulda 

no doubt5, be desirable to introduce legislation 
as soon as possible;,, it v/as important that such 
legislation should be dealt with as part of the 
general scheme for War Risks Insurance. 



MEMORIAL
SSRVICE TO 
rjtgjj LATE PRIME
MINISTER OF 

 4. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION 

 AFFAIRS said that a Memorial Service to the late 

AUSTRALIA. Prime Minister of Australia would he held in 
Westminster Cathedral at 12 Noon on Monday, 
17th April. On previous occasions, a considerable 
number of members of the Cabinet had attended 
Memorial Services of this nature. The Secretary 
of State therefore hoped that a number of his 
colleagues would be able to attend the Service. 

The Cabinet took note of 
this statement. 

Richmond Terrace, S*W.l. 
13th April, 1939. 
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 SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. 
Cypher'telegram to Sir H. Knatchbull-Hugessen, (Angora). 

Foreign Office. 11th April, 1959. 8.10.p.m.-
No. 92. 

oOo -
MOST IMMEDIATE. 

1. Please seek urgent interview with Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and speak to him on following lines:

2. His Majesty'& Government have been, as His 
Excellency will be aware, much concerned with reports that 
the Italian Government have been contemplating an attack on 
Corfu. His Majesty's Government accordingly informed the 
Italian Government that any such action would be a matter of 
the gravest concern to them (as His Majesty's Government had 
ascertained it would also be to France) and they have since 
received.the most formal assurances from the Italian Government 
that no such action is, or ever was, in contemplation. 

5. His Majesty's Government have taken note of these 
assurances and propose to refer to them in Parliament on 
April 15th. 

4. Nevertheless His Majesty's Government think it is 
necessary to give a more definite assurance against Italian 
aggression to the Greek Government. 

5. As His Majesty's Government understand the present 
treaty relations between Turkey and Greece, the former is 
under no obligation to come to the aid of the latter except in 
the event of aggression by a Balkan Power. - If His Majesty's 
Government and the French Government were to give to the 
Greek Government a specific assurance as suggested In 

paragraph 4 



Hi 
paragraph 4 His Majesty's Government would be glad to know 
whether the Turkish Government would extend their existing 
obligations to Greece so that Greece might be assured of 
full Turkish assistance in the event of any Italian threat 
to Greek independence. 

6. If the Prench Government agree, statement on 
April 15th might include declaration in following form:

"His Majesty's Government attach the greatest importance 
to the avoidance of disturbance by force or threat of force 
of the Mediterranean status quo. The events of the last 
few days have given rise to special anxieties as to the 
situation of Greece, and His Majesty1s Government have 
accordingly given to that country a specific assurance that 
in the event of action being taken which clearly threatened 
the independence of Greece and which the Greek Government 
accordingly considered it vital to resist with their national 
forces, His Majesty's Government would feel themselves bound 
at once to lend the Greek Government all support in their 
power. I am happy to state that the French Government are 
taking a similar attitude." 

7. We should be glad if Turkish Government coould give 
a reply to enquiry in paragraph 5 above to reach us before 
Thursday midday, as if the Turkish reply is favourable, His 
Majesty's Government would wish to announce the fact in 
their declaration by adding following: 

"His Majesty's Government have consulted the Turkish 
Government v/ho have intimated that they concur and are 
prepared to adopt the same attitudef" 

8, For your own personal information. If the French 
Government agree, we shall in all probability announce the 

above.... 



above undertaking to Greece in Parliament on April 13th, even 
though assurance of Turkish co-operation has not been received, 
but I am most anxious to secure such an assurance before then 
if it can possibly be obtained. 

Above only deals with'immediate question of possible menaoe 
to Greece. I shall be addressing you further telegram on wider 
question of co-operation between Turkish Government and His 
Majesty's Government in regard to Roumania and the Mediterranean. 

Repeated to Paris No. 143, Athens No. 107, Warsaw No. 89, 
Sofia No. 54, Bucharest No. 103 and Belgrade No. 87. 
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S P E C I A L  D I S T R I B U T I O N . 

SPECIAL d i s t r i b u t i o n . 

Cypher telegram to Sir H. Knatchbull-Hugessen (Angora) 
Foreign Office, 12th April 1959. 6.50 p.m. 

No.98. 
000000000000000000000 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 
In my telegram No.92 [of 11th April] I have set forth the 

lines of the approach to be made to the Turkish Government in order 
to deal with the immediate menace to Greece arising out of the 
Italian action in Albania. 
2. We must however fear that the present Italian action in 

Albania may only be one step in a wider movement for the achievement 
of the expansionist aims of the Axis Powers, who, it is presumed, 
are acting in collusion. We cannot foresee where the next point of 
attack will be; but whenever and wherever it is made (Greece or 
Roumania or Poland or Western Europe) the ultimate aim will be 
joint domination of Europe by Germany and Italy. Whichever of these 
two Powers it is that launches the attack, it is almost certain 
that the other will be involved. This means that the next act of 
aggression by either of the Axis Powers whatever may be the point of 
attack is likely to involve directly or indirectly all the Powers 
bordering on"the Mediterranean. 
5. It must be evident that if in such a war, however it arises, 

the Western Powers did not emerge completely victorious, the result 
must be complete domination of the remaining States of Europe- by 
Germany and Italy. If this result is to be averted, it is essential, 
m the interests of all, that the strongest possible barrier by the 
greatest number of States should be jointly opposedto aggressive 
action on their part. 



. -, . . - i ... 2. 
4. With this object in view, His Majesty's Government are 

prepared in principle to come to the help of Turkey in the event 
of any threat by Italy, direct or indirect, to the independence 
of Turkey in the- Mediterranean area which is actively resisted 
by the Turkish Government, provided that the Turkish Government 
are prepared for their part to come to the help of His Majesty's 
Government in the event of His Majesty1s Government being in
volved in a war with Italy, The precise circumstances in which 
the proposed reciprocal obligation would operate would of course 
have to be worked out in consultation^ 

5. You will be aware from my telegram Intel No. 3 [of March 30th] 
of the nature of the approach which His Majesty's Government and 
the French Government have recently made to the Polish and 
Roumanian Governments with a view to meeting the German menace. 
Among the suggestions made to the Polish Government was a proposal 
for common action by. Poland with Great Britain and France in 
defence of Roumania in the event of any threat by Germany, direct 
or indirect, to the independence of Roumania which was actively 
resisted by the Roumanian Government. You will also have seen 
from my telegrams Nos.70 and 71 [of April 7th] the conclusions 
which were reached on this matter during the recent conversations 
with the Polish Foreign Minister. The Polish Government are now, 
we believe, in communication with the Roumanian Government on this 
subject and we await their reply. We have kept the Turkish 
Ambassador informed in general terms of the above; but in case 
the situation should not be clearly understood by the Turkish 
Government you are authorised to explain the situation to them in 
strict confidence in the light of the telegrams referred to above 

This 



5. I 
m 

This situation may develop in one of two ways:
flj 

(a) that Poland will not be prepared in conjunction with the 
United Kingdom and France to guarantee Roumania against German 
aggression, 
(b) that Poland will be prepared to give such a guarantee. 
6. His Majesty's Government consider it of the first importance 

that the Turkish Government should collaborate in any project of 
common defence, and in determining what attitude they will adopt 
towards either of the foregoing alternatives they will be in
fluenced by an-y indication which the Turkish Government can give 
them as to what their (the Turkish) attitude would be towards 
either of the two developments enumerated above. 
7. It further appears to His Majesty's Government that in the * 

present situation it is most desirable to achieve the greatest 
possible degree of co-operation between the Balkan States and from 
this point of view the position and attitude of Bulgaria has a 
special importance. I shall be glad to learn from the Turkish 
Minister for Foreign Affairs his estimate of the probable attitude 
of Bulgaria in the situation which we are envisaging and whether 
in his view there are any steps which could now be taken to 
secure her co-operation or, if this is impossible, at least to 
neutralise her opposition. 
8. You should lose no time in laying the foregoing considera

tions before the Turkish Minister for Foreign. Affairs. He will 
doubtless wish to consider them in connexion with the enquiry which 
you will have made as a result of the instructions in my telegram 
No.92. I have no desire to rush His Excellency where decisions of 
such moment are involved. You may therefore indicate to him that 
while of course His Majesty's Government would be grateful to have an 
early expression, of his views on the proposals contained in the pre
sent telegram, I should not wish the consideration of these matters to 
delay the Turkish Government's reply to the more urgent question dealt 
with in my telegram No. 92. 

Repeated to Paris No.147,Warsaw No.94, Bucharest No.109,Athens 111 
Sofia No.58,Belgrade No.91, Rome No.189, Moscow No.62. 
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C A B I N E T 21 (59). 
Meeting of the Cahinet to he held at No. 10, 
Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 19th 

APRIL, 1939, at 11.0 a.m. 

AGENDA. 

1. FOREIGN APPAIRS. 
The International Situation. 
(Reference Cahinet 20 (39) Conclusion l). 

2. PALESTINE. 
(Reference Cahinet 18 (39) Conclusion 6). 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, covering draft White Paper. 

C P . 79 (39) - circulated herewith. 

3. SUPPLY ORGANISATION IN PEACE AND WAR. 
(Reference Cabinet 9 (39) Conclusion 4). 
Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence and the Chancellor of the Duchy of 
Lancaster. 

C P . 84 (39) - to be circulated. 

4. AIR RAID SHELTER POLICY. 
(Reference Cabinet 60 (38) Conclusion 22). 
Note by the Lord Privy Seal, covering Report of 
Conference presided over by Lord Hailey. 

C P . 86 (39) - to be circulated. 

5. EMERGENCY HOSPITALS ORGANISATION - (if ready). 
(Reference Cabinet 18(39) Conclusion 7). 
Report of Cabinet Committee. 

C P . 85 (39) - to be circulated. 



6. CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. 
9th Conclusions (39) of Committee of Home Affairs - to 
he circulated. 

(a) Poultry Industry Bill. 
(Reference Cabinet 30 (38) Conclusion 8, and 
Cabinet 58 (38) Conclusion 8 ) . 
Joint Memorandum by the Minister of 
Agriculture and Fisheries and the Secretary 
of State for Scotland, covering draft Bill. 

H.A. 17 (39) - circulated herewith. 
(b) Air Ministry (Heston and Kenley Aerodromes 

Extension) Bill." 
(Reference Cabinet 52 (38) Conclusion 5 and 
Appendix II.) 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 
Air, covering draft Bill. 

H.A. 18 (39) - circulated herewith. 
(c) Mining Industry (Amendment) Bill. 

(Reference Cabinet 3 (39) Conclusion 9). 
Memorandum by the president of the Board 
of Trade, covering draft Bill. 

H.A. 19 (39) - circulated herewith. 

7. PRIVATE MEMBERS' BILLS. 
(Bills on Report and Third Reading have precedence) 
For Friday, 21st April, 1939. 

(a) Public Health (Coal Mine Refuse) Bill. 
Report and Third Reading, (Mr. Lawson (La.)) 

Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinet 18 (39) Conclusion 10). 

(b) Wild Birds (Duck and Geese) Protection Bill. 
Report and Third Reading. (Colonel Sir 
Thomas'Moore (c)) House of Lords. 

Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinetv18 (39) Conclusion 11), 

(c) Access to Mountains Bill. Report and 
Third Reading. (Mr. Creech Jones (La.)) 

(Reference Cabinet 9 (39) Conclusion'10). 



For Friday, 8,8th April, 1939. 
(a) Charities (Fuel Allotments) Bill. Report 

and Third Reading. (Colonel Clarke (C)). 
Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinet 58 (38) Conclusion 15). 

(b) Adoption of Children (Regulation) Bill. 
Report and Third Reading. (Miss Horsbrugh (C)). 
Already disposed of: 
(Reference Cabinet 59 (38) Conclusion 13). 

(Signed) E.E. BRIDGES, 
Secretary to the Cabinet. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 
14th April, 1939. 
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Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 
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E.L. Burgin, M.P. , Minister 
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The Right Hon. 
Viscount Halifax, K.C , C C S  . I., 
CC.I.E. , Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs. 

The Right Hon. 
Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., 
Kr C ,M.- P.-, Secretary of State for 
Dominion Affairs. 

The Right Hon. 
Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 
Secretary of State for the 
Colonies. 

The Right Hon. 
W.S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., 
M.P., Chancellor of the Duchy 
of Lancaster. 

The Right Hon. 
L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 
Secretary of State for War. 

The Right Hon. 
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THE SUEZ 
CANAL. 
Defence of. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 15 
(39), Con
elusion 3 ,) 

1. THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
referred to the Conclusion noted in the margin, when 
he had been authorised to invite the Egyptian Govern
ment to take the necessary steps for the immediate 
mounting of certain guns near Port Said and Suez 
for the defence of the Suez Canal. He thought his 
colleagues would like to know that this work had 
now been completed. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 



HB INTER
jf AT TONAL 
SITUATION. 
T

(previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 20 
(39), Con
elusion 1.) 

Poland, 

Poland, and 
Roumania * 

The Soviet 
Union. 

F.R.ZLr (2q)l. 

2, THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
reported that the Polish Government had agreed to 
give us an assurance of- assistance in the event of 
His Majesty's Government heing involved in war with 
Germany in defence of the smaller yes tern Powers 
(Telegram No. 110 from Warsaw) , 

In reply to the Prime Minister, the Foreign Seere
tary said, he thought that this phrase included. 
Denmark, 

The Polish Government had also asked for Staff 
Conversations. This matter was under consideration 
by the Chiefs of Staff. 

The Polish and Roumanian Foreign Ministers had 
met in the train which carried the latter through 
Poland to Berlin, The Roumanian Government had. 
proposed to the Polish Government that the latter 
should bind themselves to support Roumania if that 
country were attacked by Germany (Telegram No. 114 
from Warsaw) , Colonel Beck's reaction to this 
approach was not yet known, but was unlikely to be 
favourable. 

The Soviet Amba.ssa.dor had. informed the Secretary 
of State tha.t the Soviet Government were prepared to 
take part in giving assistance to Roumania. The 
Soviet Government had asked our views as to how help 
should be given (Telegram No, 70 to Moscow). Our 
suggestion ha^ been that the Soviet Government should 
make a declaration offering assistance, if desired, 
to any European neighbours of the Soviet Union 
(Telegram 71 to Moscow). The Soviet Government 
reply to this suggestion had. been to propose a 
comprehensive European plan ô ' mutual assistance 
and Staff Conversations between Great Britain, France 
and Soviet Russia, and assurances to Russia's Vestern 
neighbours (mel.eera-* No. 69 from Moscow). 

http://Amba.ssa.dor


THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the Soviet Foreign 
Minister appeared to have given our Ambassador at Moscow 
a false account ef the Foreign Secretary's interview 
with M. Maiskye. The Russian Foreign Minister had 
said that M. Maisky had tolci the Foreign Secretary 
that the Soviet were prepared, to give help to 
Roumania on condition that, we implemented our 
assurance to Roumania, and that the Foreign Secretary 
had replied to thi? suggestion by a.sking Russia to 

35 

make a. unilateral r1 eclara.tion. In fact, however, 
M. Maisky, in informing the Foreign Secretary that 
the Soviet Government were prepared, to take part in 
giving assistance to Roumania, had made no such 
condition. 

THE SECRETARY OF STAm^] FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
confirmed that this was so. M. Maisky had begun by 
saying that he had been instructed by his Government 
to say that they woul^ help Roumania. He had. replied, 
that this was good ne^s, since we were ahout to ask 
the Soviet Government whether they would be prepared, 
to elve help to Roumania and Poland. 

The Foreign Secretary undertook to clear up this 
point as quickly as possible. 

The Foreign Secretary added that he thought it
would be necessary to exercise considerable caution 
in the answer to be sent to the Soviet Government, 
and. he propose^ that this matter should be considered 
by the Foreign Policy Committee. 

This course was agreed to. 
Turkey. ^he Foreign Secretary said that the replv given 

by the Turkish Government to the approach which we 
-3

x (Telegram 68 from Moscow) 



had ma.de to them was somewhat confused and revealed 
a number of inconsistencies. Thus, it was clear 
that Turkey wished to avoid (a.) provoking the hostility 
of the Berlin-Rome Axis, -(b) alienating Bulgaria", 
and ( c) wished to "he sure precisely what assistance 
would be available to her. The Turkish Government 
proposed, first, that a public statement of a somewhat 
vague character should be made. His own view was 
that this statement should be made somewhat more 
precise. Secondly, that, a secret understanding should 
be entered into between the two countries, giving 
wider assurances of assistance. Thirdly, that 
Staff Conversations should take place between the 
two countries. This last point was under considera
tion ^y the Chiefs of Staff. 

The Foreign Secretary sai^ that a draft reply 
had been prepared, and he suggested that this matter 
might also be considered by the Foreign Policy 
Committee that afternoon. 

This course was agreed to * 

Bulgaria. The Turkish Government, with our approval, were 
actively seeking to promote an agreement between 
Bulgaria and Roumania, The suggestion was, first, 
that Bulgaria should join the Balkan Entente" 
secondly, that the Dobrudja question should, be 
considered after a stated interval; thirdly, that 
a Balkan bloc should be formed to resist German 
pressure (telegrams Nos . 121 and 1S6 from Angora). 
It was too early to say what prospect there wa.s that 

http://ma.de


Danzig.

FR2b (^tf) $

this-move -would be successful. Our Minister at 
Sofia took a grave view of the position unless some 
settlement could be reached of the Dobrudja question^ 
But it should be remembered that,so soon as the 
Dobrudja question was openly raised, there was a 
possibility that the Transylvania question would be 
raised by Hungary, which might result in a eonflagra
tion. It-was much better that the Turks, who were 
the architects of ^he Balkan Entente, should raise 
this matter in the first instance rather than that 
we should do so. We had lent our support to the 
Turkish demarche in this matter. 

 Our Charge d'Affaires at Berlin had recently 

 received a report that, failing an amicable agreement 
with Poland, the German Government were planning an 
internal revolt in Danzig, to be followed by German 
military occupation. We had asked Colonel Beck 
whether he had. any information ^ihich bore out this 
report, and what credence he attached to it. It had 
also been suggested to the Polish Government that if 
there was the least likelihood of the German 
Government planning a coup-de-main. and. if the 
Polish Government, were in fact prepared to treat 
with Germany for a settlement of the Danzig question, 
it might be well if they could cut the ground, from 
under the feet of thP German Government by showing 
their disposition to negotiate. It was understood 
from other sources that the Poles were not apprehen
sive of any immediate development in Danzig. 



At a lerfro-r Btago in the meeting)! THE FQiKB9i9M 

At a later stage in the Meeting, THE FOREIGN 
SECRETARY reported that he had now received a telegram 
from Berlin in regard to relations between Germany and 
Poland, In effect, the upshot of the report was that 
Herr Hitler was now dealing with these negotiations 
himself, but that not much progress was being made. 
This was attributed to the fact that the Poles were 
adopting a more intractable attitude since they had 
obtained our guarantee. It was not expected that there 
would be any surprise in regard to Danzig before 
Herr Hitler's birthday, but events were apparently 
expected in the first fortnight in May. 

The Cabinet took note of the statement, 
and agreed that the replies to bo fph-i
sent to the Soviet Government and to ; / J x V j £ 
Turkey should be discussed at a meeting 
of the Foreign Policy Committee to be 
held at 5.30 p.m. that afternoon. 



3131 
GERMANY. 3. THE SECRETARY OR STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS said that the question had arisen J 
Proposed 
message whether our Charge d'Affaires in Berlin should 
from the King 
to Herr Hitler subscribe to the birthday present to Herr Hitler I 
on his fiftieth 
birthday. which had been organised by a certain member 

of the Diplomatic Corps in Berlin. The jj 
decision which had been finally taken on this 
matter had been that our Charge d'Affaires 
should not subscribe, provided that the 
Ambassadors of France and the United States 
decided to adopt a similar attitude. In the 
event, the representatives of Great Britain, 
France, the United States and Russia had 
decided not to subscribe. 

The question whether The King should [if 

send a birthday message to Herr Hitler fell, 
;;  ;,.Av''  S  I 

however, to be decided on different grounds. 
The proposal that the Diplomatic representatives 
should combine in giving a birthday present to 
the head of the German Reich was without 
precedent. On the other hand, it was the 
normal practice for The King to send birthday 
messages to the heads of a number of States. 
(The full list is set out in Appendix A to 
these conclusions.) Further, we could not 
align ourselves with France and America in this 
matter, since it was not customary for the 
President of the French Republic or the 
President of the United States to send birthday 
messages to the heads of other States. Subject 

-

to the views of his colleagues, he thought that I 
\ 

one very important consideration was the 
probable effect on Herr Hitler of the 
discontinuance of the normal birthday message, 
which he might well regard as a deliberate affront,; 

-7
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At the same time, care must he taken to avoid action 
which would expose The King to criticism. On the 
whole, he thought that the right course would he 
to send a message, not in the customary form which 
contained wishes for the recipient's health and 
welfare, hut as follows.;; 

"Please accept Herr Reichschancellor 
my congratulations on your fiftieth 
"birthday." 

In the course of discussion, it was 
explained that no official invitations had been sent 
to this country to attend Herr Hitler's birthday 
celebrations. Two invitations had been sent to 
individuals - General Puller and Lord Brocket - and 
it was understood that Herr Hitler had followed a 
similar line in regard to other countries. 

The view generally expressed in discussion 
was if the investigation showed that birthday greetings 
were regularly sent by The King to the heads of a 
number of States, the right course was that, notwith
ssanding a certain reluctance to any message being sent, 
His Majesty should on the present occasion be 
advised to send a message on the lines suggested by the 
Poreign Secretary. 

Note: After the conclusion of the meeting, 
it was decided, in view of the 
particulars set out in Appendix A, 
to these conclusions, that the 
Secretary of State for Poreign Affairs 
should advise the King in favour of 
sending a birthday message to Herr 
Hitler in the terms suggested by 
him at the meeting. 

Return of As regards the return of H.M. Ambassador to 
H.M. 
Ambassador Berlin, the Poreign Secretary reminded his colleagues 
to Berlin. 

that just before Easter he had informed them that it 
(Previous 
Reference: was proposed that Sir Nevile Henderson should return 
Cabinet 18(39) 
Conclusion 3.) to Berlin shortly after Easter. Events had then 

happened which -made some postponement of this 



arrangement necessary, and lie had thought it v/as 
better that Sir Nevile Henderson should not return until 
after the Fuhrer's birthday celebrations. A statement 
had been inserted in the Press to the effect that 
Sir Nevile had taken a short period of leave after 
making his report. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 



AiaANIA. 4c THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Recognition
of Italian 

 referred to telegram No. 205 to Rome informing the 
action. Earl of Perth that Sir Percy Loraine's credentials as 
(Previous
Reference: 

 Ambassador designate had been signed on the 28th March. 
Cabinet 20(39) We were anxious that there should be no question of the 
Conclusion 2. 

Italian Government refusing to accept these credentials 
although they contained no reference to the King of 
Italy1s title as King of Albania. On the other hand, 
it was out of the question at the moment that His 
Majesty's Government should take any action involving 
formal recognition of Italy1s title to Albania. He 
had therefore asked Lord Perth to explain the position 
frankly to Count Ciano and to state that we were anxious 
not to enter into controversy at the moment and he 
hoped that the Italian Government would accept 
Sir Percy Loraine's credentials on the ground that they 
had already been signed before recent events took place. 
If the Italian Government refused to accept the present 
credentials, it would mean that the arrival of 
Lord Perth's successor would have to be postponed. 

The Foreign Secretary added that he hoped that 
if the Italian troops left Spain within a short time, 
it would be possible to recognise Italy, at any rate, as 
the de facto ruler of Albania. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 



ALLEGED ITALIAN 
AND GERMAN 
ACTIVITIES IN 
SPAIN. 

5. THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR POREIGN 
APPAIRS said, that there had recently been a 
number of conflicting rumours about Italian and 
German activities in Spain. It had been alleged:-

Firstly, that large bodies of Italian 
troops had arrived at Cadiz in the first weeks of 
April. It v/as true that about 2,500 Italian 
troops had landed at Cadiz between the 22nd and 
25th March, i.e, just before the fall of Madrid. 
It had also been ascertained that before the fall 
of Madrid it had been the Italian intention to 
send a further 6,000 fresh troops, and there had 
been many reports that further consignments had, 
in fact, been sent after the 2,500 mentioned 
above. No positive confirmation, however, had been 
obtained, and there was no evidence at all that 
large numbers of Italians had landed at the 
beginning of April. 

Secondly, it was rumoured that the 
alleged Italian reinforcements had proceeded to 
the Pyrenees and to the Portuguese frontier. 
All the information tended to show that the 
Italians were concentrated in the Albacete-
Alicante area in southern Spain, with the 
exception of one regiment which was north of 
Madrid. There was, in fact, no reason to 
believe that Italian troops were threatening 
the Portuguese or French frontiers, and it 
looked as though they were preparing to return 
home. 



Thirdly, there was the allegation that 
the Germans were constructing a network of aerodromes 
and fortifications along the Pyrenees. There was no 
evidence for this allegation: in fact a delegation 
of Prench Military Correspondent, mostly Generals 
of Reserve, had toured the Spanish side of the 
Pyrenees at General Franco's invitation in February .and had 
found no evidence of fortifications. It seemed 
unlikely that any substantial wprks could have-been 
undertaken in the meantime. 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
said that it would be seen that these rumours were 
for the most part either contradictory or vague 
and were unsupported by evidence. He pointed out 
that Lord Perth in a telegram of the 6th April 
reported that the Spanish Embassy in Rome, when 
asked about reports that additional volunteers had 
recently been sent to Spain, had replied that there 
had been reinforcements or replacements, and, 
though the Spaniards had not wanted them, they 
could do nothing about them. This reply, however, 
might well refer to the 2,500 Italians who had 
landed at Cadiz between the 22nd and 25th March. 
Unless large numbers of Italians had been sent 
after the fall of Madrid on March 28th, this 
admission of the Spanish Government was not of 
special significance. 

Information from other sources indicated 
that the Italians were making active preparations 
for withdrawal and that about 500 at least had 
already left Spain, although these preparations 
had been somewhat hampered by Italy's preoccupation 
with Albania. 

The Cabinet took note of this statement. 
-12



RETURN OF
MOORISH TROOPS 
TO SPANISH
TERRITORY. 

Position at 
Tangier and 
Gibraltar. 

 6. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
 said that the Spanish High Commissioner at Tetuan 

had stated on April 13th that the troops sent 
hack to Spanish Morocco represented the 
repatriation of personnel employed in Spain during 
the Civil War, and that at least half of them 
had been ,disbanded. He had assured Mr. Keeling, 
our Minister at Tangier, that there was no truth 
in the report of an impending occupation of 
Tangier. 

On April 14th Mr. Keeling had reported 
that the Spanish High Commissioner at Tetuan had 
telephoned'to deny the press rumours of the 
arrival of ,Italian troops in the Spanish zone. 
Arrangements were being made in response to an 
invitation from the Spanish High Commissioner 
for a British Officer from Gibraltar to verify 
this statement. 

The Foreign Secretary thought that the 
return of Moorish troops to Morocco was a very 
natural step for the Spanisli Government to take. 

In reply to a question by the President 
of the Board of Trade, the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs said that there had been numerous 
reports of military movements which at one time 
led to a consensus of view that an attack on 
Gibraltar by land was being planned. 

THE /SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said 
that there were reports that troops and tanks 
were concentrated at La Linea,and that it had been 
thought right to treat this threat seriously. A 



number of precautions had therefore been taken, 
including the manning of the anti-aircraft guns. 
Two battalions of infantry which were on. their way 
to Palestine would be detained at Gibraltar until 
the arrival of a battalion of the Welsh Guards 
which was shortly leaving this country for Gibraltar. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that it seemed that these reports probably 
arose out of the arrangements made in connection 
with the embarkation at Algeciras of troops 
returning to Spanish Morocco, or from the arrangements 
for a Military Parade at Seville on the occasion of 
General Franco's entry into that city on 16th April. 
The Portuguese Ambassador had also told him that he 
had been informed of these troop movements by the 
Spanish Government, which were due in part to 
demobilisation and in part to the movements with a 
view to the rounding up of communists. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES 
said that he was not altogether satisfied as to the 
arrangements at Gibraltar for the air defence of 
civilians. Until recently the Colonial Office had 
been advised that the galleries in the rock.would 
afford protection to 12,000 civilians. The present 
Governor thought that the galleries would not afford 
adequate protection, mainly on the grounds that the 
time available would not enable the civilian 
population to reach the galleries. Authority had 
therefore been given to start borings in the rock 
near to the town, but these new arrangements would 
take some time to complete. Apart from distance, 
some questions had been raised as to the suitability 
of the galleries as air raid shelters on technical 
grounds. 

The Cabinet took note of these statements. 
- 14 
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7. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
referred to certain rumours recently received 
from our Ambassador at Rome which were of a 
disquieting nature. A telegram had been received 
four days ago regarding the calling up of Italian 
Fleet reserves- There were also rumours of 
German troops passing through Italy. He was 
trying to obtain confirmation of these reports. 

The French were also apprehensive about the 
visit of the German Fleet to Spanish waters* He 
thought that our first reaction to this had been 
that, on balance, the Admiralty did not regard the 
visit as alarming,. Information received from 
other intelligence sources, however, pointed to the 
fact that the position might be becoming critical. 

The Foreign Secretary said that while he 
found it impossible to check the value of these 
reports, he thought that we should satisfy ourselves 
that our state of readiness was as well advanced 
as was practicable, He asked the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence and the Service Ministers 
whether they had any suggestions to make. In 
particular, he was rather perturbed as to the visit 
of H.M.S. Repulse to Canada, He also thought that 
consideration might be given to the question whether 
some Standing Committee should be set up which might 
share with him the responsibility for examining the 
information received regarding developments in the 
international situation. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said the 
Admiralty still took the view that on balance 
the visit of the German Fleet to Spain was not 



disturbing. This Admiralty view turned, in part, 
on the composition of the German Fleet, which 
comprised not merely the three Deutschlands and 
submarines, but also destroyers and cruisers. 
He thought there might be some advantage in H.M.S. 
Repulse being on the other side of the Atlantic. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE 
said that while other countries frequently took 
measures of mobilisation or partial mobilisation, 
such measures, if taken in this country, were apt 
to lead to alarm. He agreed, however, that we ought 
to consider whether further precautionary steps 
should not now be taken,, The Home Fleet was at 
present laid up and taking leave. The Foreign 
Secretary,^the First Lord 5sad he had agreed that it 
was right that the Home Fleet should take leave at the 
present time. It also had to be remembered that 
many of the ships in our Fleet were relatively old 
and must spend a certain amount of time undergoing 
minor repairs. The leave of the Fleet would finish 
in about a week's time (27th) and he thought that inview 
of the date of the Reichstag meeting (28th), he had not 

thought it necessary to suggest cutting short the period 
of leave. 

TheJVlinister for Co-ordination of Defence 
ê sfe&iri&ea that the boom defences had been laid 
at Gibraltar, but not at Malta, and that the boom 
defences at Scapa and Rosyth could be laid in 48 
hours, i.e., before the Fleet, if ordered North, 
would reach Scapa or Rosyth. 

7 



The Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff had 
informed him that he had received messages from 
the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, and the 
Commander-in-Chief, Plymouth, to the effect that, 
while precautions were being taken in H.M. Ships, 
neither the Military nor the Air Force Commanders had 
received any similar warning. He (the Minister) 
thought that the measures which had been taken about 
ten days ago, after consideration by the Strategical 
Appreciation Committee, had had one result that he 
had not foreseen; namely, that they had led to the 
feeling that, while the Government were themselves 
alarmed about the position, adequate precautionary 
steps were not being taken. He had asked the 
Chiefs of Staff to consider the matter from this 
point of view that afternoon. 

The communication from the Deputy Chief of the 
Naval Staff also pointed to some lack of co-ordination. 
Steps had now been taken to set this right, and a 
telegram had been sent to the Governors of Malta, 
Gibraltar, Aden and Sierra Leone informing them of 
the basis on which measures were being taken in this 
country, and instructing them to take such measures 
as they thought fit to meet a completely unheralded 
attack, on the same basis as the precautions taken here. 
These latter, however, contained a proviso that the 
measures taken should not cause publicity. He 
thought that this might prevent any effective measures 
being taken. He attached importance to our allowing 
our defence measures to become known, thus getting 
people accustomed to seeing precautionary measures 
taken without becoming alarmed. 

- 17 



The Minister thought that, while it was probably 
undesirable to mobilise the Fleet, since this was a step 
usually only taken when war was imminent, the Fleet could be 
got into a state of greater preparedness, and that we should 
consider whether there was any counter which we -could make to 
the visit of the German Fleet to Spain. Strategically this 
move was not, perhaps, disadvantageous to us. He thought, 
however, that the Germans would probably use the occasion to 
train the Spaniards to work with them, and perhaps to make 
arrangements for German ships to operate from Spanish waters. 
In regard to our Naval position generally, so long as both 
H.M.S. HOOD and H.M.S. RENOWN were laid up, he felt that 
there was a certain risk in H.M.S. REPULSE, our only 
remaining Battle Cruiser', going to Canada. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR gave particulars 
of the extent to which our garrisons overseas were under 
strength. In particular, we were short of artillerymen in 
the Mediterranean. He thought that consideration should be 
given to the question whether measures of partial or half
mobilisation should not be adopted immediately in the Army, 
The General Staff was strongly of opinion that this should be 
done. Virtually all other nations in Europe had now taken 
substantial measures of mobilisation. It was only by 
mobilising reserves that we could provide the artillery 
personnel required. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE agreed that 
the mobilisation of the Army was more urgent than the 
mobilisation of the Fleet, in present circumstances. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that we were now back in the 
same position in regard to the air defence of Great Britain 
that we had been in before the Regular Anti-Aircraft units 
had been brought from Lichfield to London. Under present 



arrangements it would "be impossible for us to man the 
guns and searchlights without a Proclamation declaring an 
emergency, and the process of manning the lights and guns 
would take 12 hours. In the meantime we were virtually 
without defence against air attack, with the exception of the 
fighter aircraft which, in the absence of searchlights, could 
operate by day only and not by night. He invited the 
Secretary of State for War, who had been investigating this 
matter, to explain the position to the Cabinet. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR said that the 
position had been very thoroughly examined, and with every" 
desire to find some measures which-^ould enable us to meet 
the threat of sudden air attack by voluntary effort. Among 
those consulted had been Territorial Officers, representative 
employers, and Lord Derby, the Chairman of the Council of 
the Territorial Association. The universal opinion had 
been that it was impossible to work a voluntary system within 
a voluntary system. Unless an emergency existed, it would 
be an intolerable burden on Tei*ritorial officers and men to 
be called upon to serve whole-time for indefinite periods. 
It was impossible to combine the duties in question with 
civilian work, more particularly in the case of the search
lights, which were situated at considerable distances from 
the headquarters of the units. 

Arrangements had been made whereby 96 searchlights 
in the London area could be manned at very short notice, 
but these lights were within the inner artillery zone and 
were intended for co-operation with anti-aircraft guns, and 
not with fighters. 

A scheme had been prepared for a permanent nucleus 
of defence against high-altitude attack, which would require, 
in round figures, 1,000 officers and 26,000 other ranks. Of 
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these, 500 officers and 14,500 men were required by the 
searchlights alone. The War Office took the view that it 
would be unwise to man the searchlights only, since attack 
by day was more likely than by night. The Secretary of 
State for Air demurred to this view. 

Continuing, the Secretary of State for War said that 
the defence system was a coherent whole, and that all the 
integral parts of it should be manned, including the balloon 
barrage and the Observer Corps. He thought that an attempt 
to obtain the necesso.ry personnel by voluntary methods would 
fail and would deal a shattering blow to the system. The 
conclusion reached was that the only satisfactory method of 
providing a permanent nucleus for defence against air attack 
was to man that nucleus with Regulars. The proposal put 
forward was, therefore, first, to declare an emergency and 
call out the A.A. units of the Territorial Army to man the 
defence during the next few months: secondly, to create a 
Regular force by calling out Reservists, who could be trained 
to man the searchlights and guns in three months' time. This, 
however, was only a temporary arrangement, and he saw no means 
of obtaining the number of additional Regulars required for 
a permanent arrangement, except by some system of compulsory 
service. It was suggested, therefore that some form of 

ICompulsory compulsory service should be introduced, and that the men 
Service. 

called up should serve for one year. He thought that 
v ' the men obtained by this means could be adequately trained in 

six months. This system would, therefore, always give a 
nucleus of men who would have completed six months' training 
and would be capable of manning the guns and searchlights. 
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THE MINISTER POR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE said 
that it was generally agreed the present position was most 
unsatisfactory. It was clear that the only immediate 
means of meeting the situation would he to call out 
forthwith the territorial personnel who had undertaken 
an obligation to serve in time of war.. He thought that 
it was very difficult to justify an arrangement whereby 
those who had volunteered to serve in war would be 
called upon to man guns and searchlights in time of 
peace, while others who had not undertaken this voluntary 
obligation continued with their ordinary occupations. 
He also doubted whether the present system resulted 
in our using the best material in the best way, or 
gave us the results which we required.. He thought that 
it should be considered whether we should be justified 
in introducing compulsory service in order to meet the 
needs of the air defence of Great Britain, or whether 
this was employing a sledge hammer to crack a nut. So 
far as he had been able to ascertain, the War Office was. 
the only Department which appeared likely to derive 
any immediate benefit from a system of compulsory 
service. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the matter which 
was now being considered was one of far-reaching 
importance and his colleagues must realise that matters 
of this kind could not be lightly undertaken, or 
without due preparation. It was true that there was 
more and more pressure from France and other countries 
abroad for the adoption by this country of compulsory 



military servicec As against this, it was necessary 
to realise the strong feeling against compulsion in 
the Trades Union movement, particularly among the 
leaders of that movemento Any rash or sudden decision 
without proper preparation would he likely to cause 
a violent reaction which would interfere with the 
rearmament programme *. If this happened, the effect 
abroad would be the opposite to what the supporters, of 
the scheme anticipatedo 

The Prime Minister added that he had been giving 
a good deal of thought to this matter and would like 
to take an opportunity of discussing it with the 
Ministers specially concerned. He agreed that a 
decision upon it was required as soon as possible, and 
if he was in a position to do so, he would submit some 
proposal to the special meeting of the Cabinet which had 
been arranged for 5 p.mc on Monday, the 24th April, to 
hear the Chancellor of the B:thequer's Budget proposals-. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 
that he was greatly impressed with the opinions on this 
subject expressed in foreign countrieso He thought that 
if the decision on this matter was limited to compulsoy 
service for the air defence of Great Britain, the 
results would be unfortunate on public opinion. 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR thought the General 
Council of the Trades Union Congress would be likely to 
experience trouble in the matter with the National 
Union of Railwaymen and. the Amalgamated Engineering 
Union.



The Cabinet took note 
(l) That the Prime Minister proposed to 

give consideration, in consultation 
with certain of his colleagues, to 
the questions of our defence 
preparedness and compulsory military 
service ("tooth in relation to the air 
defence of Great Britain and generally) 
with a view to bringing proposals 
before the Cabinet in the ensuing 
week. 

(2) That further consideration should be 
given to the Poreign Secretary's 
suggestion that some Standing 
Committee should be set up to share 
with him the responsibility of 
examining the information received 
regarding developments in the 
international situation. 



ITALY. 
t .Relations 
with France. 

J(Previous 
I Reference: 
Cabinet 18 (39) 
Conclusion 2.) 

8. THE PRIME MINISTER said that M. Francois 
Poneet, the French Ambassador in Rome, had expressed 
the opinion that it shoula be possible to get a 
settlement between France and Italy if we could 
persuade the French Government to take the first 
step. The Prime Minister expressed the view that 
the French were not doing their share in smoothing 
out their difficulties with Italy. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
referred to telegram No. 173 from Paris in which Sir 
Eric Phipps had reported M. Bonnet's view that France 
was prepared to do a deal with Italy over Jibuti and 
the Suez Canal, and his desire that Sir perc,2 
Loraine should be sent to Rome as soon as possible, 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that it was 
time that the French took some action^themselves in 
this matter and the FOREIGN SECRETARY agreed to put 
suitable pressure on the French Government to this 

-

end. 



SALE OP
ANTI-AIRCRAFT 
MATERIAL TO
FRANCE. 

 9. THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that 
 General Garaelin had asked as a matter of urgency, 

that we should supply the French with 20 3.7" 
A.A. guns. It was proposed to let them have 
8 in May and IS in June together with 1,000 
rounds of ammunition per gun and predictors 
on the scale of 1 per 2 guns. The French had 
asked for mobile guns, but we could only 
supply them with static guns. If we let the 
French have these guns, it would, of course, 
diminish our state of readiness, but he 
thought that, in the circumstances, we should 
meet the French request, 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION 
AFFAIRS enquired whether it was necessary to 
supply the French with predictors on the scale 
of 1 per 2 guns instead of on the scale, which 
we had adopted, of 1 per 4 guns. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR 
undertook to look into this matter. 

On the suggestion of THE PRIME MINISTER, 
it was agreed that the Secretary of State for 
War should be authorised to arrange for the 
supply to the French Government of the above 
A.A. guns, ammunition and other material, on 
repayment under the normal arrangements. 



PALEST IKS. 

Proposed 
Command 
Paper. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 19 
(39), Con
clusion 3.) 
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10. The Cabinet had before them a 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Colonies 
(CP.79(39)), submitting the draft of a proposed 
Command Paper on Policy in Palestine, which 
embodied a number of amendments agreed to by 
the Cabinet Committee on Palestine. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE 
COLONIES said that, as n^gotiationro were still 
proceeding with the representatives of the 
neighbouring Arab States, it would be premature 
to invite the Cabinet to approve the draft 
White Paper. 

Paragraph 10 (4) of the draft White 
Paper stated that His Majesty's Government 
anticipated that Palestinian representatives 
could be placed in charge of certain Departments 
within 2 years of the restoration of peace 
and order. The representatives of the neighbour
ing Arab States had, however, been pressing 
that the Palestinians should be placed in charge 
-of a number of Departments as soon as peace and. 
order had been restored, without waiting for two 
years. The Cabinet Committee on Palestine had 
decided to ascertain whether a concession on 
this point would secure acceptance of the 
Government's proposals by representatives of 
the neighbouring Arab States/ With this object 
in view, a Memorandum had been sent on the 

, 

6th April to the Egyptian Ambassador. The 
latter had undertaken to telegraph its substance 
to Ali Maher, who would get in touch with the 
Iraqi and Saudi-Arabian Delegates in Cairo. 



It had now "been ascertained that 
representatives of the neighbouring Arab States 
were prepared to agree to our proposals, subject to 
this modification and to modifications on two or 
three other points o n which the Secretary of 
State thought we could^^e^fe-tegi f twmst The 
representatives of the neighbouring Arab States 
also wanted us to re-open negotiations with the 
Mufti and with the Palestinian Arabs, The 
Secretary of State -for the Colonies thought 
there were serious disadvantages in this course. 
He proposed that the points which he had 
mentioned should be discussed at the meeting 
of the Cabinet Committee on Palestine which 
would be held on Thursday, 20th April. 

In normal times, no doubt, there would 
be serious disadvantages in continuing without a 
fixed policy in regard to Palestine. The present 
times, however, were abnormal and it was clear 
that the absence of policy had not adversely 
affected the military authorities who had been 
very successful in stamping out the rebellion, 
although isolated acts of terrorism must be 
expected to continue for some time. There was 
the further consideration that publication of 
these proposals would give rise to controversy in 
Parliament. There was, therefore, much to be 
said for pursuing a somewhat cautious attitude i'h iLt. 

- jfrrrrrOTffi in regard to our determination of 
our Palestine policy. 

THE MINISTER OP HEALTH wished it to be 
put on record that, while the Cabinet Committee on 



Palestine had approved the circulation of the 
draft White Paper, it had been made clear that 
this did not necessarily mean that the Committee 
endorsed the paper in every detail. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR 
expressed the view that our strategic requirements 
should be referred to not merely in paragraph 
10 (l) but also in paragraph 10 (6). -

It was agreed that this point, which. 
had been referred to by the Minister for 
Co-ordination of Defence at an earlier meeting 
of the Committee, should also be considered by 
the Cabinet Committee on Palestine. 

The Cabinet took note of the 
statement made by the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies and agreed 
that the points raised in discussion 
should be considered by the Cabinet 
Committee on Palestine. 



SUPPI*Y 11. The Cabinet had under consideration a Memorandum 
ORGANISATION 
IN PEACE AND by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence and the 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (CP. 84 (39)) 
(Previous 
reference: reviewing the question of the establishment of a 
Cabinet 9 
(39), Con- Ministry of Supply in the light of recent events and 
olusion 4 ) . 

decisions, and outlining a plan for the equipment of 
the Regular and Territorial Armies. At the end of 
the Memorandum the Ministers summarised their 
recommendations by asking their colleagues for authority 

(a) To plan the equipment of the Regular 
and Territorial Annies on the following 
basis 
(i) To equip in peace with full war 

equipment, war reserves and war 
potential, a total of 16 Field Army 
divisions (6 Regular and 10 
Territorial), the 10 Territorial 
Divisions being ready to go 
overseas as soon after the outbreak 
of war as transport arrangements 
allow and their training has been 
completed i.e. within a period of 
4 - 6 months (Para. 9 ) . 

(ii) To provide equipment on a full war 
training scale for the remaining 16 
Territorial Field Army Divisions 
(Para. 10). 

(iii) To create such war potential for the 
16 Territorial Divisions under (ii) 
as could not be created after the 
outbreak of war in sufficient time 
to enable them to go overseas with 
full war equipment and reserves 
within 9 - 1 2 months from that 
date (Para. 10). 

(iv) To provide the necessary equipment 
and war reserves for any additions 
to the Regular Army that may be 
authorised. 

(b) To create forthwith a Ministry of Supply on 
the special lines indicated in this 
Paper  viz:s

(i) To take over all army supply (paras. 
5 and 15), with the exception of 
certain quartermaster-general stores 
and other services which require 
further consideration (Para. 17). 



(ii) To take over the supply of such stores 
of general user as may he convenient 
(Para. 16). 

(iii) To take over the functions of design, 
research experiment and inspection for 
the stores which it will supply  on 
the understanding that the user 

a

department remains closely associated 
at all stages of design and in regard 
to standards of inspection (Paras. 
23 and 22). 

(iv) The Ministry's vote to cover the staff 
of the Ministry, the provision of 
factories and stocks of essential 
materials, and cost of manufacture 
(Para. 27). 

(v) The Ministry's vote to receive 
appropriations in aid for the sale 
of supplies to user departments 
(para. 27). 

(c) For the introduction of legislation in 
such a form that 

(i) The Ministry could he progressively 
enlarged into a full Ministry of 
Supply , if need b e  without further r s

legislative authority (Para. 15). 
(ii) ihe liinistry is given a statutory 

right to enforce the acceptance of, 
and priority for, government orders 
(Para. 19), and possibly legal 
powers to determine prices after a 
cost investigation (Para. 20), 

(&) To supplement the existing machinery of 
the Principal Supply Officers Committee 
and of the Contracts Co-ordinating 
Committee by a Ministerial Priority 
Committee (Para. 29). 



THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OP DEFENCE 
introduced the Memorandum by drawing attention to its 
salient points. In regard to Part I, he said that 
neither he nor the Chancellor of the Duchy wished 
to alter anything in their earlier Memorandum, but 
that the situation which had now arisen was exceptional. 
The Secretary of State for War was faced with 
problems of great complexity and with duties outside 
the scope of a normal Defence Department. The 
Secretary of State for War had therefore reached the 
conclusion that supply responsibility should now be 
detached from the War Office and placed in the hands 
of a separate Minister and Ministry. He (the 
Minister) and the Chancellor of the Duchy felt that 
they must accept that conclusion. 

The Minister then dealt with the duties, powers 
and constitution of the new Ministry. Paragraph 19 
provided for a statutory right to enforce acceptance 
of, and priority for, Government orders. Very \,vi 

careful consideration should be given to the question 
whether it was wise to make a statutory provision 
to enforce the acceptance of Government orders, 
since if a particular industry or firm refused 
to accept orders, the Government might be driven 
to take over that industry or firm. As regards 
the priority machinery he did not anticipate any 
great interference with the Admiralty or Air 
Ministry orders, but there might be a risk of 
interference in certain respects. He therefore 
thought it right that special priority machinery 
should be set up, 



In regard to Part II of his Memorandum? the 
Minister explained that the proposal that 10 
Territorial Divisions should proceed overseas in 
the 4 to 6 months immediately after the outbreak 
of war would result in 16 divisions in all (6 Regular, 
10 Territorial), or half the total Field Army, being 
available to proceed overseas during the months 
immediately following the outbreak of war. 

The Minister emphasised that- we should not 
reach the position which, under the plan, we aimed 
at being in, on the outbreak of war, until October-^ 
1940. By that date, we should be able to send 
overseas 16 divisions within a period of 4 to 6 
months, and the remaining 16 divisions within a year. 
It would take 18 months to provide the full (training 
equipment for the 13 additional Territorial divisions. 
The fact that it would take us so long to reach our 
objective was, however, an argument in favour of 
making an early start on the plan proposed. If 
war broke out within a few months, we should be in 
a far better position as a result of having made a 
atart on the creation of additional factories and 
war potential. Further, there was reason to think 
that, under war conditions, the time occupied in 
carrying out the whole programme could be appreciably 
shortened.-

In reply to the Prime Minister, the Minister 
for Co-ordination of Defence explained that while 
paragraphs 9 and 10 of C P . 84(39) represented the 
goal at which we were aiming, paragraph 11 related 
to the position as it existed to-day, 



THE CHANCELLOR OE THE EXCHEQUER drew a distinction 
between the Minister's proposal that 10 Territorial 
Divisions should be made ready to go overseas within 
4 to 6 months after the outbreak of war, and the proposal 
that a further 16 divisions should be in a position to go 
overseas within 12 months from the outbreak of war. As 
regards the former proposition, he had been anxious that 
this part of the plan should be limited to 8 divisions, but 
the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence had informed him 

that he v/as satisfied that it was a practical proposition 
to make preparations now on the basis of 10 divisions, and 
he agreed therefore that the plan should go forward on 
this basis. He doubted, however, whether we should 
proceed with the arrangements proposed for the remaining 
16 divisions. He asked whether the scheme in regard to 
these divisions had been fully worked out and whether the 
object now aimed at was, in fact, practicable. He 
understood that the War Office attached considerably more 
importance to certain proposals in regard to the Regular Army 
than to the implementing of the full scheme for doubling the 
Territorial Army. He suggested, therefore, that so far 
as Part II of the Ministers1 Paper v/as concerned, a decision 
should be limited to the provision of war equipment, reserves 
and potential to enable 10 Territorial Divisions to 
proceed overseas within a period of 4 to 6 months after the 
outbreak of war. The proposals in regard to the rest of the 
Territorial Army should be considered in connection with 
other proposals of the Secretary of State for War, e. g. , 
proposals relating to the Regular Army and to the Air Defence 
of Great Britain. 



THE SECRETARY OF STATS FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
said that, as he saw the matter, the question was one of 
creating the necessary capacity. Unless a start was 
made on this now, the completion of the whole scheme 
would he delayed. 

THE MINISTER FOR CO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said 
that there were certain requirements which could not 
possibly be created within 12 months after an outbreak 
of war, particularly in regard to filling factories 
and explosives. If the action proposed was not taken 
now in regard to the supply elements which took a long 
time to bring into production, it would be impossible 
for the^l6 Territorial Divisions to proceed overseas 
within a year of the outbreak of war. He explained 
that the total cost of the scheme outlined in his 
Paper was estimated at £135 millions, of which about 
£45 millions represented new industrial capacity, 
factories, e t c , and £90 millions represented equipment. 
This figure of £135 millions compared with the figure 
of £90 millions as the cost of doubling the Territorial 
Army on the basis originally proposed, and £245 millions 
as the cost of the scheme set out in paragraph 8 of 
C P . 84 (39). He explained that the scheme put forward 
had been considered by the Supply advisers, who regarded 
it as practicable0 Representatives of industry, 
however, had not been consulted. 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR referred to the 
impor tance of making sure that any available civil 
capacity would be employed on the enlarged War Office 
programme. Until there had been consultation with 
leading industrialists, it would be impossible to say 
whether or not the scheme was practicable. His 
information was that there was now very little further 
skilled labour available. 



THE SECRETARY OP STATE PGR WAR said that the 
proper test was to consider what effort this country 
would have to make if war broke out. The right 
principle, surely, was that all the Divisions of our 
Army should be ready to play their part, and the 
alternative scheme in paragraph 8 was, in his view the 
only logical plan. If the scheme in paragraph 8 was 
not adopted, it was necessary that some supply 
arrangements should be made in regard to the Territorial 
Divisions who would not be available to proceed overseas 
in the first six months of a war. It was essential to 
have a definite programme. The programme now put 
forward was not, in the view of his advisers, by any 
means a very large programme. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had not 
realised that the scheme in Part II of the Minister's 
Paper had been worked out so far. If it was clear that 
this scheme was accepted as practicable, he thought that 
it should be adopted. 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP EDUCATION thought 
that the right test to adopt was whether the present 
scheme represented a maximum effort. Having regard to 
the language used in paragraph 18, he doubted whether the 
scheme could be so described. 

The discussion then turned to parts I and III 
Of C P . 84 (39). 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR agreed that the 
Bill presented to the House of Commons should be a Bill 
for the setting up of a Ministry of Supply. He thought 
it was desirable that the new Ministry should be regarded 
as in some sense a new organisation, which would make a 
fresh start. There were a number of points of detail 
which he thought might be considered, namely, whether 



the new Ministry should, take over responsibility for 
general stores of food and clothing for all three 
Defence Departments. The question of compulsory powers 
should also be carefully examined; in particular, the 
legal implications of priority for Government orders. 
He suggested that these points might be considered by 
the Ministers concerned. 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY and THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR expressed general agreement 
with the procedure proposed. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 
said that he was anxious that, if the new Ministry was 
to obtain any special powers, those powers should be 
thorough-going. 

The Cabinet agreed: 
(l) To approve in principle the recommendations 

contained in C P . 84 (39), as set out in 
the summary to that Paper and reproduced 
above; 

(2) To invite the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence and the Chancellor of the 
Duchy of Lancaster to arrange for the 
plan set out in C P . 84 (39) to be 
worked out in detail, and for a draft 
Bill to be prepared, in consultation with 
the three Service Ministers and any other 
Ministers concerned. 



12. THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the 
Agenda for Cabinet Meetings were now apt to be longer 
than in recent years. He suggested that the Cabinet 
should meet at an earlier hour than 11 o'clock. 

It was agreed: 
That the normal weekly Meetings 
of the Cabinet should until further 
notice take place at 10,30 a.m. 

(At this point, the Prime. Minister left 
the Meeting.) 



Jppevious 
Reference: 
jCabinet 60 
1(38), Con-
Iclusion 22,) 

13. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 
the Lord Privy Seal (CP. 86(39)) on the subject of Air 
Raid Shelter Policy, to which were attached the following 
documents:

(l) The Report of the Conference, 
presided over by Lord Hailey, to 
consider and advise on the issues 
underlying the provision of heavily 
protected air raid shelters: 

(2) A Memorandum by the Lord Privy Seal 
on the above Report, which came before 
the Civil Defence (Policy) Committee 
on the 14th April at their Fifth 
Meeting (C.D.S.(p) 12): 

(3) The Conclusions of the Civil Defence 
(Policy) Committee. 

In C P . 86(39) the Lord Privy Seal sought the 
approval of his colleagues for the presentation to 
Parliament on Thursday, 20th April, of the Report of the 
Conference, as a Command Paper. He proposed that on 
the same day he should make a statement accepting generally 
the principles laid down in the Report, subject to a 
number of points of detail which would recmire further 
consideration, and announcing that the following 
conclusions had been reached by His Majesty's Government 

(a) that no ground was shown for departing 
from the policy of blast and splinter
proof protection already announced, 
and the Government would accordingly make 
every effort to assure its being carried 
out as speedily as possible in 
vulnerable areas: 

(b) that the attempt at the provision on any 
general scale of deep and bomb-proof 
shelters would be a mistaken policy and 
would prove unattainable in practice: 

(c) that there was a. case for providing heavily 
protected shelter for certain key points 
and certain vital services: 

(d) that technical advice would be afforded as 
speedily as possible to industrialists 
and others as to the forms which such 
shelters might take. 



THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that he 
was anxious to make a statement in regard to 
this matter on the following day. He thought 
that the Government would he exposed to criticism 
if there was any long delay in making an 
announcement. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE POR AIR 
said that the Air Ministry were in agreement 
with the lines of the proposed statement of 
Government policy in regard to air raid 
shelters. 

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER 
said that the Treasury had seen the proposed 
statement by the Lord Privy Seal, and v/ould 
like to have an opportunity of discussing one 
or two points in the announcement with the 
Lord Privy Seal's Department. 

This course was agreed to. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR 

referred to certain difficulties which had 
arisen in regard to the provision of structural air 
raid precautions in a number of factories 
which were engaged on Government contracts, 
where the contracts were placed on the basis 
of "target prices" or of competitive tender. 
This matter had been under discussion for some 
time. 

THE CHANCELLOR. OF THE EXCHEQUER said 
that he did not think this question was altogether 
relevant to the present matter, but he undertook 
to do his best to ensure that it was settled 
at an earl;/ date. 



The Cabinet agreeds
(l) To approve the presentation to 

Parliament, as a white Paper, of the 
Report of the Conference presided 
over by Lord Hailey

(ii) To approve the statement which the 
Lord Privy Seal proposed to make, 
announcing the conclusions reached 
by His Majesty's Government in 
regard to shelter policy, subject 
to the settlement of outstanding 
points between the Treasury and 
the Lord Privy Seal's Department. 



I E POULTRY 
JWSTRY BILL. 

Previous 
References; 
Cabinet 30 
(38), Con
clusion 8, and 
Cabinet 58(38), 
Conclusion 8). 

14. The Cabinet had under consideration a Joint 
Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 
Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland 
(H.A.-17(39)) covering the draft Poultry Industry 
Bill, the principal objects of which v/ere:

(a) to control the distribution of poultry 
stock, hatching eggs and day-eld chicks, 
so as to reduce loss to the poultry 
industry due to debility and disease; 

(b) to regulate the marketing of home-produced 
eggs and poultry by the standardisation 
of grading up to the point of final sale 
to the consumer; and 

(c) to establish an independent Poultry 
Commission with responsibility for the 
above functions; 

together with the following recommendation thereon 
by the Committee of Home Affairs (H.A.C. 9th 

Conclusions (39), Minute l ) : 
"To authorise the introduction forthwith 
in the House of Commons of the Poultry 
Industry Bill in the form of the draft 
annexed to H,A.-17 (39), subject to the 
various amendments agreed upon in the 
course of the discussion, and subject 
also to any drafting or other minor 
alterations that may be found necessary 
or desirable." 

The Cabinet approved the above recommendations 



THE AIR MINISTRY 15. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 
(HSSTON AND KENLEY 
AERODROMES EXTEN- the Secretary of State for Air (H.A.-18 (39)) 
SIOH) BILL. 

covering the draft Air Ministry (Heston and Kenley 
(Previous Aerodromes Extension) Bill, the object of which was 
Reference: 
Cabinet 52 to provide for the extension of the civil airport 
(38), Con
clusion 5 & at Heston, and of the Royal Air Force aerodrome at 
Appendix II.) 

Kenley: together with the following recommendation 
thereon by the Committee of Home Affairs (H.A.C. 
9th Conclusions (39), Minute 2 ) : 

"To authorise the introduction forthwith 
in the House of Commons of the Air Ministry 
(Heston and Kenley Aerodromes Extension) 
Bill in the form of the draft annexed, to 
H.Ao-18 (39), subject to any drafting or 
other minor alterations that may be 
found necessary cr desirable." 

The Cabinet approved this recommendation.. 



THE MINING 
INDUSTRY 
(AMENDMENT) 
BILL. 

(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 3 
(39), Con
olusion 9.) 

16. The Cabinet had. under consideration a 
Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade 
(H.A.-19 (39)) covering an explanatory Memorandum 
by the Secretary for Mines, together with the draft 
Mining Industry (Amendment) Bill, which was 
designed to remove the statutory limitation 
imposed on the annual expenditure of the Mines 
Department by the Mini:.;-: Industry Act, 1920. The 
recommendation of the Committee of Home Affairs 
thereon (H.A.C. 9th Conclusions (39), Minute 3) was 
as follows 

"To authorise the introduction forthwith 
in the House of Commons of the Mining 
Industry(Amendment) Bill in the form of 
the draft annexed to H*A.-19 (39), 
subject to any drafting or other minor 
alterations that may be found necessary 

Uor desirable5

The Cabinet approved this recommendation. 



ACCESS TO 
FOUNTAINS 
BILL' 

(previous 
Reference: 

3 9 )Cabinet 9  C . 
Conclusion 10.) 

17. The attention of the Cabinet was drawn to 
the Access to Mountains Bill, introduced in the House 
of Commons by a Private Member and down for Report 
and Third Reading on Friday, 21st April, 1939. 

THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
explained that the amendments in the Bill which had 
been regarded as necessary, had been incorporated on 
Committee Stage and the Bill was now considered 
satisfactory both by the.interests and the Departments 
concerned. 

The Cabinet agreed that the Government 
Spokesman should support the Bill. 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 
19th April, 1939. 



APPENDIX A. 

NOTE AS TO PRACTICE IN REGARD TO SENDING 
BIRTHDAY MESSAGES TO HEADS OF STATES. 

1. The King sends birthday messages to the Heads 
of the following States :-

United States 
Bulgaria 
Egypt 
Iran 
Iraq. 
Germany 
Japan 
Sweden 
Greece 
Norway 
Netherlands 
Jugoslavia 
Si am 
Turkey 
Denmark 
Afghanistan 
Roumania 
Belgium 
Italy 
France 

(i,e. , all Royalties and Heads of most important 
Republican States, whose Governments are regarded as 
fairly permanent.) The message to Germany, which was 
discontinued during and after the War was restored 
towards the end of Hindenburg's life at the wish of 
King George V. 
2. Certain of those mentioned under 1 (namely, the 
European Kings, the German Chancellor, the President of 
the French Republic, the President of the United States 
and the Emperor of Japan) also receive from the King 
New Year' s messages. 
3. All those mentioned under 2 send birthday messages 
the King and possibly some others who do not receive 
birthday messages from him0 


